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ABSTRACT
The appearance and relationships of Brucker Breakdown and adjacent
area, a portion ofthe Mammoth Cave System,implythatcomplex structural and
hydrogeological factors affectected and/or controlled passage development.
Detailed surveys include geographic, cartographic, lithologic, morphologic, stratigraphic, and paleoflow indicators. The five proposed scenarios were the following. Case 1: All (or most) of the passages were once continuous across the
Brucker Breakdown void, which is a subsequent feature. Case Ia: The Brucker
Breakdown void is a subsequentfeature whose development caused morphological changes in the pre-existing passages adjacent to it (traditional hypothesis).
Case II: The passages converge toward or diverge from the Brucker Breakdown
void, which acted as either a source or target of flow and is a primary feature.
Case Ila: Several passages converge on the Brucker Breakdown void and fewer
components depart from it, indicating that the Brucker Breakdown void is a
primary feature and represented a local potentiometric low. Case lib: Several
passages diverge from the Brucker Breakdown void, and fewer components converge on it, indicating that the Brucker Breakdown void is a primary feature and
represented a local potentiometric high. Of these, Case lib was found to most
closely represent the situation presented by the data.
To perform this study, a detailed procedure was developed that, until this
time, had not been established nor outlined in the literature. Once the area of
study was chosen and defined, an extremely detailed cartographic and morphologic survey was performed that established both horizontal and vertical data
points throughout the area. These data points were tied to existing transit
surveys of the surface that linked the subsurface area to U.S. Geological Survey
bench marks. The cartographic, geographic, and morphologic data were converted with computer aid to map form. The maps were then field-checked for
accuracy. Comprehensive geological mapping surveys were executed. Multiple
stratigraphic sections were described and measured in each passage segment,
and these were tied to the vertical data points. Correlations were made between
sections and were physically traced whenever conditions permitted. Speleothem dating information from prior research was obtained and correlated
throughout the study area. Finally, important features and passage morphologies were documented photographically.
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INTRODUCTION

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

This study is one of cavern origin and development, focusing on a portion
of the Mammoth Cave System (MCS) that is composed of a complex of interrelated passages which have not previously been studied. Specifically, the characteristics ofthis area present several difficulties in determining the area's mode
of origin when utilizing models that were developed not only for other cave
systems in the world, but even those models developed for other parts ofthe MCS
itself. As a result, the terminology presented in this manuscript may be
considered specialized. A glossary of terms that might be unfamiliar to the
reader is presented in Appendix A. It should also be noted that, for ease of reference, all measurements will be given in metric units followed by English units
in parentheses.
Brucker Breakdown is an extremely large breakdown feature that occurs
at a junction of several passages, and which, in plan view, roughly approximates
an ellipse with a major axis of 31m (100ft) and minor axis of 18 m (60ft). Its
accessible vertical extent is approximately 32m (105 ft). Although many other
known breakdown features in the MCS intersect or truncate several passages,
Brucker Breakdown is unique in intersecting four, vertically separate passage
levels. These levels are composed of the passage complex adjacent to Brucker
Breakdown. Identifiable and distinct changes occur in these passages in the
proximity ofBrucker Breakdown. These changes include those of unit volume
(in square m (ft) of cross-sectional area per m (ft) of length), cross section,
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morphology, presence and type ofbreakdown modification, and features related
to cavern origin and development.
Though the area has been well travelled by numerous Cave Research
Foundation (CRF) explorers since the 1950's and is an important area in the
history of both the CRF and the MCS, no study has been made of Brucker
Breakdown and the adjacent passage complex to carefully map the area or to
determine its origin and development. The area presents some very unusual and
noteworthy characteristics as related to known processes of cavern formation
and modification; thus, it is the purpose of this study to examine carefully the
individual features and whole of the complex to determine their mode of origin
and development, and to determine what factors may have been important in
controlling those processes.
At the onset of the project, two working hypotheses were proposed. They
are as follows.
1.

Brucker Breakdown was a subsequent feature which formed after
passage development and occurred as the result of several
passages crossing vertically. Formation was possibly aided
by downcutting and superposition of Three Sisters Hollow on the
surface.

2.

Brucker Breakdown was a primary feature, possibly related to
the development of Three Sisters Hollow on the surface, which
controlled the development and intersection of the passages. It is
conceivable that Brucker Breakdown functioned as an input point,
causing flow to diverge from it and causing the formation of the associated
passages.
Historically, the first hypothesis has been favored (Brucker, 1966);

however, more recent research by Ewers (1972, 1981) has indicated the possibil-
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ity that the second hypothesis could be true. The argument that ''breakdown
must have something to fall into" is valid, but the primary question in this study
is not when the breakdown occurred relative to passage development. Rather,
the question addressed is when the void (into which the breakdown fell) formed
relative to passage development.
The following questions must be answered in order to facilitate the
assembly of an appropriate model for the development of the study area, or any
passage complex, for that matter.
In Each Passage
1.

What are the original and present passage morphologies?

2.

What is the passage gradient (floor and ceiling)? Are there any
changes in gradient? If so, where? Are there any patterns to
these changes?

3.

What is the relationship of the passage to the bedrock (that is,
concordant, discordant, dip- or strike-oriented, perched on a
resistant bed, etc.)? Did a particular geologic feature control the
original flow path?

4.

Has the ceiling been dissolved upward above the original zone of
solution?

5.
a)

Concerning the flow in the passage:
What was the nature of the original water flow (velocity, direc
tion, source, input, outlet)?

b)

Was the original flow vadose or phreatic, and did this change
with time? If it was phreatic, how far below the potentiometric
surface was it?

c)

Were there changes in the passage cross-section (shape, area,
etc.) with time?
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d)

What is the origin of the sediment and speleothems, and in
what environment were they formed? Were these deposited
while the passage was still being dissolutionally enlarged?
At Each Passage Intersection

1.

What was the hydrologic relationship (if any) between the
intersecting passages? Were they tributaries? Was one an
overflow or diversion route? Is this just a random intersection?

2.

Are the passages located in different rock units?

3.

Were the passages formed simultaneously or sequentially?

4.

What are their relative ages?
In The Surrounding Landscape

1.

What did the surrounding land surface look like when this
passage was forming (particularly the surface valley(s) into
which the passage drained)?

a)

Was the surface valley being alluviated?

b)

Was the surface valley being downcut rapidly or slowly?

2.

What was the nature of the recharge area that provided water to
the cave?

3.

Can an age be assigned to the passage or passage complex
either by utilizing its relationship to the land surface or by other
means?

The degree of breakdown modification of several of the passages (or
passage segments) would make the development of a model difficult. Breakdown modification: (1) destroys scallops, which hinders the determination of
paleoflow and passage intersection relationships, (2) changes the cross section
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and morphology of the passage, sometimes beyond recognition or extrapolation,
and (3) changes or destroys ceiling and floor gradients. With so many lines of
evidence removed, the creation of a conclusive model becomes impossible,
however, it would still be possible, however, to discuss the evidence available
and to weigh the validity of the various possible models.

WCATION OF STUDY AREA

Mammoth Cave National Park is located in a region historically known
as the Central Kentucky Karst. The nearest cities are those of Munfordville,
Cave City, and Park City. The region is composed of two areas of Mississippian
rocks. The park itselflies in the Chester Upland. To the east and south of the
park is a low karst plain known as the Pennyroyal Plateau. The two areas are
separated by the Chester (or Dripping Springs) Escarpment.
The study area is located within the Park beneath Three Sisters Hollow
in the north-central portion of Flint Ridge (Figure 1). Specifically, Brucker
Breakdown is 1.6 km (1 mi) to the southwest of the Austin Entrance in a portion
of the MCS once known as Unknown Cave. The area studied includes not only
Brucker Breakdown, but also the passages within a radius of640 m (2100 ft).
These passages include all or portions ofPohl Avenue, the Cygnus X-1 Chamber,
Smith Avenue, the Horta Tunnel, the Convention Hall, Ralph Stone Hall, Huber
Trail, Davey's Attic, Lucky 7 All!ly, and Turner Avenue (Plate 1 in back pocket).
Vertically separate levels consist of the following (in ascending order): (1) Pohl
Avenue and theCygnusX-1 Chamber, (2)SmithAvenue, the Horta Tunnel, and
the Convention Hall, (3) Ralph Stone Hall, and (4) the highest level, composed
offour passages ofslightly different elevations (in ascending order): Huber Trail,
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FIGURE

1.

Brucker Breakdown and adjacent area are located beneath
Three Sisters Hollow in the north-central portion of Flint Ridge
within Mammoth Cave National Park.
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Davey's Attic, Lucky 7 Alley, and Turner Avenue. These passages and their
relationship to one another will be discussed in greater detail in a later section
entitled Passage Descriptions.

GEOWGIC SETfiNG

REGIONAL SETfiNG

The regional setting has been described in detail by White, Watson, Pohl,
and Brucker (1970) and Palmer (1981). These descriptions include topography,
geomorphology, stratigraphy, structural geology, cavern features, and cavern
formation.
The cave passages in the study area were mapped in the late 1950's and
early 1960's by the Cave Research Foundation and other individuals, but the
only map released was a portion of the folio series published by Brucker and
Burns (1966). Though the folio contained maps ofmuch ofthe FlintRidge section
ofthe MCS, the maps, by admission of their authors, were of poor accuracy when
compared to the quality of maps now available through improved surveying
techniques.
The areal geology was mapped on the Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle Map (Haynes, 1964). It has recently presented some controversy among
several workers because the structure contours drawn on the base of the caprock
indicate an anticlinal feature greater than 8 km (5 mi) long. Both Palmer (1981)
and Quinlan and Ewers (1981a) "removed" this feature because they saw no
proof of its existence. Its presence or absence gains great importance in the determination of the past and present hydrogeology, and therefore cave development, of the region. Based on evidence discussed later in this chapter, it is the
author's opinion that the anticlinal feature is, in fact, present as mapped.
TOPOGRAPHY

The topography of the land surface above the study area is shown on two
different maps by the U.S. Geological Survey (1930, 1965). The 1930 map is
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solely of Mammoth CaveN ational Park and is based on field surveys performed
in 1927. Itisplottedatascaleofl:31,680. The 1965mapispartofthe7.5-minute
topographic series (1:24,000) and is based on photogrammetric surveys. There
are distinct differences in topography shown between the two, and, based on
field checking during the course of this study, the 1930 map was felt to be more
accurate.
The surface of the park is characterized by steep-sided ridges dissected by
streamless valleys whose floors have been modified, to varying degrees, by
solution. Relief is as much as 122m (400ft). The Green River is deeply entrenched within the park and acts as base level for the entire region. Numerous
springs of various sizes are located along valley walls. Valleys tend to be fairly
wide and extend in a dendritic pattern through the park towards the Green
River, above which many currently hang by as much as 75 m (245ft). Valley
bottoms are now occupied by solution or collapse dolines and uvalas. The dolines
range in size from a few to hundreds of meters (ft) long, can be up to 37m (120
ft) deep, and can also occur on valley walls or ridgetops. Any flowing water on
the surface is quickly diverted underground through swallets. Cave entrances,
though not ubiquitous, are common features.
The surface above the study area is composed of a portion of Flint Ridge
and Three Sisters Hollow. The top of Flint Ridge is fairly flat in this area and
stands 60 m (200ft) above the floor of the adjacent hollow and 110m (360ft)
above the Green River. Three Sisters Hollow, unlike many of the other valleys
in the park, appears to be fairly youthful as it is narrow, steep-walled, and,
except for its very headward portions, unmodified by doline development. It is
a tributary to the Green River, joining it at grade, and occasionally carries
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surface flow after rains. Water in lesser amounts is immediately diverted
underground through swallets and fractures in the rock pavement flooring the
hollow.·
According to the map published by the Cave Research Foundation (1985),
Brucker Breakdown directly underlies Three Sisters Hollow (Figure 2). Though
no precise surveys or radio location work were performed during the course of
this study, the accuracy of the alignment of the topography and the cave map is
felt to be within approximately 3 m (10 ft). The north-south alignment is
accepted to be within a few degrees. This is based on careful surveys performed
from a known point on the surface to the Austin Entrance when the entrance was
being constructed in the 1950's. The precision of those surveys was proven when
the entrance was completed. The line of the tunnel, when finished, was a mere
0.3 m (1ft) off its target, the center ofPohl Avenue.
Careful examination of Three Sisters Hollow during the fall of 1984
revealed no large dolines in the hollow below the sandstone-limestone contact,
which is at an elevation of207 m (680ft). Below that elevation, the valley floor,
in the dry stream bed, is composed of exposed limestone. Numerous fractures
allow the diversion of any surface flow. As surface water cascades over the
sandstone at the headwalls of the hollow and its tributaries, it is diverted
underground within 15 m (50 ft) of the sandstone/limestone contact through
small holes and fractures. Flow observed entering the ground during the fall
ranged from 0.3 to 2.8liters/second (0.01 to 0.1 cubic ft/second).
STRATIGRAPHY

The stratigraphy of the Mammoth Cave region has been studied by many
workers (Swann, 1963; Pohl and Cushman, 1964; Haynes, 1964; Pohl, 1970). Of
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FIGURE

2.

A portion of the map produced by the Cave Research Foundation
(1985) shows the relationship of Brucker Breakdown to the
overlying topography.
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Pohl (1970) provided the most detailed biolithostratigraphic
descriptions of the strata in the Mammoth Cave area up to that
time (from Pohl, 1970).
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these, the most detailed lithologic descriptions of the major formations can be
found in Pohl (1970) (Figure 3). Palmer (1975, 1981), although only summaries
for use by non-professionals, elaborated upon Pohl's work by devising a stratigraphic section which further subdivided the three major, cave-bearing limestone formations into 63 informal subunits, each of which is recognizable within
a sequence ofthree or more subunits. This informal stratigraphic section can be
extrapolated throughout the MCS, and, because the regional dip is so slight and
reasonably uniform, accurate identification ofthe subunits exposed in a passage
will usually allow an estimation to be made ofthe elevation ofthat passage. Such
identification will also assist in the speleogenetic correlation of the passage with
other nearby passages, or with the hypothetical reconnection of passage segments into once-continuous passages. This use can assist in the assembling of
the paleo-hydrogeology of the cave passages and in determining ofthe origin and
development of the cave system itself.
Subunits were distinguished on the basis of texture, grain type, grain
versus matrix support, bedding characteristics and thickness, color, fossil
content, and weathering characteristics. Ofthese, color was the least diagnostic,
as most of the limestones are a fairly uniform grey. Further, subtle differences
in color are obscured by weathering of the cave walls, and even where freshly
exposed, they are difficult to distinguish by artificial light. Fortunately, due to
the special effects of dissolution on the limestone, the other characteristics are
fairly easily recognizable, especially bedding characteristics and fossil content.
Fossils tend to be resistant elements in the limestone, and, as a result of
dissolution, stand out in relief from the rest of the limestone. Similarly, bedding
planes often are exploited by dissolution, enhancing their characteristics. Each
parting in a cross-bedded limestone, once exploited by dissolution, makes the
appearance of the cross-bedded unit quite dramatic.
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Subunits do change in lithologic character and/or thickness as they are
traced across the MCS. However, certain beds or sequences are quite distinctive.
The identification of one or more of the more easily recognizable units within an
exposure will normally allow the other less obvious units to be identified.
Contacts between subunits, in most cases, are fairly sharp and planar;
however, some irregularities do occur. Relief from several centimeters (inches)
up to 1m (3ft) is developed on several contacts. In fact, the extremely wavy, high
relief(approximately 1m or 3ft) developed between two subunits in the upper
Fredonia Member of the Ste. Genevieve Limestone is a characteristic which
makes identification of the two subunits easier.
Once the individual subunits were defined, their sequences and occurrences were studied. The result ofthis work was published in two versions. The
first version (Palmer, 1975) (Figure 4) reflected only the exposures found in the
Crystal Cave section of the MCS and had only the Ste. Genevieve Limestone and
the very top of the St. Louis Limestone subdivided into informal subunits: B (top
of the Ste. Genevieve Limestone) through X (top of the St. Louis Limestone).
Unit A was not actually a subunit, but was the Paoli Member of the Girkin
Formation.
In the second version (Figure 5), Palmer (1981) modified the column by,
first, defining subunits from the Beaver Bend Member of the Girkin Formation
down to the base of the Ste. Genevieve Limestone, and second, by changing the
definition of some of the subunits. This division of the major formations reflects
exposures studied within the passage walls throughout the MCS, and it should
be noted that these divisions are used informally only as a local tool, a convenience, with no widespread significance and no formal recognition.
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Palmer modified and elaborated upon his earlier work by subdividing the Beaver Bend Member of the Girkin Formation
down through the St. Louis Limestone based on lithostratigraphic characteristics (from Palmer, 1981).
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Lithotypes
Palmer (1975) recognized seven lithotypes that occur as subunits within
the limestone formations which may be used in conjunction with the classification schemes of Dunham (1961) and Folk (1961), in addition to specific lithologic
descriptions. These are the following: fine-grained (microcrystalline) limestone
("micrite"), granular limestone ("sparite", oolitic, fossiliferous), impure limestone, dolomite or dolomitic limestone, shaley limestone, shale, and chert.
Fine-grained Limestone
Fine-grained limestone exhibits no crystals or other grains visible to the
naked eye. This corresponds to Folk's (1961) term, "micrite." Because of its
texture, it tends to weather to a very smooth surface on cave walls, is typically
resistant and forms ledges, and is easily recognized. Frequently included in the
micrite are fossils, sparry-looking grains, other grains, and chert.
Granular Limestone
This limestone type can take one of several forms to be a coarse-grained
or crystalline limestone (Folk's 1961 term, "sparite"), an oolitic limestone, or a
fossiliferous limestone. "Sparite" resembles rough concrete where exposed in
the cave walls and usually contains fossil fragments. "Sparites" commonly are
cross-bedded in the MCS. Oolitic limestones often weather to a smoother surface
than do sparites, and due to their unique character, they tend to be easily
recognizable. One particular example, known colloquially as "The Great White
Oolite," is a very light grey to white color when fresh, weathers to a white or light
grey, tends to be fairly resistant, and, as a result of its striking appearance,
serves as an informal marker bed in the Joppa Member. Fossiliferous limestones
may be either micrites, sparites, or oolitic limestones with a large percentage of
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fossil fragments. Due to their texture, these limestones tend to produce very
rough, jagged surfaces on cave walls, and tend to be ledge-formers.
Impure Limestone
Due to the, at times, fairly large percentage ofimpure material such as silt
or clay deposited along with the limestone, these units tend to weather more
rapidly than relatively pure limestone, and, therefore, form recessed ledges.
This type of rock occurs throughout the stratigraphic section and may contain
fossils, chert, limestone fragments, or, occasionally, limestone pebbles. Shaley
limestones tend to occur either in fairly thin beds at the contact between two
other units or in thicker beds throughout the section. These beds occur mainly
in the upper Ste. Genevieve Limestone and the lower Girkin Formation. These
units tend to be fairly rapidly weathered by both chemical (dissolution) and
physical processes and, consequently, tend to form recesses or niches in cave
walls.
Dolomite or Dolomitic Limestone
Because dolomite tends to be more resistant to the effects of dissolution,
beds of dolomite may protrude as resistant ledges in cave walls. Further,
because dolomitization tends to obscure the original texture of the unit, this
subunit often develops a smooth, uniform texture with scattered pores. Dolomite
or dolomitic beds are most easily recognized, however, by their yellow-brown or
orange color on a weathered surface, their sandy or silty texture, and their
relative resistance which allows them to form ledges.
Shale
Shale is typically found in thin layers (less than 0.3 m or 1ft) at the contact
between two limestone units. The presence of a shale layeris often marked only
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by a deeply recessed, decomposed or wet, clay deposit. Less frequently, the
actual bedding may be preserved. In the former case, it is difficult to determine
if the clay is the result of weathering of a shale or a shaley limestone. Most of
the shale in the Mammoth Cave area is grey-green to olive green color.
Chert
Chert normally occurs as irregular beds or nodules (that are sometimes
rounded) within limestone units. The chert is not easily dissolved by water and
forms resistant ledges and knobs in cave walls. It varies in color from white to
black when fresh, and weathers to a grey or black. There are two forms found
in the Mammoth Cave region, the occurrence of which is formation dependent.
Nodular forms with smooth surfaces tend to be light to medium grey when
fresh or weathered. They tend to be elliptical, are informally referred to as "chert
footballs," and are found within the Ste. Genevieve Limestone. More irregular
forms resembling large, silicified worm burrows (up to 2 em or 1 in in diameter)
occur in either lenses or beds and are dark grey to black both on fresh and
weathered surfaces. Because of their appearance, they are colloquially referred
to as "dog-turd chert" and are found within the St. Louis Limestone. A thick and
laterally extensive zone of this type of chert occurs in layers and lenses in the
middle of the Horse Cave Member near the top of the St. Louis Limestone and
often is 1 m (3 ft) or more thick.
Neither form of chert seems to be affected by dissolution. Footballs often
hang from the ceiling on pendants oflimestone or protrude well out from a wall.
The St. Louis chert protrudes from cave walls and occasionally forms the floor
of a passage. Because it is so riddled with holes, it seems to shield the underlying
limestone for only a short time before it breaks into pieces. Therefore, though
extremely resistant to dissolution, the St. Louis chert has not been observed to
greatly hinder the downward solution of passage floors.
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Gypsum
Some beds of gypsum have been found near the middle of the St. Louis
Limestone in deep wells in the region (McGrain and Helton, 1964). None,
however, have been noted as being exposed in the cave, and none has been found
elsewhere in the stratigraphic section.
S1RUCTURAL SEITING

The structural setting for the region is shown in Figure 6. The area lies
adjacent to the western limb of the Cincinnati Arch in the southeast portion of
the Illinois Basin. More specifically, it lies within the southern end of the
Moorman Syncline, which is bounded by the Rough Creek Fault zone to the north
and by the Pennyrile fault system to the south (Kraus and Treworgy, 1979).
According to Heyl (1972), the Moorman Syncline and its bounding fault systems
are a part of the 38th-parallel-lineament, a zone of faulting, folding, and
intrusions which extends from south-central Missouri to northeastern Virginia.
He states (p. 886) that the Rough Creek fault zone is "an imbricate zone of faults
and shears [which] shows evidence of being a wrench-fault system.... The
wrench-fault system, however, is combined locally with a lesser high-angle
thrust component of movement along steep southward-dipping fault planes."
As can be seen from Figure 6, the region contains many small anticlinal
structures. Additionally, the trend of an east-west monocline that is shown is
coincident with the Chester Escarpment. The two en echelon monoclines to the
southeast ofit are attributed to faulting in the subsurface by Quinlan and Ewers
(1981).
One fault is mapped in the vicinity of the study area, the Cub Run fault
(Deike, 1967). This fault is a feeder to the main Rough Creek Fault zone,
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generally trends S20E, and is 17.7 km (11 mis)long. The west side of the fault
is downthrown. To the south of the Green River, the vertical offset is 12m (40
ft), and to the north of the river, the offset is 18m (60ft).
Haynes (1964) mapped an anticlinal feature on the base of the Big Clifty
Sandstone in the vicinity of the Crystal Cave section of the MCS,just east of the
thesis area. As shown in Figure 7, this feature is up to 1.6 km (1 mi) wide with
an axis that is approximately 8 km (5 mi) long. It is plunging to the north and
northwest. Its trend of north-northwest/south-southeast is roughly parallel to
the Cub Run fault. Relief across the width of the feature appears to range from
3-12m (10-40 ft). This feature has caused some controversy among workers in
the area. Quinlan and Ewers (1981b) "straightened" the contours, thereby
erasing the feature because "the 'bump' is not present in the subjacent limestones" (A.N. Palmer, personal communication, 1978). This conclusion was most
likely based on Palmer's stratigraphic studies in the MCS. There are two factors
to consider, however, before removing the feature. First, the highest cave
passage in the MCS, Collins Avenue, occurs in the Reelsville and Beaver Bend
Members of the Girkin Formation. No passage in the MCS occurs at the top of
the Girkin Formation. Second, no passages are properly located so as to traverse
the axis of the anticline, thus properly illustrating the relief expected by the
presence of the feature. Those that are properly aligned are located more than
46 m (150 ft) below the base of the Big Clifty Sandstone. Consequently, it is
assumed for the purposes of the present study that the anticlinal feature exists
as mapped by Haynes (1964).
Superimposed upon this structural setting, the regional strike is to the
northeast. Dip is to the northwest at approximately 9mlkm (50 ftlmi) or less.
Deike (1967) analyzed the orientation and character of joint sets and
fracture traces in the region after measuring 2,307 joints and 4,025 fractures.
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He noted that both the fractures and joints have a maxima at N30-40E and that
both show lesser peaks at S20-30E. Jointing has an additional maximum at S6070E. Fracture traces have additional maxima at 870-SOE and N60-70E (the
latter of which is 90 degrees off the S20-30E lesser peak). He concluded that the
most common fracture trace azimuth is SSOE. He described two major joint sets.
The northeast set has an azimuth ofNSOE and NlOW, is planar, close-spaced,
short, and commonly confined to one bed. The southeast set has an azimuth of
NSOE and SlOE, is rough, wide-spaced, longer than the northeast set, and often
cuts across more than one bed. Other minor sets were indicated at N60-70E and
S20-30E, as noted above.
Observations in the present study area were similar to those ofDeike with
one notable exception. Of the major fractures or joints noted (190), 135 of them
fell within the N21-30E range. Four had azimuths which were less than N21E,
19 fell within the N31-40E range, eight had an azimuth ofN41E to S20E, and
24 had an azimuth of S0-20E (neither of the latter two groups had any
noteworthy peaks). The most prominent trace, then, was the N30-40E azimuth
set. It must be pointed out, however, that sampling was far less comprehensive
than Deike's, and since the study area is highly fractured and extensively
modified by breakdown, a detailed measurement of all observed fractures was
outside the scope of the study.
GROUNDWATER HYDROGEOWGY
The present hydrogeology of the region has been studied by a number of
researchers, but previous data have been superseded by the detailed research of
J.F. Quinlan of Mammoth Cave National Park. An excellent summary, in map
form, of the current groundwater hydrogeology of the region has been prepared
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by Quinlan and Ray (1981). The text describing the groundwater setting can be
found in Quinlan and Ewers (1981a). By utilizing an extremely detailed
program of dye tracing and in-cave studies, Quinlan and Ray determined the
boundaries of28 individual ground water basins and 'delineated the general flow
paths within and between each of those basins.

The map showing this

information is found in Figure 8.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the groundwater in the region flows in a system
of dendritic and trellised tributary conduits. In analyzing the pattern, Quinlan
and Ewers (1981a) determined that stratigraphy and structure influence the
location, evolution, and size of each basin, and that the size and shape of each
basin appears to be related to the order in which it was initiated.
Drake and Borden (1981), in studying Roppel Cave (to the east of
Mammoth CaveNational Park), discovered evidence in the cave to indicate that
it is straddling the divides between several current and past groundwater
drainage basins. They found (p. 28) that some former basins were reduced in size
by more efficient basins encroaching upon them: "Series of individual intrabasinal cutoffs were found in the vicinity of a beheaded basin's previous boundary. Each successive cutoff represents headward propagation in an attempt for
the basin to achieve its own equilibrium." Through their work, it is apparent
that the groundwater basins have dynamic, rather than static, boundaries.
In continuing this research, Ewers (1981) synthesized a model ('1ow dip
model") that integrated individual flow paths into a rectilinear network through
the incorporation of shorter distributary elements arising from separate inputs.
He applied this model successfully to the current groundwater flow in the
Mammoth Cave region. However, the model does not lend itself as well to an
application to the paleo-drainage paths which are now dry cave passages in the
MCS. R.O. Ewers (personal communication, 1984) admits such an application,
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as attempted in his Ph.D dissertation, is tenuous and leaves much open to
question. Ewers and Quinlan ( 1981) published a similar version of the "low-dip
model" and applied it only to the current drainage.
The principal aquifer in the region is, primarily, the St. Louis and Ste.
Genevieve Limestones, though the Girkin Limestone constitutes part of the
aquifer in the northwestern portion of the area. Shales and siltstones occurring
in the middle of the St. Louis Limestone and at the top of the Salem-Warsaw
Formation below the St. Louis perch the groundwater in the aquifer. Water flow
originates from upland areas (often swamps) at the south and east boundaries
of the Sinkhole Plain, and is fed by small perennial and ephemeral streams
which are diverted underground at the margin. Water is also contributed by
runoff through sinkholes, direct infiltration, and spring discharge from a
perched aquifer in the Haney Limestone (where present). The diverted flow
joins cave streams, eventually contributing to major trunk streams that discharge in springs along the Green, Barren or Little Barren Rivers.
Water traces have had lengths as great as 27 km (17 mi) from input to
springs, with intermittent direct observations in caves and karst windows. Most
of the flow, according to Quinlan and Ewers (1981a, p. 459), is through a
"dendritic system of tributary conduits that feed trunk streams that are
commonly as much as 50 ft [15 m] wide and in which water levels may rise as
much as 100 ft [31 m] in response to heavy rains." Flow velocities, they note,
range from 9 to 396 m!hr (30 to 1300 ftlhr). Many of the groundwater basins
discharge through springs fed by streams flowing in distributary patterns that
are 46 m (150 ft) to 10.9 km (6.8 mis) wide.
In examining Figure 8, it is important to note that the flow lines which
connect dye input and recovery points were drawn perpendicular to the poten-
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tiometric contours shown on Quinlan and Ray (1981). Consequently, they are
approximations. Their locations, unless at a cave stream or karst window, are
only conjectural.
The study area lies within the Pike Spring groundwater basin. This basin
encompasses most of Flint Ridge and Toohey Ridge (to the southeast, outside of
Mammoth Cave National Park). Inputs consist primarily of sinkholes, and
water in concentrated flows occurs in two active stream passages, but during
heavy rains and flooding or during 50- or 100-year storm events, water
backfloods into higher levels.
Collins Avenue, the highest and oldest passage in the region (Palmer,
1981), occurs within this basin, indicating that the Pike Spring basin is,
perhaps, one of the oldest basins in the region. Quinlan and Ewers (1981b)
addressed this likely possibility when they eliminated the anticlinal feature
mapped by Haynes (1964) (see section on Structural Setting above for this
discussion). They admitted, in doing so, that they "eliminated the conceptually
attractive probability of Pike Spring being the first to form." As Palmer
(personal communication, 1986) pointed out, though, the presence of the
anticline is not necessary to cause Pike Spring to form first, because exposure of
the rock is not the only factor in determining the sequence of spring formation.
Palmer's first argument is that the entire portion of the Girkin Formation
overlying the Paoli Member was exposed above river level before the first
passage formed in Mammoth Cave Ridge. Palmer's second argument is that the
distance/length from input to spring is also important. Collins Avenue is a very
short segment connecting an input and the Green River; so it and Pike Spring
are in an ideal location for early development. Consequently, this study assumes
the probability that Pike Spring was the first to form.
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The Pike Spring basin has lost headwater area to the development of the
Bear Wallow basin to the east, now separated by the headwaters of the Lawler
Blue Hole basin.

The headwater boundary of the Lawler basin, however, is

adjacent to the unusually straight northeast-southwest trending portion of the
Chester Escarpment. Quinlan and Ewers (1981b) refer to this straight segment
as the Horse Cave lineament, and note that it nearly coincides with a major
trough in the potentiometric surface. They could offer no explanation of the
cause of the lineament, but suggested (p. 498) "it is possible that it localized the
development of solution permeability in the aquifer, a permeability that,
because ofits efficiency, has not yet been pirated by the smaller, younger, highergradient basins."
Coupled with the findings of Drake and Borden (1981) concerning
migrating basin boundaries evidenced in Roppel Cave in Toohey Ridge, it is
possible that piracy of the Pike Spring basin by the drainage of the Turnhole
basin is presently occurring. According to Quinlan and Ewers (1981b), the Pike
Spring basin (as well as others) are currently linked to the Turnhole Spring
basin by high-level overflow routes.
In summary, the groundwater flow patterns are extremely complex in this
region. Basins are continuing to evolve, and drainage areas are being pirated
from one basin to another.

Flow lines during baseflow conditions do not

necessarily reflect those of high flow events.

Springs which were active

hundreds of thousands of years ago are still active today, apparently in much the
same way as they were then.
PASSAGE DEVELOPMENT IN TilE MAMMOTII CAVE SYSTEM

The development ofpassage types in the Mammoth Cave System has been
discussed by several authors: Pohl (1955), Deike (1967), Ewers (1972), Miotke
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and Palmer (1972), Brucker, Hess, and White (1972), and Palmer (1977, 1981).
Pohl (1955) examined the origin and development of vertical

shafts (also

referred to as shafts in this study}in the Mammoth Cave region, and he observed
that they tend to occur at the edges of the caprock and not where the caprock is
absent. He felt that the shafts were formed by solutional enlargement ofvertical
joint intersections by seeping water. Their development is an integral part of the
process of headward advancement of valleys as they encroach upon the cave
systems. He correlated the occurrence of a majority of the sinkholes observed on
the surface to hypothesized shafts beneath them and attributed the large size of
current shafts to the continued and concentrated seepage of water through the
sinkholes into shafts. Water then flows out of the floor of the shafts through
either intersected cave passages or through a passage it creates along whatever
path is available.
Brucker, Hess, and White (1972) elaborated upon Pohl's work by adding
descriptive details of shaft morphology. They also explained the solution
chemistry and flow dynamics within vertical shafts.
Deike (1967), in his Ph.D dissertation, examinedmuchofthe then-known
portions of the MCS, including the study area for this thesis, in an attempt to
determine how the cave system had formed. He presented an excellent summary
of the geologic setting of the park, and, in his literature review, Deike discussed
many of the older references pertinent to the origin and development of the cave
system. Many of these references have since been superseded by more recent
research, and, consequently, will not be discussed here. As part of his study,
Deike made general observations in the Brucker Breakdown area, but did not
specifically address it. Deike felt that the cave passages formed at base level, and
their paths were determined initially by vagaries in the bedding planes. Joints
and fractures directed water flow only where they were aligned with the
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hydraulic gradient. He determined, based on a fracture-trend analysis, that the
joints and fractures were infrequently aligned with the gradient, and, therefore,
exercised minimal control on passage trend or location.
Initial passage morphology at base level, Deike observed, was one of an
elliptical tube which undulated in profile with the local geologic structure. As
base level dropped, the water occupying the passage began downcutting,
modifiying the tubular shape to a canyon. He thought that meanders in the cave
passages were formed by the same processes as those on the surface. Cutoffs
tended to form progressively upstream.
Cave passages, Deike noted, form integrated branching systems with definable drainage basins. That the arrangement and outlet of the basins has
changed through time is demonstrated by the trend and elevation of abandoned
passages. Most of the water input from the surface is through vertical shafts
located at the edges of the caprock and/or along drainage or structure lines, but
also occurs occasionally through swallets.
Passage formation and development was initiated, Deike concluded,
when the Barren River cut into less soluble rocks, forcing drainage from the
Pennyroyal Plateau to seek the Green River (see Figure 3). As the Green River
lowered and the water table in the caves similarly lowered, subsequently lower
passage levels were formed as the drainage from the Pennyroyal flowed toward
the Green River. He roughly correlated the passage levels at 177-183 m (580600 ft) to the time just following the Kansan glacial diversion of the Ohio River.
Ewers (1972), though not as specifically related to the MCS, observed
several processes of passage origin and development which are applicable to
caves in general, including the MCS. Through laboratory experiments, he
developed a model describing the formation of bedding plane solution tubes
(anastomoses) and their growth into major trunk drainage routes. He noted that
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the form of the anastomotic network is controlled, in the first stage of growth, by
the flow field of the host bedding plane into which it discharges. The principal
tube develops in the direction of the steepest potentiometric gradient and
lengthens at an increasing, nonlinear rate. "The growth of this tube distorts the
flow field in.such a way as to cause reduced discharge potential for the secondary
(lateral) tubes. This confines the growth of the network to a narrow band with
its long dimension directed down the [potentiometric] slope (Ewers, 1972, p. iv)."
When the initial anastomotic network extends across the entire length of
the bedding plane in which it is forming, the second stage of development is
established. This is due to the presence of a low resistance path between input
and output. The tube with the largest diameter and straightest path at this point
will carry the majority of the flow and, consequently, enlarges the most rapidly.
Once this tube network is established, further enlargement can take place
as a result of three different mechanisms, each of which involves the dissolution
of rock by free-surface streams.
1.

Lateral enlargement in which streams meander on a layer of
sediments, laterally dissolving the walls of the passage.

2.

Entrenchment in which streams that carry little or no sediment
load cut downward.

3.

Domepit retreat in which a waterfall in a vertical shaft retreats,
creating a large canyon as it does so.

The latter two generate a canyon passage. The first one generates a tube with
undercut walls at floor level. In this way, Ewers proffered explanations for the
most common passage types observed in Mammoth Cave and elsewhere.
Miotke and Palmer (1972) examined the genetic relationship between
cave passages and landforms in the Park. Palmer carefully studied the Crystal
Cave section of the MCS and grouped the passages into drainage levels. He
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defined two major levels based on passage width which occur at elevations of
180-194 m (590-620 ft) and 152m (500ft). Additionally, he defined four minor
levels at 207m (680ft), 168m (550ft), 158m (520ft), and 143m (470ft). He
concluded that each major level represented a temporary culmination of cavern
development in that portion of the MCS.
Palmer also noted that the ceilings of most cave passages were extremely
concordant to bedding-plane partings or other stratigraphic horizons.

In

examining the relationship between passage morphology and the factors of stratigraphy and structure, he observed that some passages tend to be dip-oriented,
while others tend to be strike-oriented. He concluded, however, that, for the
larger passages, they were neither controlled by stratigraphy nor structure. He
felt that "the concordance of many passages to geologic structure is due to the fact
that bedding-plane partings represent the most efficient paths of flow at any
given horizon within the limestone. Partings are selectively enlarged to form
trunk passages only if they are exposed at or near base level ... (p. 46)."
While Palmer performed the above studies, Miotke was mapping terrace
levels in the adjacent Green River valley. When they compared their observations, they noted some correlation between terrace elevations and cave levels,
and tentatively assigned the following specific ages.
1.

Wisconsin glacial age and Sangamonian interglacial age:
137-146 m (450-480 ft).

2.

Yarmouthian interglacial age: 152-168 m (500-550 ft).

3.

Pliocene and early Pleistocene (pre-Mtonian?): 183-210 m
(600-690 ft).

Palmer (1977, 1981) continued the research he began in 1972 in the
Crystal Cave section and extended it into all of the then-known portions of the
MCS. Through careful structural and stratigraphic mapping, he discovered that
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most ground water flow is highly concordant to bedding, and variations in
passage gradients are the result of the influence of local dip directions and
changes in local dip magnitude. He noted that lithologic variations in the
limestones tend to cause much local perching of ground water, and that irregularities in local bedding structure create sinuous passage patterns.
Palmer described three major passage types: tubular passages, canyons,
and shafts. The canyons represent slightly more than one-half of the total
passage length in the MCS, while shafts account for less than two percent of the
length. He noted that passages tend to be concordant to the bedding, primarily
because bedding planes are the most laterally extensive partings available to
groundwater flow, while joints and fractures rarely cut across more than one or
two beds. Canyons most frequently were found to be oriented down-dip, seemed
to be vadose in origin, and were sinuous as a result of irregularities in the dip
of the host bed or bedding plane. Most tubular passages were observed to be
strike-oriented, seemed to be phreatic in origin, and demonstrated sinuosity
caused by subtle departures from strike or by variations in the strike direction.
Passages can change from canyon to tube as the water moves from the vadose
zone to the phreatic zone. When this happens, there generally is "an abrupt
change from dip to strike orientation and a reduction in gradient (Palmer, 1977,
p. 410)."
Like Pohl (1955), Palmer attributed shaft formation to the concentrated
flow of water vertically through the limestone. Waterinput from the ceiling of
the shaft frequently is through a small tube or canyon. Water exits from the
floor of the shaft through small drains, which vary in size according to the
volume of flow exiting the shaft.
Finally, Palmer noted that the largest passages in the MCS occur at the
180-m (590-ft) elevation, and that this approximately correlates with the
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Tertiary-aged Pennyroyal Plateau surface. Many ofthe lower levels, he stated,
seem to correlate with Pleistocene terrace remnants in the Green River valley.
Palmer (1981) is the most exhaustive current work on the geology of the
MCS available. In addition to the above, he discussed the local and regional
setting ofthe park and elaborated on his theories of the origin and development
of passages in the MCS.
DESCRIPTION AND ORIGIN OF VARIOUS PASSAGE FEATURES

Several papers have been published which are concerned with the various
features found in cave passages and their origins. Bretz (1942) wrote perhaps
the most comprehensive treatment of this topic,in which he listed 26 different
features commonly observed in passages as ceiling, wall, floor, or fill characteristics and carefully documented their origin and development (Table 1). In doing
so, he provided a framework with which to evaluate a particular passage as to
its vadose or phreatic origin. The relative accuracy of his observations and
conclusions has been demonstrated repeatedly since its publication, and, as a
result, it has provided a valuable set of guidelines for cave scientists.
Curl (1966, 1974) and Goodchild and Ford (1971) each described scallops
as indicators of the direction and velocity of the last flow event to occupy the
passage. This has proven to be an extremely valuable tool in evaluating the
developmental history of a passage, but must be used with caution as scallops
indicate only the most recent flow event, not necessarily the event which formed
the passage. Due to the numerous variables involved in determining the shape
and size of scallops, no tall of which are directly related to the flow velocity, many
workers have hesitated to use this technique, favoring instead a comparative
statement of velocity (smaller scallops usually indicate faster flow than larger
scallops).
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TABLE

1.

Cavern morphological features and their origins (from Bretz,
1942).

FEATURE

PHREATIC

VADOSE

X
X
X
X

MEANDER UNDERCU'ITING OF PASSAGE WALLS
RECESSIONAL SHAFT COMPLEX
MODERN, FREE-SURFACE STREAM
MEANDERING TRENCH IN PASSAGE FLOOR
SPONGEWORK
MAzE PA'ITERN
BEDDING PLANE ANASTOMOSES
JOINT PLANE ANASTOMOSES
WALL POCKETS
CEILING POCKETS
FLOOR POCKETS
JOINT-DETERMINED WALL AND CEILING CAVITIES
CEILING TUBES AND HALF-TUBES
CONTINUOUS ROCK SPANS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

HORIZONTAL GROOVES AND RIDGES ON WALLS
PAIRED AND CONTINUOUS

X

ALTERNATE AND DISCONTINUOUS
VERTICAL SHAFTS
FLUTES

X

OR

X
X
X

OR

X

OR

X
X
X

POTHOLES IN CAVE STREAM BEDS
BOXWORK
SOLUTION OF FALLEN BREAKDOWN BLOCKS
PENDANTS
CRESCENTIC WALL NICHES
GRAVEL DEPOSITS

X
X
X
X
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Another feature frequently present in cave passages is breakdown. Five
papers addressed this topic: Davies (1949, 1951), Brucker (1966), White and
White (1969), and Ewers (1972). Davies (1949) described breakdown and
classified it into five categories based on origin. Ceiling blocks result from
dissolution along vertical joints because dissolution removes material from the
joints and weakens the block bounded by the joints. This process continues until
the block falls from the ceiling ofthe passage. Davies noted, however, that many
joints cut several different beds of rock, and, as a result, massive breakdowns
result. "The fallen rock is uniform in size and tends to be cubical in shape," he
explained. This results in ceiling-block breakdown.
A second type ofbreakdown was called ceiling-slab breakdown. Dissolution along bedding-plane partings creates an insoluble residue along the lower
surface of the parting. This forces dissolution to progress upward. The residue
also seals off vertical joints, preventing vertical migration of the water. When
the bedding plane has been sufficiently weakened in this way, breakdown in the
form oflarge slabs occurs.
Three types ofbreakdown are the result of passage wall collapse. The first
type in this general category was given no special designation by Davies. He
merely explained that, in horizontally bedded rocks, huge blocks tilt and rotate
away from the wall. As a result, they lock together and form several levels in the
same passage. In vertically bedded rocks, large slabs break from the wall in a
fashion similar to ceiling-slab breakdown.
The second type of wall breakdown is the result of closely spacedjoints in
the rock. Davies noted that this condition most often prevails in thinly bedded,
impure limestones or in sandstones. Dissolution along the joints causes the fall
of isolated blocks and plates which are up to 0.3 m (1ft) in length and several
centimeters (inches) thick. He designated this type as scaling-plate breakdown.
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The last type of wall breakdown is called scaling-chip breakdown. This
is due to the fall of clayey material that remains after the more soluble limestone
has been dissolved, or from scaling as a result of the release of compression at
the ceiling's surface.
Finally, he noted three observations.
1.

"Broad, flat ceilings without stalactites indicate
bedding plane solution and the possibility of
ceiling slab breakdown."

2.

"In horizontally bedded limestones, the
intersections of cave passages are areas of
weakness."

3.

" ... Observations indicate that collapse, except
the ceiling block type, does not extend to the walls."

Davies (1951) discussed cavern breakdown in terms of mine rooffalls, and
examined the mechanisms of such collapse. He noted that the strata in the
ceiling of the passage and above the passage act as uniformly loaded beams, in
either a fixed or cantilevered position. The beams then sag under their own
weight and collapse. The critical time in the development of breakdown, he
explained, is when the fixed beam sags and then separates into cantilevers. "If
the cantilevers are developed in nearly equal proportions across the passage it
will generally stand; if it is unequally developed, collapse will take place along
the longer segment of the cantilever." Finally, he determined that the relationship ofbeam length to thickness and the amount of sag which causes failure may
be approximated utilizing the engineering formulas applied to structural
beams.
White and White (1969) described the processes and occurrences ofcavern
breakdown, noting that the edges of breakdown blocks suggest that fracturing
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occurs along some pre-existing line or zone of weakness. They also explained
eight different processes which activate breakdown.
1.

Loss of buoyant support as the result of the draining of passages
or rooms.

2.

The undercutting of banks by floodwater stoping at the base.

3.

The removal of support by free-surface stream action.

4.

Crystal wedging and attack by sulfate mineralization.

5.

Frost wedging.

6.

Undercutting by subsequent passage development.

7.

Undercutting and removal of material by vertical shafts and
shaft drains.

8.

Weakening of ceilings by the attack of acidic surface waters.

Brucker (1966) discussed the role ofbreakdown in terminating passages
and in truncating them into segments. He noted, "Any theory of cave genesis
must take into consideration the original extent and configuration of cave
passages. All modifications subsequent to passage origin must be recognized if
one . isto. [interpret]. the. original pattern.» Heobservedthat . many.passagesin~.·---· ·-·-the MCS have been truncated by valley-wall or sinkhole collapse. This truncation often results in the segmentation of the passage into several pieces. If two
passage segments, both truncated by terminal breakdown, are similar in size
and cross section, have scallops which indicate a formerly common direction, and
are closely aligned horizontally and vertically, it may be hypothesized that they
are segments of a single, once-continuous passage. Such a recognition will assist
in identifying the true pattern of passages in a cave system and will aid in
reconstructing the paleo-hydrogeology of the cave.
Brucker cited several examples of the application of his ideas from the
Flint Ridge section of the System, one specifically from the present study area.
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He claimed that Huber Trail, Davey's Attic (not identified as separate from
Huber Trail until this study), Lucky 7 Alley (not identified as a passage separate
from Turner Avenue until this study) and Turner Avenue are all segments of a
once-continuous passage that were truncated by the collapse ofBrucker Breakdown. This is a question specifically addressed by this study, and will be
discussed in subsequent chapters.
Ewers (1972) described a breakdown model that seems to have been used
instinctively in much of the subsequent literature. During canyon entrenchment, if sediments are deposited on the floor, the stream will begin the process
of lateral enlargement, attacking the lower walls. If the canyon is deeply
entrenched, this will leave the walls in a cantilevered condition. Failure of the
wall results in collapse voids, often quite large, which may be further increased
by continued stoping of the ceiling (Figure 9). As can be seen in Figure 9C, this
breakdown might be penetrated to continue exploration of the original passage
in five different locations.
1.

In the meander undercut under the original canyon wall.

2.

Through the lower portion of the breakdown in the void left
between the breakdown and the opposite wall of the canyon,
against which the breakdown is leaning.

3.

Near the middle of the breakdown in two different locations.
a)

In the void left between the breakdown and the wall from which
the breakdown fell.

b)

In the void left between the breakdown and the wall against
which the breakdown is leaning.

4.

At the top of the breakdown in the space created by ceiling
stoping.
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FIGURE

9.

Passages through wall collapses in caves can take on several
different morphologies depending on the passage's location
through the breakdown (from Ewers, 1972).
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As it has been described, the value of the model in reconstructing original
passage morphology or connecting segments of passages so truncated by breakdown becomes obvious. Such reconstructions assist in the determination of
paleohydrology and development of passage complexes.
GEOWGIC DATING TECHNIQUES
Various dating techniques have been applied to materials in the MCS, as
described in papers by Hess and Harmon (1981) and Schmidt (1982). [Assignment of equivalent glacial and interglacial stages in this manuscript is from
Ericson and Wollin, 1968.] Utilizing thorium-230/uranium-234 techniques for
flowstone and dripstone materials from various parts of the cave, Hess and
Harmon ( 1981) determined ages ranging from 141,000 to 700,000 years (Wisconsinian glacial to Yarmouthian interglacial stages), directly demonstrating that
some of the youngest passages in the System exceed 141,000 years in age.
Though none of their samples came directly from the study area, they did date
material from Pohl Avenue and Davis Hall (thought by Palmer to have once been

a <:~nti_lll!llti!ll!_Qf S!!li!J:l._ Av_~Iltt~ill._lQ<:Iltion~_<:IQf'i(.l__f;(}_!hi~~!t1QY.:_il~!t_,__The___ "--~-"material from Pohl Avenue was demonstrated to be 123,000 years old (Wisconsinian glacial stage), making the development of Pohl Avenue older yet.
Similarly, the material in Davis Hall ranged in age from 121,000 years (the tip
of a stalagmite) to 350,000 years (Sangamonian interglacial stage) (the base of
a stalagmite). Davis Hall, then, must be older than 350,000 years old.
Schmidt (1982), utilizing the techniques of magnetostratigraphy, concluded that clastic fill in levels of 168 m (550 ft) were deposited more than
730,000 years ago (Yarmouthian interglacial stage), and sediment in the highest levels are at least 900,000 years old (Kansan to Nebraskan glacial stages),
possibly closer to two million years old.
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For the sake of comparison between Schmidt (1982), Hess and Harmon
(1981), and Miotke and Palmer (1972), Turner Avenue, the highest level in the
present study area, is at the 168m (550ft) level. If the results described in the
two papers are combined, the following picture would emerge.
Turner Avenue

> 730,000 years old

(Yarmouthian interglacial stage)
Smith Avenue

> 350,000 years old

(Sangamonian interglacial stage)
Pohl Avenue

> 123,000 years old.

(Wisconsinian glacial stage)
Each is roughly half the age of the next oldest passage. Additionally, according
to the data of Ericson and Wollin (1968), the Turner Avenue and Smith Avenue
levels formed during periods of relatively warmer climates.
DEVEWPMENT OF TilE MAMMOTII CAVE SYSTEM
The development of the MCS has been debated in the literature by
-

···-·---·---

niimetmnrautl:rors:--Anexcellentrevi:ew-o-fenrlienii-s-cussi:umrmay-be-fourrd-irr-··---···--Deike (1967). More recently, as the hydrogeology of the region has become
known with greater accuracy and detail, and as more observations have been
made in the cave system, two models have come to the forefront of the literature:
(1) Palmer's (1981) model, and (2) the model of Quinlan and Ewers (1981b) (but
discussed in greater detail in Ewers, 1981). The major difference between the
two models is that Palmer concentrates on observations made in the cave
passages, while Quinlan and Ewers concentrate on present groundwater flow
patterns as determined by Quinlan and Ray (1981). Similarities do exist,
however, in that both models target flow toward the same springs, and both have
a similar sequence of springs developing. As the situation at the MCS is ex-
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tremely complex, though, both models have weaknesses. Palmer has difficulty
determining source locations for the flow that formed the major passages.
Quinlan and Ewers, in utilizing the present hydrogeologic setting, rather tenuously fit the now hydrologically inactive parts of the MCS into their model.
Additionally, they make an assumption that is not completely supportable in
light of current data, that "all ofthe valley bottoms have been at almost the same
elevation at any given time during the entrenchment of Green River." They
support this assumption by pointing out that "present streams possess gradients
less steep than the dip." This line of evidence loses its value when the following
factors are considered: (1) the documented decrease of stream gradient with age,
and (2) the unknown degree of modification of the original valley-floor profile by
sinkhole development. Therefore, current valley-floor gradients may not be
J

indicative of past stream gradients. As this assumption is a critical one to their
modelling, the accuracy of the model for the entire MCS is questionable, though
its accuracy for individual, active hydrogeologic components is inarguable.
Palmer (1981, and in press )identified six major passage levels, correlated
segmentsintoonce-continuous . passages,.andreconstructed.the. developmental....
history of the major passages in each level. His work, as it is applicable to this
study, may best be summarized by reproducing his two key diagrams (Figures
10 and 11).
Palmer determined that Level C, containing Turner Avenue and Lucky
7 Alley, Huber Trail and Davey's Attic, probably formed during the early or
middle Quaternary Period, approximately 700,000 to 1,000,000 years ago
(equivalent to Ericson and Wollin's, 1968, Yarmouthian interglacial to Kansan
glacial stages). These passage segments, according to his model, were part of a
long passage that flowed through the middle of Flint Ridge and has
subsequently been segmented. The source of this passage's water was to the
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south in Houchins Valley. It eventually turned to the northwest and exited at
an unknown location in the Green River Valley.
Smith Avenue, Mall ott Avenue, and Davis Hall probably formed near the
middle of the Quaternary Period, approximately 500,000 years ago (equivalent
to Ericson and Wollin's, 1968, lllinoian glacial stage). These segments, like
Turner Avenue, are, in Palmer's model, part of a much longer passage that has
since been segmented. Its source is unknown and its spring is thought to have
been somewhere above the current location of the Austin Entrance and now
destroyed by valley-wall collapse.
Pohl Avenue was most likely formed in the Middle to Late Quaternary
Period, approximately 100,000 to 500,000 years ago (equivalent to Ericson and
Wollin's, 1968, Wisconsinian to lllinoian glacial stages). Pohl Avenue is a perplexing passage whose source and complete path are unknown. To the southwest, it terminates in mud fill, deep within the middle ofFlintRidge. From there,
towards the northeast, it is a snarl of intersections, breakdown, and shafts. Its
former spring site, like that of the Smith Avenue level, is thought to be near the
present Austin Entrance site, now buried in valley-wall collapse. Palmer says
little about this passage.
Quinlan and Ewers (1981b) compared the time at which limestone would
be exposed at the surface (relative to downcutting by the Green River) to the
development of major drainage routes to springs from the Pennyroyal Plateau.
Their model is best summarized by reproducing their figure here (Figure 13).
Their model does not address the location and trend ofmajor passages in the cave
system, some of which are perpendicular to their proposed drainage trends.
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The sequential development of subsurface drainage routes to the Green River through the Mammoth
Cave area from the Pennyroyal Plateau, Kentucky, according to Quinlan and Ewers (1981b).
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FIELD METHODS

Very few studies of this kind have been documented in the literature.
Consequently, it was necessary to develop a methodology with which to gather
all available information and data. Various components of this methodology
have been drawn from numerous sources, including Bretz (1942), Brucker
(1966), Curl (1966, 1974), Ewers (1972), Goodchild and Ford (1971), Palmer
(1975, 1981), and White and White (1969).
SURVEYING
Though the area had been surveyed in the late 1950's by the Cave Research Foundation (CRF) (Brucker and Burns, 1966), surveying techniques had
improved greatly and the maps, as a result, were far out-of-date. The study area
was resurveyed using a Brunton or Suunto compass, a Suunto clinometer, and
a fiberglass or steel tape. Before entering the cave, compass errors were
determined using the CRF compass course at the field station. The compass
course consists of five precisely positioned, non-magnetic poles which correspond to north, south, east, west, and a center pole. A compass with no inherent
errors, for example, will read exactly NOE when on the center pole reading to the
north pole (foresight) and exactly SOE when positioned on the north pole and
reading to the center pole (backsight). The compass errors for the compasses
used were determined to be •0.0-0.5 degrees. The compasses, during the course
ofthe surveying, were read to the nearest0.5 degrees. Foresights and backsights
were taken at each station and agreed to within one degree of one another.
However, there were no horizontal loops with which to determine any possible
survey error resulting from the compasses. Inclination in degrees was taken
from each trailing station to each leading station. The clinometer was read to
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the nearest 0.5 degrees, and the mean vertical closure error on vertical loops was
found to be 5.4%.
Elevations were projected from two levelling surveys provided by the
Cave Research Foundation. The first survey, which covered 90% ofthe surveyed
stations, had been performed utilizing a surveying transit, and had been
connected to a U.S. Geological Survey bench mark adjacent to the study area.
Accuracy of this data was to the nearest 0.003 m (0.01 ft). The second survey,
which covered the remaining 10% of the stations, had been performed utilizing
a hand level and stadia rod. Accuracy of these data was to the nearest 0.1 m (0.5
ft). A permanent station had been marked in the study area, and the survey of
Pohl Avenue for this study was tied to this station. An elevation was thus provided as a datum at this station. The datum for all surveyed stations was defined
to be the station at the toe ofBrucker Breakdown in the Cygnus X-1 Chamber
(station N-8). The height above N-8 was calculated for all other survey stations
in the study area utilizing the measured distances between stations and the
inclination between stations. The elevation was then determined for each
station based on the elevation ofN-8 and each ~lalion's calculated height above
N-8.
As the limiting error is taken to be the largest error factor present, the
error for the elevation data was assumed to be 5.4%. Such an error, then, for the
study area states that all elevations have a mean reliability of± 1.7 m (± 5.6 ft).
Because the only purpose of the elevations was to provide information concerning passage levels relative to one another and passage gradients, precise
altitudes relative to sea level were not absolutely necessary.
Stations were set at intersections or between intersections as dictated by
the straightness of the passage. Distances between stations ranged from 1.2 30.5 m (4-100 ft). The cross-sectional dimensions at each station and occasion-
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ally between stations (especially when the distance between stations was
greater than 15 m or 50ft) was measured perpendicular to the line of survey to
within the nearest 0.03 m (0.1 ft). Distances between stations were measured

to the same accuracy. Ceilings, when not directly accessible, were estimated
using a known height (a member of the survey team) for scale. Only two
individuals performed these estimations, so that consistency was maintained.
When ceilings were accessible, the accuracy ofthe estimation was determined by
occasionally having an estimate of ceiling height made and then the actual
height measured with the tape. Errors in this particular estimation method
were determined to be less than 0.5 m (1.5 ft) for ceiling heights greater than 6.1
m (20ft).
All survey information and accompanying sketches were noted in books
by the author. Sketches included ceiling, wall, and floor characteristics, cross
sections at each station or wherever a change occurred, passage features, the
presence of water or changes in moisture, and any other features of scientific
importance. Where features of particular interest occurred between stations,
the distance was measured to within 0.03 m (0.1 ft) from the trailing station and
noted in the sketch.
Survey data were reduced by computer utilizing the data reduction program developed by William G. Estes (REDUCE), written in BASIC. Line plots
for two-thirds of the area were computer-generated at a scale of 15 m per 2.54
em (50 ft per in) using the CRF plotting subroutine for the CalComp drum
plotter. The line plots for the other one-third of the area were plotted by hand
at the same scale. All data were adjusted from magnetic north to true (map)
north. Superimposed upon the line plots were the cross-sectional measurements. The walls were then drawn in. Once wall information was complete, the
sketches were transferred onto the maps, including all passage features and
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cross sections. An overlap between passages of at least two stations was provided
to assure proper alignment when the individual passage maps were combined
to form the mapforthe entire study area. All maps (passage maps and study area
map) were drawn in pencil on mylar to assure adequate dimensional stability.
The final map was drawn in ink on mylar for the same reason.
STRATIGRAPHY

From two to twelve detailed stratigraphic descriptions were performed
within each passage. These sections utilized the stratigraphic system devised
by Palmer (1975, 1981) in conjunction with the literature classifications ofFolk
(1961) and Dunham (1961). All subunit designations were made according to
Palmer (1981). Additional information on the stratigraphy for the area from his
original notes and personal inspections of the described sections were provided
by Dr. Palmer. These were used to either confirm the identifications made by the
author or to clarify points of confusion concerning stratigraphic position. The
described sections are included in Appendix B. The characteristics of the
contacts between subunits were noted.

Any particular lithologic features

present in the exposure or contact which were unusual or particularly characteristic (e.g., preserved worm burrows on the contact) were described in the
notes. Measurements of the thickness of the units were determined from the
passage floor or from a reference point measured from the nearest survey
station. A description of the location ofthe described column relative to a survey
station consisted of distance from the survey station, which passage wall it was
located on, and other, distinguishing features (for example, "on the north wall
of the small vertical shaft in the north wall ofPohl Avenue 6 m from E-6 towards
E-7").
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The relationship between the passage and any prominent bedding-plane
partings or contacts was noted. For example, Lucky 7 Alley (floor and ceiling)
decreased in elevation relative to the prominent bedding-plane parting exposed
in its walls.
Notes on the stratigraphy were recorded on a compact tape recorder protected by a durable plastic bag for 90% of the sections. These notes were then
carefully transcribed into the form shown in Appendix B within one week of the
date when the recordings were made. The remaining 10% of the sections were
described in writing in a small memo book, and transcribed into the standard
forms later in the same week. It was found that the method of tape recording
offered far greater flexibility and facilitated the gathering of more comprehensive notes in a shorter time than the hand-written method.
Once the stratigraphic descriptions for the study area were completed,
correlations were made when possible through passages and between passages.
Levels of passages relative to the strata were determined. A trip taken into the
study area with Dr. Palmer at the end of the stratigraphic phase of the work
served to confirm the author's identifications of the various subunits, thereby
lending further reliability to the conclusions drawn later.
MORPHOWGICAL OBSERVATIONS

In conjunction with the stratigraphic study, detailed observations of
major morphological features were made and recorded simultaneously with
stratigraphic sections. The presence and character of any of the features
described by Bretz (1942) (see Table 1 in section on Geologic Setting) were noted
as they occurred in each passage, and their locations carefully described relative
to the trailing survey station.
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Scallops, as described in Curl (1966) and Goodchild and Ford (1971), were
noted as they occurred in the passages. The direction of flow indicated by the
scallops was determined for all scallops. Where the scallops were symmetrical
and indicated no clear, preferred direction, this, too, was noted. Scallops were
not present in a great enough quantity to perform statistical analyses on the
data, however.
The present passage cross sections were noted at each survey station. If
it was evident that the original cross section had been modified by breakdown
or later dissolution, features indicating this were carefully described and the
original passage cross section was inferred. Also, if any bedding-plane parting,
contact, or fracture seemed to exert control on the location of the passage or its
cross-sectional character, this was noted.
The presence and character of breakdown blocks and piles were noted.
Where possible, the point of origin of the breakdown was determined by
matching lithologic details or shapes and sizes to the ceiling, walls, and floors.
Any solutional surfaces on the blocks were noted, and any preference of
particular surfaces showing such effects of dissolution were described (for
example, "the south end of all of the large breakdown slabs demonstrate
dissolutional smoothing, while the smaller breakdown boulders and cobbles
show no effects of dissolution"). Where breakdown terminated a passage, that,
also, was noted, including its lithologic (i.e., whether it was sandstone, limestone, or of some other composition), and whether a particular lithology occurred
in a particular place (such as on top of the breakdown pile, distributed throughout the breakdown pile, etc.). Random point counts helped determine relative
percentages of different lithologic types.
Passage intersection relationships were examined to determine each
passage's hydrologic function relative to the others. Unit volumes (defined as a
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cylinder with the dimensions of square meters or feet of cross section per meter
or foot in length) of each passage as it approached intersections were determined, and any changes in unit volumes were described. Attempts were made
to account for increases and decreases in unit volumes observed by looking for
side passages or connections other than the intersection between the component
passages being studied. Where scallops or other indicators of paleoflow were
observed, flow patterns between passages at intersections were reconstructed
for the last flow event so recorded. Caution was taken to not assume that such
reconstructions represented the original flow event responsible for forming the
passage, nor was it assumed that the flow indicators in each passage were
created by simultaneous events.
Structural features, such as faults, folds, fractures, and mineralization of
fractures were noted. The influence of any of these features on specific morphological features, passage cross-section, or passage location was noted.
The association of morphology, sediment, speleothems, andre-excavation
phases was determined. This often involved the mental reconstruction or
removal of features. This aided in determining original cross-sectional morphology, original unit volumes, and the sequential occupation of the passage by
various flow events.
PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION

Finally, a detailed photographic documentation was completed. This assisted in any statistical and morphometric determinations. Such a documentation will provide a means by which to compare various characteristics of the
study area as they are now to how they might change with time, flooding, human
presence, or other events.

PASSAGE DESCRIPTIONS

BRUCKER BREAKDOWN
Brucker Breakdown (Plate 2) is an extremely large breakdown feature
which intersects or truncates at least four vertical passage levels, and possibly
a fifth. In plan view, it is elliptical in shape with a major axis of25 m (80ft) and
a minor axis of 15m (50ft). It is 36.1 m (118.4 ft) in height from its lowest to
highest humanly accessible points (Table 2). Brucker Breakdown itself is
actually composed of two sections: the upper section accessible from Smith
Avenue and Lucky 7 Alley, and the lower section, known colloquially as "the
backside of the breakdown", accessible from Pohl Avenue and the Cygnus X-1
Chamber.

The Lower Section
This area is bounded by breakdown to the south, in situ walls to the north
and west, the intersection of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, also to the north (Figure
13), and a ceiling composed ofbreakdown. Maximum relief in the lower section
is 16.3 m (53.4 ft). Access from the Austin Entrance direction into the lower
section may be gained through Pohl Avenue and the Einstein-Rosen Bridge. The
lower breakdown surface or floor slopes from above the Einstein-Rosen Bridge
area (the flooris at an approximate elevation of150.9 m or 495.8 ftat that point)
downwards toward a pit formed in the floor, which is 7 .6m (25ft) deep and is the
lowest accessible point in the breakdown. Breakdown composes the entire east
wall of the pit, and the lower breakdown surface/floor exposed in it is at an
elevation of136.1 m (446.5 ft). Relief across this lower surface from NE to SW,
then, is 14.8 m (49.3 ft). Due to the presence of the breakdown, however, it was
impossible to determine whether the floor surface sloped uniformly along this
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TABLE 2.

STATION

Elevation data for survey stations on Brucker Breakdown, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky.
STATION ELEVATION
meters (feet)

CEIIJNG ELEVATION
meters (feet)

FLooR ELEVATION
meters (feet)

PASSAGE HEIGHT
meters (feet)

Ell

145.6 (477.5)

150.8 (494.5)

143.9 (472.0)

6.9

(22.5)

Ell'

143.7 (471.5)

169.0 (554.5) *

136.1 (446.5)

32.9

(108.0)

E12

146.9 (481.9)

152.4 (499.9)

143.3 (469.9)

9.1

(30.3)

F7

153.0 (501.7)

172.2+ (564.9+)

152.4 (499.8)

19.5+ (65.1+)

F8

156.9 (514.7)

172.2+ (564.9+)

156.6 (513.7)

15.6+ (51.2+)

F9

161.3 (529.2)

172.2+ (564.9+)

160.7 (527.2)

11.5+ (37.7+)

FlO

163.5 (536.3)

172.2+ (564.9+)

163.0 (534.8)

9.2+ (30.1+)

Hl

169.0 (554.2)

172.2 (564.9)

169.0 (554.2)

3.2

(10.7)

*INDICATES ELEVATION BASED ON ESTIMATED DIMENSION.
+ INDICATES THAT CEIIJNG RISES HIGHER THAN THAT MEASURED.
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FIGURE

13.

A view of the lower section of Brucker Breakdown as seen from the Cygnus X-1 Chamber (northwest
looking southeast), Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (note meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R.
Ewers.)
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line or if there was a break in the slope and a significant drop-off. A tall shaft
(18.3+ m or 60+ ft), which resembles a recessional shaft occurs above the pit.
The breakdown is composed of angular blocks which range in size from
0.3-6.1 m (1-20ft) long and weighing up to several tons. The thickness of the
breakdown between the ceiling of the lower section and the surface of the breakdown in the upper section is as little as 11 m (37 ft). The composition of the
breakdown blocks is both limestone and sandstone, with limestone composing
the greatest majority (approximately 90%). The breakdown itself is loose and
uncompacted.

Movement of the smaller blocks is easily accomplished by

exerting a minimum of force upon them, but no recent movement of the larger
blocks has been discerned.
An extremely large block of unknown total thickness but approximately

4.6 m (15ft) long by 3m (10ft) wide is suspended in the ceiling between stations
E-ll and E-12. This block is noteworthy because of its heavily fluted bottom
surface that appears to have been formed by vertical water flow over it. This
surface, however, is nearly horizontal, indicating rotation of the block by 90
degrees. The boulder is composed of the Joppa Member's J2 subunit, and
comparison with the adjacent wall indicates that the block rotated into its
present position without vertical offset. This implies, then, that the boulder was
once part of the adjacent north wall of the Brucker Breakdown chamber.
A chimney that is 9.1 m (30 ft) or more in vertical extent is formed above
survey station N-8 between the breakdown and what appears to be the original
north wall of the chamber. Access to the upper section may be gained directly
by climbing the chimney and then crawling through the breakdown 3-6 m (1020 ft).
The lower breakdown chamber opens directly into the Cygnus X-1
Chamber, whose ceiling is 3.4 m (11.1 ft) lower than that of the breakdown
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ceiling in the lower section. The transition between the two is accomplished by
one major and two minor ceiling breaks. The surface ofthe lowest break has been
solutionallymodified and appears to be the original solution surface, unmodified
by breakdown. The floor of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber slopes steeply into the pit
described above, and is 7.2 m (23.6 ft) above the floor of the pit.
Pohl Avenue SE opens into the lower section through the Einstein-Rosen
Bridge, which is nearly blocked by the breakdown pile that spills through it. The
ceiling ofPohl Avenue SE is 0.5 m (1.6 ft) above the floor of the Cygnus X-1
Chamber and 7.7 m (25.2 ft) above the floor of the pit. The same comparison
cannot be made between the floors ofPohl Avenue SE and the Cygnus X-1 Chamber because of the breakdown modification ofPohl Avenue SE and concurrent
floor filling.
The Upper Section
The upper section, by far the more extensive ofthe two, resembles a chamber that is one-quarter to one-third full of breakdown. Solid walls that appear
to be breakdown-modified comprise the east, west, and south walls. Entry from
the direction of the Austin Entrance may be gained from Smith Avenue (Figure
14). Station F-6 is the first station in Smith Avenue located on the Brucker
Breakdown pile, and the floor at this station is 23.9 m (78.4 ft) below the highest
accessible point on the breakdown (the ceiling at station H-1). The breakdown
slope is extremely steep, with a gradient of 48.2 degrees rising to the northwest.
The breakdown is extremely loose and easily moved. The primary, frequent
breakdown shape is that of a block, and sizes are within the same range as that
for the lower section. Composition ofthe breakdown is limestone and sandstone,
with the limestone comprising 80% of the blocks. The sandstone, though more

FIGURE

14.

A view of the upper section of Brucker Breakdown as seen from survey station H-llooking northwest,
Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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abundant than in the lower section, tends to be present in much smaller sizes
than the limestone blocks, owing to the friable nature of the sandstone.
At F-9, a shelf occurs to the left side of the main breakdown slope. The
shelf appears to have a solid rock floor covered by sand and breakdown. An elliptical tube resembling a drain exits the chamber in the south wall at this level.
Its dimensions are 1.2 m (4ft) wide by 0.9 m (3ft) high. A hole in the floor opens
out into the breakdown chamber below. The shelf is actually cut into the west
wall ofthe breakdown chamber, and the ceilingofthe shelfis 9.4 m (30.9 ft) below
the highest point on the breakdown. A vertical shaft or recessional canyon is actively forming behind the west wall of this shelf and connects to the shaft feature
observed above the pit in the floor of the lower breakdown section. The height
of its ceiling above the shelf was undetermined due to lack of access. Also
opening onto the shelf is a drain out of a pit in Lucky 7 Alley, visible as a small
window in its southwest wall. Finally, the access route to the lower section described previously opens onto this shelf.
F-11 is the first station in Lucky 7 Alley. Connected to it is station H-1,
at the highest accessible point on the breakdown (Figure 15). Above H-1, the
breakdown continues and at this point consists of huge blocks (greater than 4.6
m or 15 feet in height) which are standing on end and slightly tilted into the
chamber. More breakdown composes the ceiling at this point. A fracture behind
H-1leads to what appears to be a solution canyon behind the breakdown blocks
that may be formed on the original north wall of the breakdown chamber. It is
choked by breakdown within 3 m (10 ft).
Looking back out into the breakdown chamber from H-1 (to the south),
two tall canyons(atleast3 mor 10ft high and 1mor3 ft wide)arevisibleentering
from the west and east. The canyon to the east appears to be partially choked
by breakdown at its intersection with Brucker Breakdown. The canyon to the

FIGURE

15.

A view of the upper section of Brucker Breakdown from just upslope of the Smith Avenue intersection
looking towards H-1 (southeast to northwest), Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for
scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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west, at least 3m (10ft) above the breakdown surface at H-1, is reported to end
quickly in a blank wall, but confirmation of this 1960's report was impossible due
to access difficulties. The ceiling of the chamber above this canyon is much
higher than that ofH-1 and contains anastomotic channels and canyons.
Stratigraphy
The presence of extremely unstable breakdown and vertical walls of
heights exceeding 3 m (10 ft) made the description of stratigraphic sections
impossible in all but a few spots in the walls of Brucker Breakdown. A further
complication was the possible presence of one or more structural features
causing stratal deformation and/or offset in the vicinity, and, in fact, preliminary levelling on bedding-plane partings exposed in the southwestern wall
showed a 0.3 m (1 ft) change in level in less than 15m (50ft).
For this reason, only the stratigraphic sequence exposed in the same wall
was described. The southeast wall was the most easily reached and, fortunately,
the most completely exposed. Descriptions were made at four locations: E-12 in
the lower section, F-6 at the intersection of Smith Avenue and Brucker Breakdown in the upper section, G-1 on the shelf in the upper section, and at F-11 at
the intersection ofLucky 7 Alley with Brucker Breakdown. Figure 16 illustrates
the four sections relative to one another and to Brucker Breakdown. Brucker
Breakdown exwnds from the Spar Mountain (and possibly Fredonia) Member
up into the Paoli P2 subunit. Notable in the descriptions was the extreme similarity of lithologic character with the same sequence exposed in Huber Trail
(described later in this chapter).
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POHLAVENUE
Pohl Avenue, directly accessible through the Austin Entrance, extends for
more than 1.6 km (1 mi) through Flint Ridge (Figure 17). Ofthis, 362.8 m (1190
ft) fall within the study area (Plates 1 and 3). Throughout its length, it exhibits
several morphological changes, and these changes can often be attributed to one
or more specific causes.
Near the entrance, Pohl Avenue is a tube modified by either breakdown
or subsequent canyon entrenchment in the floor (this canyon eventually separates from Pohl Avenue and is known as Columbian Avenue). The character of
the breakdown is that ofblock and slab, and the composition of the breakdown,
in all cases, is limestone derived from the ceiling and walls above and adjacent
to the breakdown. There is no evidence of transport of the breakdown, and there
has been little dissolutional smoothing of the blocks and slabs. Approximately
60 m (200 ft) to the northeast of its intersection with Mallott Avenue, the
development of a breakout dome has created a large breakdown pile in Pohl
Avenue (between stations LC-30 and LC-35 on Plate 4). Near the top of this pile
is a mud line that represents the high-water mark of the flood ofMarch 2, 1962.
This and the May 1984 flood were the most recent, major, flooding events whose
effects in the cave were widespread and observable. The elevation of this mud
line is 146.5 m (480.7 ft). The ceiling here, which remained dry during both
floods, is at an elevation of148.1 m (485. 7ft). This provides an important point
of comparison for the rest of the discussion. It is noteworthy that the flood ofMay
1984 closely approached this same level, but did not exceed it.
At the intersection ofPohl Avenue with Mall ott Avenue, a large breakout
dome connects the two passages. Just beyond this area to the southwest, two
short segments of what appear to be original Pohl Avenue exist (at station LC35 and also between LC-37 and LC-38 on Plate 4). The ceiling and floor
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A section of the folio map produced by the Cave Research
Foundation showing the general relationships ofPohl Avenue
(shaded) within the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown, Mammoth
Cave System, Kentucky (after Brucker and Burns, 1966)
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elevations of these two segments are 142.6 m (467.6 ft) and 138.9 m (455.6 ft),
respectively. Both exhibit roughly tubular cross sections, as seen in Figure 18
with floors and walls thinly veneered with mud. The cross sections could also be
interpreted to be elliptical tubes or elliptical tubes modified by canyon entrenchment in the floor. Scallops have been modified by vertical flow emanating from
several anastomotic zones developed on bedding-plane partings, but they seem

to indicate flow to the northeast. Total passage height in these segments is 3. 7
m (12ft). The mud line left from the May 1984 flood indicates that this passage
was filled to within 0.3-0.6 m (1-2ft) of the ceiling. A stratigraphic section was
described in the segment at LC-35. Notes can be found in Appendix B. The
passage was developed along a primary bedding-plane parting in the Fredonia
F7 subunit, and the entire passage encompasses the lower portion of the Fredonia F7, all of the F6, F5, and F4 subunits, and the upper portion of the F3.
At stations LC-45 and LC-4 7, two more segments of what appear to be
original Pohl Avenue are present. Ceiling and floor elevations here are 142.4 m
(467.2 ft) and 139.4 m (457.2 ft), quite concordant with those of the previously
described segments.

The floor at these points is slightly higher, though,

resulting from the presence of a thicker mud fill on the floor. Total passage
height is 2. 7-3.0 m (9 to 10ft). Lower Crouchway intersects Pohl Avenue in the
segment between LC-4 7 and LC-48, and is itself, a low, broad tubular passage.
A final segment of original Pohl Avenue, fairly tubular in cross section, is
located at LC-52, at the intersection of McClure Trail with Pohl Avenue. The
ceiling elevation at this location is 142.7 m (468.2 ft), and the floor elevation is
139.8 m (458.2 ft). Total passage height is 2.9 m (10ft). This segment of original
Pohl Avenue is slightly higher in elevation than the preceding ones, possibly a
reflection of the minor breakdown modification of the ceiling, with concurrent
filling of the floor by the resulting blocks and slabs.

Figure 18.

A view of a preserved segment of the original morphology ofPohl Avenue, Mammoth Cave System,
Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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Breakdown modification ofPohl Avenue increases beyond the previously
described intersection and passage height decreases. At LC-56, Pohl Avenue
splits into two parts, the main passage and a cut-around. The intersection has
a low, broad, tubular cross-section. The ceiling and floor elevations are 141.6 m
(464.4 ft) and 140.8 m (462.0 ft), respectively. Passage height is 0.8 m (2.4 ft).
The ceiling elevation is almost the same as that of the tube segment between LC37 and LC-38, while the floor elevation is much higher. Sediment fill of an
unknown depth is present, though it appears to be 0.3 m (1 ft) deep or less.
Both the cut-around and Pohl Avenue have elliptical cross sections, although Pohl Avenue itself is heavily modified by breakdown. The study area
begins at the western intersection of the cut-around and Pohl Avenue. Table 3
presents a summary of the data regarding Pohl Avenue up to this point. The
survey stations are listed in order of occurrence from northeast (near the Austin
Entrance) to the southwest (away from the entrance and towards the study
area). As these data demonstrate, the ceiling elevations of original Pohl Avenue
segments decrease from LC-10to LC-56 (from southwest to northeast), and the
floor elevations similarly decrease, though variability, in many cases, may be explained through the presence of sediment fill or breakdown.
The remainder of the passage contains varying degrees of breakdown
modification (from moderate to heavy) in what appears to have once been an
elliptical tube. Ripples in the mud deposited by the May 1984 flood indicate
converging and diverging flow directions from a number of individual points in
the floor ofPohl Avenue and flooding ofPohl Avenue at numerous points from
an, as yet, undiscovered lower level.
In the southeast end of the thesis area, Pohl Avenue (referred to as Pohl
Avenue SE) appears to be a breakdown-modified, elliptical tube of 1.2-2.1 m (46ft) in height (Figure 19), and the ceiling and floor elevations from T-6 to E-1
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TABLE 3.

Elevation data for Pohl Avenue from the Austin Entrance to the
southeast end of The Cut-Around, Mammoth Cave System,·
Kentucky, based on data derived from the J. Bridge transit
survey as provided by the Cave Research Foundation.

STATION
LC-10

CEILING ELEVATION
m
feet
142.6

467.9

FLOOR ELEVATION
m
feet
140.2

459.9

elevation of mark: 146.5 m (480.7 ft)

1962 HIGH WATER MARK
LC-35,38

142.6

467.9

138.9

455.6

LC-45,47

142.4

467.2

139.4

457.2

LC-52

142.7

468.2

139.8

458.2

LC-56

141.6

464.4

140.8

462.0

FIGURE 19.

A view ofPohl Avenue at survey station E-4looking northwest, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky
(see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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vary nonsystematically between 143.3-144.5 (469.9-474.1 ft) (ceilings) and
141.5-142.9 (464.1-468.9 ft) (floors). The passage occurs within the Karnak
Member, undoubtedly having migrated up into the member as a result of
breakdown modification. Fractures increase in frequency and have a mean
trend of N30-35E. They include both open and closed fractures and contain
calcite fill ofvarying widths. They execute no apparent control on passage trend,
and their only noticeable impact is in providing suitable zones ofweakness along
which breakdown occurs.
Just beyond E-2, the breakdown decreases in volume rather dramatically
and suddenly, and Pohl Avenue SE assumes a more rectangular cross section
(Plate 3). Vadose solution features, such as canyons and vertical shafts, intersect and modify Pohl Avenue SE, and formation of these features has caused or
allowed the removal of up to 3m (10ft) of mud fill in the passage immediately
adjacent to each feature. Some of the features end quickly in mud fill or in wall
cracks, whereas others lead to small canyon-and-shaft complexes just off Pohl
Avenue SE. Vertical reliefvaries between 3-6m (10-20 ft). Ceiling elevations
of the features vary between 144.1-146.5 m (472.7-480.6 ft), while floor elevations range from 137.6-140.6 m (451.2-461.3 ft).
A vertical feature of importance occurs just to the northwest ofE-2 and
has been :;-eferred to by Estes (1982) as the "ladder canyon." The ladder canyon
is a recessional canyon feature 1.7 m (5.5 ft) wide and 4.3 m (14ft) long. Its
occurrence is controlled by a major fracture which is 4 em ( 1.5 in) wide and trends
N34.5E. Paleoflow in the canyon, indicated by scallops, was from east to west.
The ladder canyon provides a fortuitous connection between Pohl Avenue SE
and the overlying Smith Avenue at this point, and gains its informal name from
the fact that explorers have placed a ladder in it to facilitate this access. Its ceiling rises above that of Smith Avenue by approximately 1.5 m (5 ft). The
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thickness of the rock between the ceiling of Pohl Avenue SE and the floor of
Smith Avenue as exposed in the canyon is 1.2 m (4ft). In the floor ofPohl Avenue
SE beneath this feature is a depression containing a narrow drain that is blocked
by mud and breakdown.
Beyond this feature, a canyon intersects Pohl Avenue SE from the south
at E-7 and provides access to a small canyon-and-shaft complex, now heavily
modified by breakdown, which directly underlies the eastern edge of Brucker
Breakdown. Relief in this complex is 9.1 m (29.8 ft). The highest elevation in
the complex is 147.3 m (483.1 ft) directly underneath Brucker Breakdown. The
lowest elevation is 138.2 m (453.3 ft) at floor level in a small shaft within the
complex.
The passage dimensions ofPohl Avenue SE, excluding the effects of the
vadose solution features, vary between 0.9-2. 7 m (3-9ft) high by 4.6-7.6 m (1525 ft) wide. Ceiling elevations range from 143.9 to 144.9 m (471.9 to 475.3 ft).
Floor elevations range from 142.0 to 143.9 m (465.9 to 471.9 ft). A comparison
of these elevations to those of original Pohl Avenue described above reveal a
marked increase in the elevations ofboth the floors and ceilings in Pohl Avenue
SE from T-6 to E-8.
MEAN CEILING ELEVATION
m
feet

MEAN FLOOR ELEVATION
m
feet

ORIGINAL PoHL

142.4 467.1

140.1 458.6

PoHL (E-2 TO E-8)

144.4 473.7

142.7 468.0

PASSAGE
SECTION

Some of the differences shown can be partially attributed to breakdown modification or mud fill.
FromE-1 to E-8, breakdown is either covered by mud or absent, and where
there is no breakdown, a thick mud deposit of unknown depth covers the floors.
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The passage segment between E-7 and E-8 has been shown by mapping to pass
directly beneath the northem portion of Brucker Breakdown, yet there is no
major breakdown modification in Pohl Avenue SE in this area. The moisture
level increases abruptly and significantly between E-2 and E-3, with sheet flow
on walls and more concentrated flow dripping from ceilings. The moisture level
remains high until Pohl Avenue SE's intersection with the Cygnus X-1 Chamber
at E-8 (the Einstein-Rosen Bridge).
One stratigraphic section was described in a section of original Pohl Avenue near LC-35, and several stratigraphic sections were described within the
study area. The section at LC-35 extends from 0.3 m (1 ft) below the Fredonia
F4 subunit up into the Fredonia F7 subunit. Pohl Avenue SE remains within the
Kamak and Spar Mountain Members, but the vadose features described above
extend down into the Fredonia Member's F7, F6, and F5 subunits. A noteworthy
variation in elevation occurs in several horizons or contacts between stations E2, E-4, and E-7. Figure 20 illustrates the change in elevation ofthe Kamak/Spar
Mountain contact. Between E-2 and E-4, the contact rises approximately 1.8 m
(6.0 ft)in 12.2 m (40ft). Between E-4 andE-7, the same contact drops 2.3 m (7. 7
ft) in 45.7 m (150ft). If the error factor for the elevation data were subtracted
from these figures, the change in elevation would still be significant. Removal
of intervening sections of breakdown and detailed levelling would have been
required to ascertain the exact nature of this change, however, and both were
beyond the scope of this project. Notably, though no change in lithologic
character accompanied the change in elevation on this contact, the Spar
Mountain Member does change thickness, from 1.8 m (6ft) at E-2 and E-4 to 0.8
m (2.7 ft) at E-7.
No scallops are visible on the walls in the segment between E-2 and E-8
due to the breakdown modification. However, some scallops are preserved on the
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walls of the vadose features. Those preserved in the canyon near E-4 indicate
flow to the southeast (away from Pohl Avenue SE), whereas those preserved in
the canyon-and-shaft feature at E-7 indicate only very rapid flow but no
discernible direction (that is, they are symmetrical).
Fractures in Pohl Avenue SE, like those in the section to the northeast of
the study area, have a mean trend ofN30-35E, and they exhibit either the open,
closed, or calcite-filled character previously described.

They dramatically

increase in density in the vicinity of the shaft near E-7 and may be related either
to stress-relief associated with the shaft development and breakdown modification or to the weight of the overlying Brucker Breakdown.
Beyond the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, Pohl Avenue (referred to as Pohl Avenue NW) continues as a breakdown-modified, elliptical tube. Mud thinly
veneers the walls and the breakdown on the floor. Passage dimensions vary
between 4.0-12.5 m (13-41 ft) wide by 0.9-2.2 m (2.9-7.3 ft) high. Ceiling
elevations range between 142.8-146.6 m (468.3-481.0 ft) and floor elevations,
between 141.4-142.8 m (463.7-468.5 ft), though each varied nonsystematically.
Due to the mud coating, a stratigraphic description was not possible in
Pohl Avenue NW. No scallops are preserved on the walls due to breakdown
modification in the main passage, but in a cut-around at ceiling level between
0-4 and 0-5, scallops indicate flow towards the west (away from Brucker
Breakdown).
At N-18, either a passage joins Pohl Avenue NW from the northwest, or
Pohl Avenue NW splits at this point. [As is the case with the rest ofPohl Avenue,
breakdown modification has prevented the preservation of any scallops which
would assist in determining which possibility is correct.] The 0 survey continues
in this passage, whereas the P survey follows what appears to be Pohl Avenue
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NW. At the intersection, an undercut less than 1m (3ft) deep occurs in the north
wall and merges with the northeast wall of the 0 survey.
The segment containing the 0 survey is an elliptical tube with only minor
amounts of breakdown modification. The floor is covered by an unknown
thickness of mud. Passage dimensions average 4.3 m (14ft) wide and 1.1 m (3.5
ft) high. The ceiling slopes away from the intersection with Pohl Avenue NW,
as elevations demonstrate: 142.9 m (468.9 ft) at 0-8, 142.4 m (467.2 ft) at 0-9,
and 142.0 m (465.7 ft) at 0-10. Fill on the floor might have masked its expected
slope because floor elevation averages 141.4 m (463.8 ft) with a maximum
deviation of only 0.1 m (0.3 ft).
Pohl Avenue NW (the segment containing the P Survey) is an elliptical
tube modified by breakdown with a mud veneer of unknown depth on the floor.
Passage dimensions are 7.6 m (25ft) wide and 1.9 m (6.1 ft) high at P-1 and 4.8
m (15.6 ft) wide and 2.8 m (9.2 ft) high at P-2.
SMITH AVENUE
Smith Avenue, throughout its length and including the study area, is an
elliptical tube modified to varying degrees by breakdown (Figure 21 and Plate
5). According to Palmer (1981), it once extended from the vicinity of the Austin
Entrance to Brucker Breakdown, beyond which its upstream section is unknown. It has subsequently been segmented into three pieces: Davis Hall (near
the Austin Entrance), Mall ott Avenue, and Smith Avenue (Figure 21). Palmer's
determination of this was based on paleoflow indicators and stratigraphic
equivalency, but he admits possible weaknesses in the theory. If the three
segments were once continuous, the resulting passage would have been slightly
over 1.6 km (1 mi) long. (Whether the original passage had a continuation on the
northwest side of Brucker Breakdown has always been questioned.) What is
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A section of the folio map produced by the Cave Research
Foundation showing the general relationships of Smith Avenue
(shaded) within the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown, Mammoth
Cave System, Kentucky (after Brucker and Burns, 1966)
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known currently as Smith Avenue, however, is just less than one-half of that
length: 762 m (2500 ft). Throughout this length, Smith Avenue maintains fairly
constant dimensions of approximately 12.2 m (40ft) wide and 3m (10ft) high.
What few scallops are preserved indicate gentle flow to the northeast.
The breakdown in Smith Avenue, as in Pohl Avenue, consists primarily
ofblocks and slabs. All breakdown is limestone that originated in the ceiling and
walls. There is no evidence of transport of the breakdown, and smoothing due
to dissolution is minor.
For the entire distance in the study area, Smith Avenue slopes toward the
northwest (toward Brucker Breakdown) at an angle of 1.7 degrees. Ceiling
elevations decrease from 152.4m(500.0ft)(SE)to 148.8m(488.0 ft)(NW). Floor
elevations vary nonsystematically between 146.4 m (480.3 ft) and 150.0 m (492.1
ft). From S-43 to F-1, Smith Avenue directly overlies Pohl Avenue,and the
thickness of the intervening rock varies between a maximum of 4.8 m (15.8 ft)
at S-43 and a minimum of 1.7 m (5.6 ft) at F-1.
Owing to the breakdown modification of the walls, scallops are rare to
absent. In the study area, the only set preserved (three individuals) is found at
S-45. They indicate gentle flow to the southeast (away from Brucker Breakdown).
At F-2, a large collapse (relative to the passage dimensions) nearly closes
Smith Avenue. The entire northeastern two-thirds of the passage is filled with
large blocks and slabs of breakdown. Travel through the passage beyond this
point is confined to openings preserved between the southwestern solution wall
and the breakdown. This remains the case from F -2 to F -6, where Smith Avenue
intersects the upper section of Brucker Breakdown. At this point, however,
travel can be accomplished near ceiling level on the northeast side ofthe passage
on breakdown slabs back to near F-3.
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At F-3, a small canyon 0.2 m (0.5 ft) wide and 0.3 m (1ft) deep is developed in the floor. The southwest wall ofthis canyon is developed in the southwest
solution wall of Smith Avenue, whereas the northeast wall is developed entirely
in a large breakdown block. Scallops indicate rapid flow to the northwest
(toward Brucker Breakdown). According to Estes (1982), it is possible that the
flow forming this canyon was related to the development of the ladder canyon.
Beyond F-6 and the intersection with Brucker Breakdown, what appears
to be Smith Avenue's southwest solution wall (or that of Brucker Breakdown?)
continues. It can be followed for approximately 8 m (25ft) by squeezing through
openings between it and the breakdown. It is difficult to determine, though,
whether this wall is actually part of Smith Avenue or the Brucker Breakdown
chamber. A canyon 0.5 m (1.5 ft) wide and 1.5 m (5 ft) high intersects this wall
section. It is closed by mud fill within 3m (10ft), and a mud veneer on the walls
makes it impossible to determine flow direction from the scallops.
Smith Avenue is located in the Joppa J1 subunit and the upper portion of
the Karnak Member. Exposed in the upper walls and ceiling of Smith Avenue
is an important marker bed known colloquially as "The Great White Oolite" or
"Great White." As its name implies, it is a fossil-bearing oosparite that, within
the MCS, weathers to a bright white.

It is quite characteristic and, in

combination with the underlying and overlying subunits, serves quite well as a
marker.
A comparison of the elevation of the lower contact of the "Great White" as
exposed at F-1 and at F -6 shows a distinct change in elevation. The lower contact
rises 1 m(3.3 ft)in51 m(170 ft)from the section atF-1 to the sectionatF-6. This
is opposite the observed trend of the ceiling, which decreases in elevation from
F-6 to F-1.
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Fractures are numerous in Smith Avenue, and, like in Pohl Avenue, the
modal trend is N30-35E. They demonstrate the open, closed, or calcite-filled
characteristics described before, and range in width from 1-25 mm (0.03-1.5 in).
They exercise no control on passage trend except as noted for the ladder canyon,
as described in the preceding paragraphs under Pohl Avenue above.
CYGNUS X-1 CHAMBER AND PITTSBURGH PITS

The Cygnus X-1 Chamber is located on the northwest side of Brucker
Breakdown and joins Brucker Breakdown in the lower section (Plate 3). It is a
large passage with a rectangular cross section and mud floor (Figure 22), however, the depth of the mud fill is unknown. The passage narrows somewhat away
from Brucker Breakdown: Dimensions are 14.9 m (49ft) wide and 7.9 m (26ft)
high at E-10 near Brucker Breakdown and 11.6 m (38ft) wide and 4.3 m (14ft)
high at N-10. Ceiling elevations increase towards Brucker Breakdown from
146.8 m (481.5 ft) (NW) to 151.1 m (495.8 ft) (SE), and floor elevations increase
similarly, from 142.5 m (467.3 ft) (NW) to 143.3 m (470.1 ft) (SE).
An undercut in the northeast wall at E-10 adds 10.1 m (33 ft) to passage

width. A floor channel that widens out to encompass the entire Pohl Avenue NW
floor at N -13 narrows in its course across the floor of the Chamber and then proceeds into the undercut, widening out again to encompass the entire undercut.
At N-11, it is approximately 1m (3ft) deep and its northeastern wallis cut into
the Ramp (part of the Horta Tunnel described below). Its southwestern wall is
actually more slope-like and merges with the floor of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber.
At N-9, it is more trough-shaped than channel shape, and its boundaries are
slopes. At E-10, its southwestern boundary is an arbitrary line drawn on the
slope the merges it with the floor of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber. Its northeastern
wall is that of the undercut. A steep mud slope angles downward to the drain

FIGURE 22.

A view of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber taken from the intersection with the lower section of Brucker
Breakdown looking northwest, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale).
(Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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ofPittsburgh Pits. The floor channel can be traced to the Einstein-Rosen Bridge
and, at this point, the channel slopes away from Pohl Avenue SE and towards
Pittsburgh Pits.
The drain for Pittsburgh Pits, whichjoins the Cygnus X-1 Chamber in the
northeast wall of the undercut, is a narrow, meandering canyon of keyhole or
rectangular cross section whose dimensions range from 0.9-2.7 m (3-6ft) wide
and 4.6-8.2 m (15-27 ft) tall. Ceiling elevations vary between 141.0 m (462.5 ft)
and 145.2 m (476.4 ft), and floor elevations, from 135.2 m (443.5 ft), which is the
lowest elevation in the study area, to 140.8 m (462.0 ft). It is intersected in
several places by vertical shafts of similar dimensions. The canyon is modified
by block breakdown in places, or has mud fill of unknown depth on the floor.
Breakdown is composed of either sandstone or limestone, though limestone is far
more abundant. The breakdown, for the most part, appears to have fallen from
higher in the canyon. No major transport ofthe breakdown is evident. Scallops
are well-preserved in several locations and indicate flow to the east (towards
Pittsburgh Pits) and away from the Cygnus X-1 Chamber. Most of the canyon
walls are either damp or wet with sheet flow. Pittsburgh Pits is actually a large
vertical shaft of oblong shape in plan view. The dimensions ofthis shaft are 10.4
m (34ft) long, 8.5 m (28ft) wide, and 11.6 m (38ft) tall. There is a small waterfall
in the northern end ofthe shaft. An abandoned drain near ceiling level is present
in the eastern wall near the center ofthe shaft, and the shaft itselfhas undergone
some breakdown modification at its widest point.
The Cygnus X-1 Chamber ends to the west where Pohl Avenue NW and
the Horta Tunnel (at the Ramp) intersect. Stratigraphically, the Chamber
appears to be equivalent to both the Smith Avenue and Pohl Avenue NWlevels
combined. Due to vertical inaccessibility, a stratigraphic section in the Chamber
was not possible, but visual extrapolation from sections taken in Pohl Avenue,
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the Ramp, and the lower section of Brucker Breakdown indica:te that the
Chamber extends from the Spar Mountain Member (and possibly the upper Fredonia Member in the undercut) up into the Joppa J1's "Great White Oolite."
Several bedding-plane partings and contacts support deep anastomotic zones,
primarily in the lower one-third of the wall in the Karnak Member and lower
Joppa Member.
A swarm of more than 100 individual fractures is present in the walls and
ceiling betweenN-8 and N -9. The modal trend of the individuals is N30-35E. All
are open, contain no calcite fill, cut through several lithologic subunits, and
range in width from 1-5 mm (0.03-0.2 in). Additionally, there are four fractures
adjacent to the swarm that trendN10W and are closed but solutionallymodified.
Scallops are preserved on both walls of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, though
many are heavily modified and rendered useless by vertical flow that emanated
from the anastomoses zones. All scallops were measured with the following results.
INDICATED
DIRECTION

NUMBER OF SCALLOPS AND LOCATION
SW WALL

NEWALL

TOTAL%

SoUTHEAST

0

4

21

NORTHWEST

3

4

37

INDETERMINATE

3

5

42

As can be seen from the above data, a flow direction is indeterminate, though
seeming to favor a direction towards the northwest (away from Brucker Breakdown).
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THE HORTA TUNNEL AND THE CONVENTION HALL

The Horta Tunnel ceiling continues as the Cygnus X-1 Chamber's ceiling
at the Ramp (Plate 6). The Ramp is a sediment feature that is 4.9 m (16ft) tall
with a slope of21 degrees. Whether the sediment is veneering rock or not and
how deep the sediment is are unknown factors.
The Horta Tunnel at this intersection is 7.9 m (26ft) wide and 0.9 m (2.9
ft) high. Due to sediment and/or breakdown fill, the true cross section of the
Horta Tunnel cannot be discerned until X-5. Here, it is a canyon 7.6 m (25ft)
wide and 4.2 m (13.7 ft) high (Figure 23). The ceiling rises towards The
Convention Hall: from 149.0 m (488.8 ft) at X-1 (SE) to 150.2 m (492.6 ft) at X5 (NW). Floors vary between 146.0 m (478.9 ft) and 148.8 m (488.0 ft).
A rectangular pit (in map view and in cross section) occurs in the floor of
the Horta Tunnel at X-3, extending from wall to wall. It is approximately 3 m
(10ft) deep, and the floor is covered by blocks oflimestone and sandstone breakdown. In the ceiling above it is a fracture which trends N30E. The fracture has
been dissolutionally enlarged into two, roughly bell-shaped holes, from which
the sandstone breakdown is falling. Mapping revealed that directly above this
fracture is a sandstone breakdown pile near the mouth ofHuber Trail (described
later in this chapter).
The Horta Tunnel is in the upper part of the Karnak Member and in the
Joppa J1 subunit. The J1's "Great White Oolite is exposed in the ceiling and the
upper 0.3 m (1ft) of the walls. Elevation of the lower contact of the J1 oolite is
149.2 m (489.5 ft). When this elevation is compared to that of the same contact
at F-6in Smith Avenue at (Brucker Breakdown), 148.7 m (487.7 ft), and atF-1
(in Smith Avenue), 147.6 m (484.3 ft), the rise in elevation of this contact is
further documented.

FIGURE 23.

A view of the Horta Tunnel taken at survey station X-4 looking north, Mammoth Cave System,
Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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At X-5, a large breakdown pile that cascades into the Horta Tunnel from
the south and emanates from the extreme northern end of Ralph Stone Hall
nearly blocks the Tunnel. The breakdown pile is composed ofblocks oflimestone
which, in the lower portion in The Convention Hall, demonstrate smoothing
results of dissolution. The pile itself is approximately 7.6 m (25ft) high and
appears to have been the result of the collapse of a level overlying the Horta
Tunnel and Convention Hall into the Tunnel and Hall. Above the breakdown
is the intersection with Ralph's River Trail, described later in this chapter.
At this point, access into The Convention Hall is provided by the following:
( 1) down the breakdown pile after climbing up a hole up between the breakdown
and the ceiling break leading up into Ralph Stone Hall, and (2) a continuation
of the Horta Tunnel between the toe of the breakdown and the northeastern
solution wall at floor level.
The Convention Hall resembles a large room or a meander bend partially
filled and blocked with breakdown. The floor, until the floods ofMay 1984 (see
that section later in this chapter for details), was covered by deep, dry sand of
unknown depth. The Convention Hall is 17.8 m (58.5 ft) long, 18.5 m (60.7 ft)
wide, and 3.1 m (10.3 ft) high. The ceiling elevation is 148.2 m (486.1 ft), and
mean floor elevation is 145.1 m (475.8 ft). The floor gently slopes from south to
north.
Other than the accesses to The Convention Hall described above from the
Horta Tunnel, three other passages intersect The Convention Hall from the
north and west. All are similarly sized, elliptical tubes averaging 2.4 m (8 ft)
wide and 0.6 m (2.5 ft) high. The two that intersect from the north and west lead
to Storts Trail and a complex of tubes, canyons, and vertical shafts that extend
northward underneath Three Sisters Hollow on the surface. Paleoflowindicated
by scallops is towards The Convention Hall in both ofthese. The third one, which
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also intersects from the west, connects to the 0 survey segment in Pohl Avenue
NW. Paleoflow in this passage, as indicated by scallops, is to the southwest
(away from The Convention Hall and towards Pohl Avenue NW). All are mudfloored, and the two that intersect from the west are connected by a similar
elliptical tube which parallels The Convention Hall beneath its west wall.
Paleoflow in this connecting passage is indicated by scallops to be to the
southeast (from the tubes heading toward Storts Trail to the tube connecting to
the 0 survey segment in Pohl Avenue NW).
The southwest wall of The Convention Hall can be followed between
breakdown blocks that have fallen out of Ralph Stone Hall above. At several
locations, vertical access can be gained to Ralph Stone Hall along this wall by
climbing up through the breakdown. Shortly beyond these points, the southwest
wall of The Convention Hall merges into the western wall of Ralph Stone Hall.
The transition between the ceiling of The Convention Hall and that of
Ralph Stone Hall is accomplished through one major ceiling break and one
minor one. The major ceiling break lies in a vertical fracture plane that trends
N30E.
Additionally, two large, continuous fractures are exposed in the ceiling of
The Convention Hall. One trends N23E, is calcite-filled, and is approximately
1 em (0.5 in) wide. The other fracture trends N30E, is calcite-filled, and is 1.01.5 em (0.5-0.75 in) wide.
There are several lines of evidence which indicate that The Convention
Hall was flooded for an extended period of time. The breakdown in the pile that
nearly blocks the Hall has been dissolutionally smoothed and sculpted. All fractures and bedding-plane partings have been exploited by dissolution and, consequently, enlarged. Finally, though scallops are well-preserved, they indicate
gentle flow in a variety of directions with no single, dominant direction.
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RALPH STONE HALL
What has historically been known as Ralph Stone Hall (Plate 7) is
actually a complex composed of two, and possibly three, distinct levels or
passages. Jessica's Sandbox is the highest level and remains a distinct and
separate passage only at the northeastern one-third of the complex. The
remaining two-thirds of the complex, referred to collectively as Ralph Stone Hall
(RSH), can be divided into two sections. The southern, lower portion ofRSH will
be referred to as the RSH solution tube, or just the solution tube. The northern,
higher portion ofRSH will be referred to as the RSH breakout dome, or just the
breakout dome. Jessica's Sandbox and RSH will be discussed separately.
RSH Solution Tube
Access to the RSH solution tube is gained by entry into the RSH complex
via the Horta Tunnel or Convention Hall and then a traverse through the RSH
breakout dome. The solution tube (Figure 24) is approximately 85.4 m (280 ft)
long and maintains the cross section of an elliptical tube throughout its length.
It increases in dimension from south to north as follows: 13.4 m (44ft) wide and
3.6 m (12 ft) high at P-15 (north), and 6.1 m (20ft) wide and 0.9 m (3ft) high at
P-19 (south). Elevation data indicates that the ceiling slopes from 152.0 m(498. 7
ft) at P-15 (north) to 149.3 m (489.7 ft) at P-19 (south). Due, in part at least, to
the sand fill mentioned above, the floor slopes in the opposite direction, from
147.8 m (484.7 ft) at P-15 (north) to 148.7 m (487.7 ft) at P-20 (south).
[It should be noted that the existing survey ofRSH prior to the onset ofthis

study was determined as a result of spot checks by the author to be accurate and
so a new survey was not performed for this work. Consequently, elevation data
should be considered reasonable approximations only, and not deemed as

FIGURE 24.

A view of the solution tube portion of Ralph Stone Hall from Survey station P-15looking south,
Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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accurate as those data for the rest of the study area. Such elevation data for RSH
should be considered accurate to within approximately 3 m (10 ft).]
For much of its length, the solution tube is whole and unmodified by
breakdown. Where breakdown occurs, it is in block form, typically isolated individuals, and composed of either sandstone or limestone. Many of the isolated
individuals have no identifiable source in the ceiling or walls, yet lie in the
middle of the passage. Breakdown increases in volume near the southern end
of the tube until the passage ends in a sandstone breakdown fill (Figure 25) that
appears to be the result of either sinkhole or valley wall collapse, based on the
overlying features.
A stratigraphic section was described at P-15, however, identification of
the units by the author was not possible. Though the units would appear to be
at the appropriate elevations for the Aux Vases member and the Joppa J2
subunit, they do not lithologically match these units as exposed throughout the
rest of the study area and the MCS. They more closely resemble the Levias L1
and L2 subunits exposed in central Turner Avenue. Palmer (personal communication, 1984), on the other hand, has tentatively identified them as the Aux
Vases member and the Joppa J2 subunit.

These identifications may be

justifiably disputed.
The solution tube developed along the contact between the two units
exposed, which will be referred to units A (lower) and B (upper). The approximate elevation of this contact is 149.0 m (488.8 ft). This contact and a beddingplane parting near the top of unit A support deep and extensive anastomoses
zones that would appear to be indicative of dissolution during pipe-full conditions. There is relief developed on the contact between units A and B, and this
relief is present in both the northwest and southeast walls of the passage at P-

FIGURE

25.

A view of the sandstone terminal breakdown at the southem end of Ralph Stone Hall, Mammoth Cave
System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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15. This relief consists of a mound or domal feature with relief of approximately
0.6 m (2ft). Throughout the rest of the exposure in the passage, the contact is
horizontal.
A fracture exposed in the ceiling between P-13 and P-15 is tight and
trends N30E. Scallops indicate gentle flow to the northeast (from P-20 towards
P-13) towards the RSH breakout dome.
RSH Breakout Dome
The transition between the ceilingofthe solution tube and that of the RSH
breakout dome consists oftwo ceiling breaks that accomplish the approximate
difference of 6.1 m (20 ft) between the two. The ceiling of the breakout dome
generally decreases from 162.3 m (532.4 ft) at P-23 (north) to 156.6 m (513.8 ft)
at P-11 (south), with slight variations due to breakdown modification. The floor
consists of an unknown depth of breakdown and varies in elevation between
148.1 m (485.8 ft) and 155.0 m (508.3 ft).
The breakout dome (Figure 26), as its name implies, is a ceiling-collapse
feature bounded to the south by the exposed solution wall of a cross-cutting
canyon and to the north by the Ralph's River Trail/Jessica's Sandbox intersection. Near the intersection with Jessica's Sandbox, dry sand covers much of the
floor and fills in the spaces between breakdown blocks to a depth exceeding 1 m
(3.2 ft).

This section of RSH is approximately 83.8 m (320 ft) long, and

dimensions vary from 19.8 m (65ft) wide and 9.1 m (30ft) high at P-10 to 28.3
m (93ft) wide and 5.5 m (18ft) high at P-21. The passage generally exhibits a
cross section resembling a canyon, but solution surfaces, in general, are lacking,
which indicates that the sources ofthe breakdown included the walls and ceiling.
The cross-sectional appearance, therefore, may be deceiving and likely does not
represent the original passage cross section. Several pits that have been formed

FIGURE

26.

A view of the breakout dome portion of Ralph Stone Hall, the Ramp, and the intersection with Jessica's
(.0
Sandbox (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
en
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by vadose dissolution of the breakdown are located along the southeastern wall
of the dome. They range in depth from 6.1 to 10.7 m (20 to 35ft).
In the vicinity ofP-7 is the intersection ofRSH with Jessica's Sandbox.
The intersection consists of a dry sand ramp, littered in places with limestone
breakdown blocks. The ramp is 5 m (16.4 ft) high with a slope of23 degrees. As
can be seen on Plate 7, it is a curved feature and extends from the vicinity ofP22 to P-8 in RSH. The breakdown blocks on it have rimstone dams 2.5-3.8 em
(1.0-1.5 in) in height on the top surfaces and flowstone formations up to 5 em (2
in) long hanging from the bottom. These features are indicative of water flowing
over the surfaces ofthe breakdown blocks after they fell (or were deposited). Additionally, there is a deposit of sand in the abandoned rims tone dams, indicating
a later episode of filling.
Several holes in the breakdown along the northwest wall at P-21 provide
access to The Convention Hall. Farther to the north, several extremely large rectangular boulders truncate the dome and mark the intersection of Jessica's
Sandbox, Ralph's River Trail, and RSH.
As has been noted, breakdown modification in the dome section is heavy.
Consequently, no scallops were preserved.
The vertical inaccessibility of the walls prevented obtaining a stratigraphic section as in the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, however, the sections described for
the RSH solution tube (using Palmer's identifications) and for Jessica's Sandbox
may be assumed to provide the endpoints for the section exposed in the RSH
breakout dome. If this is the case, the breakout dome occurs entirely within the
Aux Vases Member, making the Aux Vases Member 8.5 m (28ft) thick. Though
this is possible within the MCS, it is not probable and is certainly unusual for
the study area since the Aux Vases does not exceed 3m (10ft) thick where
exposed elsewhere.
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On the ceiling ofRSH (at the contact between the Levias L1 and the Aux
Vases Member?) is a thin cherty layer, 2.5 em (1 in) thick, that contains limestone
pebbles of varying shapes and degrees of roundness. It resembles either a
paleosol or a subaerial exposure crust similar to those described in the St. Louis
Limestone in eastern Kentucky (Dever and others, 1977). According to Palmer
(personal communication, 1984), this occurrence is unique in the strata exposed
in theMCS.
Notably, the northern end of the dome (where access is gained from the
Horta Tunnel) is extremely rectangular in plan view. The western wall is
extremely straight and lies along a vertical plane trending N30E. A calcite fill
resembling those found in fractures remains as a sheet 1.0-2.5 em (0.5-1.0 in)
thick. The surface was examined for slickensides, however, none was found, but
plumose markings that vee in a N30E trend were observed. The entire wall is
in place and shows no evidence of failure or disruption. The east wall of this
rectangular area, in contrast, looks completely disrupted, though it is too
ordered to resemble a wall composed ofbreakdown. Its surface is more irregular
than that of the west wall, but it also lies in a vertical plane which trends N30E.
A major fracture set is visible all the way along the ceiling of the breakout
dome section. The set is composed of subparallel, en echelon fractures, and the
trend of the set is N30E. These will be discussed more fully in the next chapter
under Structural Control of Passage Development.
Jessica's Sandbox
Jessica's Sandbox is the upper level of the RSH complex and is preserved
only as a ledge at P-8 to P-6 in RSH and as a separate passage from P-1 to P-5
(Plate 7 and Figure 26). It is an elliptical tube with a sand-covered floor; the
depth of the sand fill is unknown. It connects to the RSH breakout dome via the
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ramp described above. It is not known whether the ramp is actually composed
of rock veneered with sand or entirely of sand, but both situations have been
documented in various parts of the MCS. The trenching required to determine
the nature of the ramp is an invasive technique which permanently damages the
cave and the sediments, therefore, it was not felt to be a necessary sacrifice for
the small amount of information it would provide.
The Sandbox, for the most part, is breakdown-free. Exceptions to this
occur on the shelfbetweenP-6 and P-8 and at its intersections with Ralph's River
Trail and Huber Trail. The breakdown on the ledge and at the mouth ofRalph's
River Trail is limestone. The breakdown at the intersection ofboth branches of
Huber Trail is a mixture of sandstone and limestone, and will be discussed with
Huber Trail later in this chapter.
Passage dimensions of the Sandbox are 12.2 m (40ft) wide and vary between 1.2 to 3.5 m (3.8 to 11.5 ft) high. Ceiling elevations rise from 159.2 m
(522.2 ft) at P-1 (north) to 160.6 m (526.7 ft) at P-5 (south). Floor elevations
generally rise from 154.6 m (507.2 ft) at P-1 (north) to 158.7 m (520.5 ft) at P-5
(south) .
.On the shelf at P-8, a canyon intersects the Sandbox. The canyon is approximately 0.6-0.9 m (2-3ft) wide and 4.6 (15 ft) high. It provides access to a
vertical shaft approximately 6.1 m (20ft) talL
A stratigraphic section was described at P-5. Jessica's Sandbox occurs
within the Aux Vases Member, with the ceiling being at the base of the Levias
L1 subunit. The elevation of the contact between the two members is at 160.6
m (526. 7 ft).
Four fractures were observed in the ceiling. Three trend N20-25E, are
calcite-filled, and are 0.5 em (0.2 in) wide. One trends N30E, is open with no
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calcite fill, and is 1 em (0.5 in) wide. No scallops were preserved on the walls, and,
considering the lack ofbreakdown modification as noted above, this absence was
considered unusual.
HUBER TRAIL
Access to Huber Trail (Plate 8) may be gained through Jessica's Sandbox.
As can be seen, Huber Trail at one time intersected Jessica's Sandbox at two
locations. The northern branch is completely truncated by breakdown (Figure
27), though mapping reveals that the breakdown is only 3 m (10 ft) thick in
vertical section at its thinnest point. Its height is approximately 4.0 m (13 ft).
The breakdown is composed of cobble- and small boulder-sized blocks of sandstone. A minor amount oflimestone (less than 10%) is included. The southern
branch is only partially blocked by breakdown, though breakdown modification
of the branch near its intersection with Jessica's Sandbox is substantial. The
size of the pile is 1.8 m (6 ft) tall and spreads out in a fan below a canyon
(described below). The breakdown at the mouth ofthe southern branch is similar
in size and shape to that of the northern branch. Composition changes slightly,
including greater amounts oflimestone, making the composition 80% sandstone
and 20% limestone. The rectangular depression in the floor of the Horta Tunnel
at X-3 directly underlies this breakdown pile, and the sandstone in the floor of
that depression has originated in this pile.
The two breakdown piles in the northern and southern branches are extremely concordant in alignment, suggesting a possible common origin. In fact,
a small canyon that is 0.6 m (2 ft) wide and 1.8 m (6 ft) high and trends
approximately N30E is accessible in the ceiling of Jessica's Sandbox above the
breakdown pile in the southern branch.

It is from this canyon that the

breakdown seems to have spilled. The canyon is truncated by breakdown to the

FIGURE 27.

A view of the breakout terminating the northeast branch ofHuber Trail as seen from Jessica's Sandbox
looking south, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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north and south, but the segment in all respects resembles a canyon that
developed along a fracture. Perhaps it is related to the fracture exposed in the
ceiling of the Horta Tunnel at X-3.
The southern branch provides access to the rest of Huber Trail. As stated
above, breakdown modification between H-1 and H-3 is extensive, and consists
oflarge slabs and blocks oflimestone. Between H-4 and H-·5, little breakdown
modification has occurred, preserving the original character of the passage. The
branch at this point maintains the cross section of an elliptical tube with a mudveneered floor. Passage dimensions are 7.3 m (24.1 ft) wide and 1.3 m (4.4 ft)
high. The ceiling elevation is 158.4 m (519.5 ft), and the floor elevation is 157.0
m (515.1 ft). At H-6, the branch intersects the main passage of Huber Trail at
floor level. A ceiling break accomplishes the transition between the ceiling of the
southern branch with that of Huber Trail. Due to breakdown modification, no
scallops were preserved in the southern branch to provide information on its
relationship to main Huber Trail.
Huber Trail to the west of this intersection (HA-l to HA-3) is what was
referred to in the preceding paragraphs as the northern branch. In fact, it
appears that main Huber Trail consists of the passage segment between HA-l
and HA-3, and that the southern branch is a tributary to Huber Trail.
The segment from HA-3 to HA-l is heavily modified by breakdown. The
breakdown consists of large slabs and blocks of limestone, but farther to the
west, near its truncation by the sandstone breakdown, it consists of smaller
blocks of sandstone.

A few small canyon-and-shaft complexes have been

developed adjacent to this segment and intersect Huber Trail in the northeast
and southwest walls. These indicate increased vadose activity in this area
relative to Huber Trail to the east.
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Pre-collapse, passage cross section is rectangular. Passage dimensions of
the segment between HA-3 and HA-l average 7.6 m (25ft) wide and 1.8 m (6ft)
high. The ceiling increases in elevation from 160.3 m (525.9 ft) at Hc6 (east) to
162.3 m (532.4 ft) at HA-3 (west). Due to the breakdown on the floor, the floor
elevations show a similar rise, though in greater magnitude, from 157.1 m (515.3
ft) at H-6 (east) to 161.5 m (529.6 ft) at HA-3 (west).
At HA-l, an extensive anastomoses zone is exposed in the ceiling, and
these are filled with sand. Several small (less than 0.3 m or 1 ft) ceiling breaks
occur which trend N30E.
Huber Trail from H-7 to H-13 is an elliptical tube modified to varying
degrees by breakdown (Figure 28). Passage dimensions average approximately
7.6 m (25ft) wide and 3.9 m (13ft) high. Extensive flowstone deposits on the floor
between H-8 and H-10 decrease the overall height of the passage. The ceiling
elevations show a general rise from 160.1 m (525.0 ft) at H-7 (west) to 163.7 m
(537.0 ft) at H-13 (east). Floor elevations, however, remain fairly constant and
average approximately 156.7 m (514.0 ft) with a deviation ofless than 0.6 m (2
ft).
A stratigraphic section was described at H-7. This section ofHuber Trail
lies within the upper portion of the Aux Vases Member and the lower portion of
the Levias Ll subunit. The elevation of the contact is 159.1 m (521.9 ft).
At H-13, Huber Trail makes a 90-degree bend to the south and changes
drastically in character. A large depression in the floor occurs between J -1 and
J-2 (Figure 29). It is approximately 15m (50ft) long, extends from wall to wall,
making it 7-8 m (25ft) wide, and 9.1 m (30ft) deep. Several features are present
which give this feature the appearance of a vertical shaft. Vertical fluting occurs
on the walls, and canyons or tubes intersect it at several different levels. Large
blocks of breakdown (exceeding 3m or 10ft in length) litter the floor and seem,

FIGURE 28.

A view of Huber Trail taken near survey station H-8looking south, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky
(see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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FIGURE

29.

A view of the large depression in the floor of Huber Trail standing at survey station J-llooking
towards survey station J-2, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale).
(Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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most likely, to be the result ofwall collapse since the slight ceiling rise is not great
enough to account for the blocks. Water moves down the west wall ofthe feature
in sheet flow. Beneath the breakdown on the floor, a void 3m (10ft) deep occurs,
though inaccessibility prevented its examination.
A vertically inaccessible ceiling channel cuts obliquely across the depression to enter and exit the area to the west and south. Two elliptical tubes, approximately 1.5 m (5 ft) wide and 0.8 m (2.5 ft) high intersect the depression in
the east wall at different levels. One intersects near floor level and is part of an
underdrain complex of Davey's Attic (described in that section of this chapter).
The second occurs near the lip ofthe depression and connects to Huber Trail near
J-3. The second tube is modified by breakdown and, therefore, no scallops were
preserved to provide information on the relationship between the tube, the
depression, and Huber Trail.
Beyond the depression, Huber Trail from J-2 to J-4 assumes a fairly rectangular cross section which has been modified by breakdown. The depth of the
breakdown littering the floor is unknown, preventing the determination of true
passage cross section. Passage dimensions decrease as follows between J-2
(north) and J-4 (south) due to the breakdown modification: passage width
decreases from 10.0 m (32. 7 ft) wide to 3.6 m (12 ft), and passage height
decreases from 1.8 m (5.8 ft) to 0.6 m (2.0 ft). The passage appears to end in a
breakdown pile composed of a variety of sizes oflimestone blocks. The pile can
be penetrated, however, by moving upward between the breakdown to the south
and a solid, in situ solution wall to the north. A vertical ascent of9.1 m (30ft)
can be made, though the ascent is dangerous because the breakdown is
extremely unstable. Above 9.1 m (30ft), a large void can be seen through the
spaces in the breakdown, but due to the danger of the ascent, this void has not
been penetrated, and its character is unknown.
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Ceiling elevations from J-1 to J-4 vary nonsystematically between 162.4
m (532.8 ft) and 164.1 m (538.4 ft). Excluding the elevation of the floor of the
depression, floor elevations vary between 156.9 m (514.6 ft) at J-1 to 163.5 m
(536.4 ft) at J-4. The elevation of the breakdown floor of the depression is
approximately 152 m (500 ft).
A stratigraphic section was described on the west wall of the depression
and extended from ceiling to floor. The ceiling is in the Levias L2 subunit. The
walls down to floor level occur within the following units (in order from highest
to lowest): the Levias L1 subunit, the Aux Vases member, and the Joppa J2
subunit. The elevations for the contacts are as follows: (1) the Levias L2-L1
contact is at 162.4 m (532. 7 ft), (2) the Levias-Aux Vases contact is at 159.7 m
(523.7 ft), and (3) the Aux Vases-Joppa contact is at 157.9 m (517.9 ft).
A stratigraphic section was also described at survey station J-3. In the
ceiling is the Levias L2 subunit, and the walls occur within the Levias L-1
subunit and the Aux Vases Member. The elevation of the Levias-Aux Vases
contact is 159.7 m (523.8 ft), virtually the same as that exposed in the depression and described above. It is interesting to compare the elevation of this same
contact where it is exposed in Jessica's Sandbox (JS, P-5) and in the three locations in Huber Trail at H-7, J-1, and J-3 (HT, H-7, J-1, J-3).
LOCATION

ELEVATION OF LEVIAS-AUX VASES CONTACT

JS: P-5

160.6 m (526.7 ft)

HT: H-7

159.1 m (521.9 ft)

HT: J-1

159.7 m (523.7 ft)

HT: J-3

159.7 m (523.8 ft)

As can be seen from the above data, there is relief developed on the upper surface
of the Aux Vases Member, with a local depression in the vicinity ofH-7.
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Large, continuous fractures were noted in several locations throughout
Huber Trail. At H-14, an open, 1 em (0.5 in) wide fracture trends N30E, and the
passage segment from J-1 to J-4 is oriented symmetrically around it. In the
vicinity of J -3, a fracture set was observed that is composed of the following two
individuals: (1) trends N20E, calcite-filled, and 1 em (0.5 in) wide, and (2) trends
N30W, calcite filled, and 2.5-3.8 em (1.0-1.5 in) wide.
Due to breakdown modification throughout Huber Trail, no scallops were
preserved. Paleoflow, therefore, was not determined.
DAVEY'S ATIIC

Access to Davey's Attic (Plate 8) may be gained through the Gateway from
Huber Trail between H-14 and H-15 (Figure 30). The Gateway appears to be a
fortuitous connection between the two that formed by collapse of an extensive
anastomoses zone into an underdrain. If not for this, Huber Trail and Davey's
Attic would not be connected in a humanly passable way except for an underdrain complex described later in this section.
Davey's Attic is an elliptical tube modified to varying degrees by breakdown (Figure 31). All of the breakdown is blocks and slabs oflimestone, with the
exception of the breakdown at H-17, which will be discussed in detail in a subsequent paragraph. Passage dimensions range between 4.4 m (14.5 ft) to 8.3 m
(27.3 ft) wide and 1.5 m (5.0 ft) to 3.6 m (11.9 ft). The ceiling slopes to the north
and south from a high of 165.2 m (542.0 ft) at H-15 to 163.6 m (536.8 ft) at L-4
and 164.7 m (540.3 ft) at H-17. The floor also slopes in a fairly concordant
manner with the ceiling, from a high of 163.2 m (535.4 ft) at H-15 to 162.1 m
(531.8 ft) at L-4 and 163.7 m (537.1 ft) at H-17.
AtL-5, a large undercut 11.4 m (37.3 ft) wide expands the passage width
to 18.5 m (60.8 ft). This undercut appears to be a meander bend, and this

FIGURE 30.

A view of the Gateway from Huber Trail looking east towards Davey's Attic, Mammoth Cave System,
Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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FIGURE

31.

A view ofDavey's Attic from survey station H•l5looking north, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see
meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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interpretation is supported by the turn the passage makes to the east at this
point. Also at L-5, sandstone and limestone breakdown blocks apparently
truncate the passage, though it may be possible to continue by travelling
through excavation of existing openings between the breakdown pile and the
southeast solution wall.
A hole in the ceiling above the breakdown pile provides access to a wide
(3m or 10ft), low (0.1-1.0 m or0.5-3.0 ft) room with no exits out of it. In the base
of the breakdown pile, a pit approximately 3 m (10 ft) deep has formed. It is
blocked by breakdown.
From L-5 to L-1 (Figure 32), the passage contains a deep sand fill up to 1
m (3 ft) thick. Scallops on the wall indicate paleoflow to have been to the
northeast (from L-1 towards L-5 ). Some small, isolated piles ofbreakdown occur
in places on the floor.
Breakdown increases in volume in the vicinity ofH-15, and some blocks
have rotated down into an underlying passage. A hole in the floor at H-15
provides access to this passage, which is a canyon complex that drained Davey's
Attic. The canyon complex takes the shape of a "Y". To the northeast, the canyon
is blocked by breakdown. To the northwest, the canyon connects to H -14 through
a hole in the floor of Huber Trail. To the south, the canyon becomes a tube and
connects to the depression in Huber Trail between J-1 and J-2. The canyon
averages 0.6 m (2ft) wide and 3.6 m (12ft) high and has a slot in the floor. The
tube to the south averages 1.5 m (5 ft) wide and 0.6 m (2ft) high, though in one
place it is less than 0.3 m (1ft) high. Paleoflow is indicated by scallops to be from
the northwest and northeast to the south.
Beyond H-15, Davey's Attic is modified by breakdown in several places,
but this is fairly minor and consists of small blocks or slabs of limestone. The
floor is, for the most part, covered in sand fill. The passage is terminated at H-

FIGURE

32.

A view of Davey's Attic from survey station L-llooking north towards survey station L-5, Mammoth
Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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17 by a breakdown pile composed of a variety of sizes of sandstone blocks (80%)
with some limestone blocks (20%). The breakdown cannot be penetrated.
Scallops in this section ofDavey's Attic, coincident with those between L5 and L-1, indicate paleoflow to be to the north (towards L-5). No large or
continuous fractures were noted in Davey's Attic.
Stratigraphic sections were described atH-15, H-16, andH-17. The Paoli
P2 subunit is exposed in the ceiling, and the walls are composed of the Paoli P1
and the Levias L2 subunits. The contact between the Levias and the Paoli is
extremely irregular with relief developed on it of2.5-10.2 em (1-4 in). Additionally, this contact drops in elevation from 164.9 m (540.8 ft) at H-15 (north) to
164.2 m (538.6 ft) at H-17 (south). When this is compared to ceiling and floor
elevations for the same passage segment, it can be noted that the passage
decreases in stratigraphic position relative to the Paoli-Levias contact.
LUCKY 7 ALLEY

Lucky 7 Alley intersects Brucker Breakdown from the south, though it passes
completely over the shelf at G-1 in Brucker Breakdown before that intersection
(Plate 9). The passage extends from Brucker Breakdown to its intersection with
Turner Avenue. The Alley is a mud-floored, elliptical tube with approximate
average dimensions of 4.9 m (16ft) wide and 1.8 m (6ft) high (Figure 33). Mean
ceiling elevation is 168.1 m (551.5 ft), and floor elevations vary between 165.8
m (543.7 ft) and 166.5 m (546.1 ft).
A pit in the floor connects to a small window into Brucker Breakdown near
G-1 on the shelf. The pit is 6. 7 m (22 ft) deep. A floor canyon connects the pit
and the Lucky 7 Alley/Brucker Breakdown intersection at F-11. Just to the
north ofF-12, a pile ofbreakdown nearly fills the Alley on the west side of the
passage (Figure 33). The breakdown is composed of cobble-sized blocks of

FIGURE

33.

A view of Lucky 7 Alley and sandstone breakdown partially blocking the passage, taken from survey
station F-11looking south, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale).
(Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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sandstone, and it appears to have originated from an enlarged section of a ceiling
fracture that is 15.2 em (6 in) wide. A large void, though inaccessible due to the
small size of the enlarged fracture, is visible above. Behind the pile, in the west
wall, a pocket (or hole?) occurs that is 1.8 m wide, as tall as the passage, and of
a depth into the wall exceeding 1.2 m (4ft), but it is almost completely filled with
the sandstone breakdown.
The ceiling fracture beyond this breakdown pile to F-11 has not been
enlarged by dissolution. The fracture trends N35E, is open, 0.5-1.0 em (0.25-0.5
in) wide, and demonstrates a slight offset with the northwest side downdropped
several centimeters (inches) relative to the southeast side. Examination of the
breakdown pile and the fracture reveals that Lucky 7 Alley is developed
symmetrically about the fracture and that the passage appears to trend to the
southwest with this fracture into the pocket in the west wall described above.
A passage, the J Survey, that parallels Turner Avenue intersects the
Alley at F-13 at floor level behind a large breakdown boulder (possibly a
dislodged piece of the Lucky 7 Alley wall). A shallow floor canyon present at F13 merges into the floor of Turner Avenue at F-14 where Lucky 7 Alley joins
Turner Avenue.
The Alley has developed along the contact between the Paoli P2 and
Levias L2 subunits. The Paoli P1 is locally absent at Brucker Breakdown, and
the Levias is relatively thin in comparison to other exposures in the area
(Palmer, personal communication, 1985). The elevation of the Paoli/Levias
contact is 167.4 m (549.2 ft), and levelling performed on this contact indicates
that it is horizontal. Notable is the fact that Lucky 7 Alley decreases in elevation relative to this contact, as the contact is in the middle of the wall at F-11 and
almost in the ceiling at F -13. A few scallops are present, but are of an extremely
low profile, are nearly symmetrical, and yield no definitive information on
paleoflow.
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TURNER AVENUE
Turner Avenue is an elliptical tube with a thin sand fill on the floor
throughout most ofits length. It is an extremely long passage, 2.9 km (1.8 mi),
that, unlike Smith Avenue, remains continuous and without truncation (Figure
34). Palmer (1981) has theorized that its source was in an arm of Houchins or
Eaton Valley to the southwest, and that its outlet was possibly in a small arm
ofThree Sisters Hollow. As nothing definitive can be documented, however, this
remains scientific speculation.
In portions of Turner Avenue to the south and west of the study area, the
passage is highly decorated with both gypsum formations and formations of
more unusual or rare minerals (such as mirabilite and sodium hemicalcium
sulfate dihydrate). The passage is extremely dry in these areas, and the sand
on the floor is composed of gypsum.
Approximately 97.6 m (320ft) ofTurner Avenue lies within the study area
(from I-1 to F-18, F-19, and F-20) (Plate 9). The passage width ranges from 4.9
m (16.0 ft) (F-16) to 16.7 m (54.8 ft) (F-15), with a mean width of9.1 m (29.9 ft).
Passage height varies between 1.5 m (5.0 ft) (F-15) to 2.6 m (8.4 ft) (F -14), with
a mean height of 1.8 m (6.0 ft). Ceiling elevations show a gradual increase from
168.3 m (552.6 ft) at F -14 (northeast) to 169.7 m (556. 7ft) at F-18 (southwest).
Floor elevations show a similar rise from 165.9 m (544.2 ft) at F-14 (northeast)
to 167.8 m (550.5 ft) at F-18 (southeast).
Turner Avenue, trending northwest-southeast throughout the rest of the
study area, makes a 90 degree bend at F -14 to trend due west ati-1. The passage
is terminated to the west by a massive breakdown composed of varying sizes of
sandstone (60-70%)and limestone blocks (30-40%) (Figure 35). The passage
here is decorated byflowstone formations, and a 3-m (10-ft) deep pit occurs in the
floor. A canyon, approximately 1.8 m (6ft) wide and 6 m (20ft) high, heads due
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A section of the folio map produced by the Cave Research
Foundation showing the general relationships of Turner Avenue
(shaded) in the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown, Mammoth Cave
System, Kentucky (after Brucker and Burns, 1966).

FIGURE 35.

A view of the terminal breakdown blocking Turner Avenue from survey station F-14looking to survey
station I-1, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (see meter stick for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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south here, but terminates after approximately 30m (100ft) inflowstone-coated
breakdown. Due north, travel is made between an in situ wall to the east and
sandstone/limestone breakdown to the west. Shafts 2.4 m (8.0 ft) and 3.6 m (12.0
ft) deep with canyon drains leading out of them were found, but unstable
breakdown prevented further exploration of these drains.
At F-15, a shallow canyon that is 0.5 m (1.5 ft) deep and approximately 1
m (3ft) wide occurs in the floor, appearing and disappearing within 3m (10ft).
Turner Avenue splits into two branches at this point (Figure 36). The northwest
branch is a sand-floored (the fill is less than 15 em or 6 in deep), elliptical tube
that averages 7.6 m (24.8 ft) wide and 1. 7 m (5.5 ft) high. It rejoins the other
branch at F-18. The ceiling elevations are concordant, however the floor of the
northwest branch is 1 m (3 ft) higher than that of the southeast branch, the
difference between the two floor levels consists of a single ledge. This relationship would imply that the southeast branch was active longer than the northwest branch.
The southeastern branch extends from F-15 to F-18. It is paralleled just
to the northeast by a smaller passage designated as the J-Survey on Plate 9. The
J Survey is an elliptical tube modified in places by breakdown, and where no

breakdown is present, the floor is covered with sand up to 0.3 m (1 ft) thick.
Passage dimensions average 3.6 m (12 ft) wide and 0.9 m (3 ft) high. Scallops
were not preserved to indicate flow relationships between this passage and
Turner Avenue. The J Survey intersects Lucky 7 Alley at F -13 to the northwest,
cuts across the floor ofTurner Avenue at F-17, and maybe accessed through a
floor-level window in Turner Avenue at F-16. To the southwest ofF-17, the J
Survey exits Turner Avenue to rejoin it a F-18. At F-18, the passage again exits
Turner Avenue to the southwest and never rejoins Turner Avenue after that.

FIGURE

36.

A view of the two branches of Turner Avenue from survey station F-14looking south (see meter stick
for scale). (Photograph by R. Ewers.)
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Turner Avenue from F-15 toF-17 is rock-floored. BetweenF-16 andF17, where the J Survey joins Turner Avenue, the floor is cut by the J Survey,
whose floor is 0.5 m (1.5 ft) lower than the floor of Turner Avenue.
Scallops, though preserved in several places in Turner Avenue, are extremely low-relief features and symmetrical. Consequently, no determination
of paleoflow was possible.
A fracture exposed in the ceiling at F-15 trends N45E, is calcite-filled, and
is 6-12 mm (0.25-0.5 in) wide. No other fractures were observed.
The Paoli P1 subunit reappears in the vicinity ofl-1 and is present along
Turner Avenue in the study area. Consequently, Turner Avenue, unlike Lucky
7 Alley, appears to have formed along the contact between the Levias L2 and
Paoli P1 subunits. According to levelling data, the contact remains horizontal
in Turner Avenue. The passage, then, is rising from north to south relative to
the contact based on elevation data described above, which is just the opposite
of the contactJpassage relationship documented in Lucky 7 Alley.
It is noteworthy that morphological and volumetric differences between

Lucky 7 Alley and Turner Avenue would seem to indicate that they are not both
genetically related to the same flow event.
THE MAY 1984 FWODS
Though flooding in north-central Flint Ridge is almost an annual event,
the magnitude of these events is fairly small. The lowest known passage level
in the area is that of Columbian Avenue, at an elevation of approximately 136.9
to 140.0 m (449 to 459ft). Annual flooding typically fills the lower 2.4 m (8ft)
of this passage, and it has always been assumed that flooding of this section of
the MCS was a direct result of overflow from the flooding of Columbian Avenue.
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The flood of greatest observed magnitude in this section of the MCS occurred around March 2, 1962. The high-water mark was preserved and noted
by explorers and determined by a subsequent transit survey to occur at an
elevation of 146.5 m (480.7 ft) (see the discussion of this topic under "Pohl
Avenue" in this chapter). This mud line was preserved on a breakdown pile in
a breakout dome 244 m (800 ft) to the southwest of the southwest end of
Columbian Avenue. Though not impossible, if the cause ofthis water mark was
overflow from flooding ofColumbianAvenue, the implication is of a flood ofgreat
magnitude.
Such a flood did not reoccur until May 1984. Though the flooding itself
was not directly observed, its effects were fresh and easily examined in early
June 1984. The floodwaters deposited approximately 10-15 em (4-6 in) of fresh
mud throughout the length ofPohl Avenue from the Austin Entrance to beyond
the limits of the study area. The mud was composed of extremely fine clay and
sand particles, and retained a high moisture content throughout the summer
months of June, July, and August.
Flow directions of the final flow event, as indicated by ripples in the mud
deposits, demonstrated that that water rose from and retreated to an unknown
lower level in a number oflocations throughout Pohl Avenue. As most ofPohl
Avenue's floor is covered in breakdown, access to this lower level along the route
of the water would be difficult or impossible to achieve. However, since, (1) the
current pool level of the Green River flows on top of9 m (30ft) of alluvium, and
(2) there is approximately 19.8 m (65ft) between the current mean pool level of
the Green River and the level ofPohl Avenue, a passage level below Pohi Avenue
is possible and has been predicted by the author for several years. The data
provided by the ripples support this prediction.
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The high-water mark of 1962 was not exceeded in the 1984 flood event,
though it was closely approximated. According to fresh mud lines, all portions
ofPohl Avenue and adjoining passages below 146.5 m (480.7 ft) in elevation
located between the Austin Entrance and the high-water mark location were
completely flooded, which implies pipe-full conditions throughout much of that
section ofPohl Avenue.
These conditions are also indicated to be true for Pohl Avenue between
the high-water mark location and the study area, and further data found in the
study area support this. According to fresh mud lines, Smith Avenue in the
immediate vicinity of the ladder canyon was flooded to a depth of 1.8 m (6ft).
Breakdown piles and mud dams surrounding the vicinity of the ladder canyon
apparently acted as dikes and prevented further spread of the flood in Smith
Avenue. This implies, then, that all areas below 148.1 m (485.5 ft) were flooded,
again supporting the assumption based on the high-water mark location that all
areas ofPohl Avenue between the high-water mark location and the thesis area,
which includes Pohl Avenue SE, were completely flooded. It.is also notable that
the appearance of the old mud dams around the ladder canyon in Smith Avenue
implies that this area has been repeatedly flooded in a similar manner in the
past.
In the portion of the study area beyond Brucker Breakdown, evidence of
flooding was found in the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, the Ramp, the Horta Tunnel,
and the Convention Hall (whose deep sand floor is now covered with mud). The
highest floor level flooded occurred in the Horta Tunnel at an elevation of148.2
m (486.0 ft), and evidence indicates that all areas below this elevation on the
northwest side of Brucker Breakdown were completely flooded.
Consequently, in the study area, the flooded area includes Pohl Avenue
SE and NW, the Cygnus X-1 Chamber (either completely filled or to within 2.4
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m or 8ft of the ceiling in the ceiling's higher elevations), Pittsburgh Pits, and to
within 2.4 m (8ft) of the ceiling at E-ll and E-12 in the lower section 9fBrucker
Breakdown. It is possible that the pit in the floor of the lower section ofBrucker
Breakdown might have been one of the sources of the flood waters in this section
of the cave.
It is apparent from the wide extent of the flooding during this event that

the source of the flood waters could not strictly be overflow from Columbian
Avenue. If there is a lower level that acts as the source, and this seems most
likely, then this lower level must also be fairly extensive in north-central Flint
Ridge. It is doubtful, however, that current hydrogeology, as demonstrated in
this flood event, provides much information regarding paleohydrology of the
major passages because of the fairly extensive modification by vadose waters
and breakdown.
In a study of the impacts of flooding on the tourist sections of the MCS,
William Estes (personal communication, 1985) concluded that it is not the regional conditions upstream alone that control flooding magnitude in the MCS.
He cited the 1979 event, when the greatest flood on record at the closest recording
station to the MCS caused the Green River to rise 11.4 m (37.3 ft). This event
had no impact on the lower cave levels in Mammoth Cave Ridge. However, in
the 1964 event, when the Green River raised 9.3 m (30.6 ft), much of the lower
levels in Mammoth Cave Ridge were completely flooded and caused record highwater marks. He concluded from his study of such records for the last 30 years
that the controlling factor in flood magnitude in the MCS is the rate oflocalized
precipitation. Consequently, in an event such as that of May 1984, when
regional precipitation was volumetrically great and local precipitation fell in
record amounts in an extremely short period time, maximum flooding events are
to be expected.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PASSAGE COMPLEX

Based on the aforementioned descriptions of the component passages, the
next logical step is to address the origin and development of the individual
passages and the entire complex. To synthesize such a sequence, four hypothetical scenarios have been developed and are presented for consideration.
HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIOS

Case I: All (or most) of the passages were once continuous across the Brucker
Breakdown void, which is a subsequent feature.
Case Ia: The Brucker Breakdown void is a subsequent feature whose development caused morphological changes in the pre-existing passages adjacent to it
(traditional hypothesis).
~II:

The passages converge toward or diverge from the Brucker Breakdown

void, which acted as either a source or target of flow and is a primary feature.
Case IIa: Several passages converge on the Brucker Breakdown void and fewer
components depart from it, indicating that the Brucker Breakdown void is a
primary feature and represented a local potentiometric low.
Case lib: Several passages diverge from the Brucker Breakdown void and fewer
components converge on it, indicating that the Brucker Breakdown void is a
primary feature and represented a local potentiometric high.
DECISION PARAMETERS

In Cases I and Ia, passages once continuous should now be composed of
segments of similar or identical morphology and unit volumes. These should
occur in the same stratigraphic horizon, at similar elevations, and contain
evidence of paleoflow that indicate a common direction. In Cases II, Ila, and lib,
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passages converging toward or diverging from Brucker Breakdown may exhibit
different morphologies and cross sections, may occur in a variety of stratigraphic
horizons, may be of differing elevations and unit volumes, and should contain
evidences of paleoflow that indicate converging or diverging flow patterns.
Passages with similar paleoflow directions may fit the scenario of one passage
being a target for flow that was simultaneously forming the other(s).
Of the preceding criteria, the passage elevation, unit volume, and
paleoflow are the most critical. Passages may have followed a fracture or fault
to jump from one stratigraphic horizon to another. A change in elevation may
or may not accompany this jump, depending on the structural setting. Morphology and cross section in a passage may change in response to variations in the
characteristics ofthe flow forming it, such as the presence of knick points in the
floor, stratigraphic changes, or the presence of tributaries or drains. Of course,
if truncation occurs while the passage is still occupied by flow, another route
would be sought, possibly altering flow direction. Also, breakdown resulting
from over-widening of the passage is fairly common at passage intersections.
Therefore, a change in morphology at passage junctions could be obscured by
breakdown.
Scallops have been shown to vary in morphology, and even in the direction
of flow indicated, as a result in lithologic variation of the medium they are
forming in. Also, only scallops indicate the direction of the most recent solvent
flow in the passage. The most recent event is not necessarily the one that formed
the passage. Unfortunately, there is no conclusive method whereby originalflow-event scallops can be distinguished from subsequent-flow-event scallops.
Finally, in phreatic conditions, flow is not required to proceed down-slope,
only down the potentiometric gradient. A sloping passage, then, does not
necessarily indicate that original flow was in the direction of that slope.
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INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

First, for the purposes of this discussion, it will be assumed that the
principles of crosscutting relationships and superposition apply to passage
development and material deposition. This does not, however, require that
passages ofhigher elevations formed before passages oflower elevations. Table
4 groups the component passages into vertical levels.
Passage Morphologies
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the morphologies determined for each passage
segment in the study area. It has been demonstrated through direct observation
that Turner Avenue, Lucky 7 Alley, Davey's Attic, Huber Trail (west from J-1),
Jessica's Sandbox, the southern half ofRSH, Smith Avenue, and portions ofPohl
Avenue NW and Pohl Avenue SE (southeast of survey station T-6) each
maintain the cross section ofan elliptical tube. Such a cross section has long been
recognized to represent development in the phreatic zone. Exceptions to this do
exist and are documented in the MCS, however, the cross-sectional dimensions
of these vadose tubes are much smaller, the length of the tubes tend to be
relatively short, and they tend to be perched on a resistant bed (Palmer, 1981).
By contrast, it has been demonstrated by direct observation that the
Horta Tunnel and the portion ofPohl Avenue SE from T-1 to E-8 maintain a
rectangular canyon cross section. This morphology typically represents development in the vadose zone. Phreatic canyons do exist, but they, like the vadose
tubes discussed above, tend to be rare and small.
The cross section of the western end of Huber Trail (from J-1 to J-4), the
northern half ofRSH, the Convention Hall, Brucker Breakdown, and the portion
ofPohl Avenue SE from T -1 to T-6 has been obliterated by extensive breakdown
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TABLE 4.

Summary of vertical level data for Brucker Breakdown and the
adjacent area, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky (no genetic
relationships implied).

BASED ON ELEVATION DATA (FROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST):
LEVEL

1:

TuRNER AVENUE AND LUCKY

7 ALLEY.

LEVEL

2:

DAVEY'S ATTIC AND HUBER TRAIL- J SURVEY STATIONS.

LEVEL

3;

HUBER TRAIL- H SURVEY STATIONS AND JESSICA'S SANDBOX.

LEVEL 4: RALPH STONE HALL soLUTION TUBE, THE CoNVENTION HALL, HoRTA
TuNNEL, THE UPPER PORTION OF THE CYGNUS

X-1

CHAMBER, AND SMITH

AVENUE.
LEVEL

5:

POHL AVENUE

NW AND SE

AND THE LOWER PORTION OF THE CYGNUS

X-1

CHAMBER.

BASED ON STRATIGRAPHIC COMPARISONS (FROM HIGHEST TO
LOWEST):
LEVEL 1: TuRNER AVENUE, LUCKY

7 ALLEY,

AND DAVEY'S ATTIC.

LEVEL

2:

HUBER TRAIL, JESSICA'S SANDBOX, AND RALPH STONE HALL.

LEVEL

3:

HORTA TuNNEL, THE CoNVENTION HALL, THE UPPER PORTION OF THE
CYGNUS

LEVEL

4:

X-1

CHAMBER, AND SMITH AVENUE.

THE LOWER PORTION OF THE CYGNUS

X-1

CHAMBER AND POHL AVENUE

NW

AND SE.
[NOTE: ONLY THE LOWEST TWO LEVELS ARE PRESENT ON BOTH THE NORTHWEST AND
SOUTHEAST SIDES OF BRUCKER BREAKDOWN IN EITHER GROUPING.]

COMMENTS
THE VERTICAL ASSOCIATIONS OF DAVEY'S ATTIC, HUBER TRAIL, AND RALPH
STONE HALL ARE DIFFERENT, DEPENDING ON WHETHER THE DEFINITION IS BASED ON
ELEVATION OR STRATIGRAPHIC DATA. DUE TO THE SUSPECTED PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE
FAULTS, STRATIGRAPHIC LEVELS ARE FELT TO BE MORE SIGNIFICANT.

TABLE

5.

Summary of passage cross-sectional morphologies for Brucker Breakdown and the adjacent area,
Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky.

HoRTA TuNNEL (J-1

TuRNER AVENUE

LUCKY

7 ALLEY

to J-4)

PoHLAVENUE SE
CYGNUS X-1 CHAMBER

DAVEY'S ATTIC
HUBER

UNDETERMINED

CANYON

ELLIPTICAL TuBE

TRAIL (H SURVEY)

HUBER TRAIL
RALPH STONE HALL (BREAKOUT DOME)

THE

CONVENTION HALL

BRUCKER BREAKDOWN
PoHL AVENUE SE (T-1

JEssicA's SANDBOX

to T-6)

RALPH STONE HALL (SOLUTION TUBE)
SMITH A VENUE
PoHLAVENUENW
PoHLAVENUE SE (E-2

to E-8)

1-'

1>:>
00
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TABLE 6.

Comparison of passage cross-sectional morphologies for the
identified vertical levels at Brucker Breakdown and the
adjacent area, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky.

LEVEL 1:

All Elliptical tubes.

LEVEL 2:

Elliptical Tubes: Ralph Stone Hall (solution tube), Jessica's
Sandbox, Huber Trail (H survey).
Undetermined: Huber Trail (J survey), Ralph Stone Hall
(breakout dome).

LEVEL 3:

Elliptical Tubes: Smith Avenue.
Canyons: Cygnus X-1 Chamber, Horta Tunnel.
Undetermined: The Convention Hall.

LEVEL1:

Elliptical Tubes: Pohl Avenue NW, Pohl Avenue SE (SE of the
study area to the Austin Entrance).
Canyons: Cygnus X-1 Chamber, Pohl Avenue SE (E survey).
Undetermined: Pohl Avenue SE (T survey).
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modification, while the cross section of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber could be
interpreted as either a canyon or a composite of two or more morphologies.
Consequently, cross-sectional morphology cannot be used as a criterion for
whether the western end of Huber Trail, the northern end ofRSH, the Convention Hall, the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, Brucker Breakdown, or the portion ofPohl
Avenue SE from T-1 to T-6 were formed in the phreatic or vadose zone.
Passage Gradient and Paleoflow
Ceiling gradients present some noteworthy variations in the individual
passage segments (Plates 9 and 10). Several are modified by breakdown, but
show recognizable trends nonetheless. Passages with a ceiling gradient that decreases from a high to the north to a low to the south are Lucky 7 Alley, Huber
Trail from J-1 to J-4, and the RSH solution tube. Those segments with the
opposite ceiling gradient (decreases from a high to the south to a low to the north)
are Turner Avenue and Davey's Attic. Only one passage segment, Huber Trail
from J-1 to H-7), demonstrated a ceiling gradient which decreased in elevation
from east to west, while no segment demonstrated the opposite gradient. Both
the Horta Tunnel and Pohl Avenue SE from E-6 to T-6 contained ceiling
gradients which decreased from a high to the northwest to a low to the southeast.
Two other segments, Smith Avenue and the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, demonstrated the opposite ceiling gradient(decreasingfrom a high to the southeast to
a low to the northwest). Finally, only one segment showed no ceiling gradient
at all and that segment was Pohl Avenue NW from N-13 to 0-10.
If overall ceiling gradient is indicative of flow direction, then several
patterns emerge between segments of similar elevation or stratigraphic horizon.
They are as follows.
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Converging flow:
1. Lucky 7 Alley and Turner Avenue (converge on F-14).

Diverging flow:
1. Lucky 7 Alley and Davey's Attic (diverge away from Brucker

Breakdown).
2. The Cygnus X-1 Chamber and Pohl Avenue SE (E-6 to T-6) (diverge
away from the Einstein-Rosen Bridge and Brucker Breakdown).
3. RSH and the Horta Tunnel (diverge away from the Convention Hall).
4. HuberTrail(J-1 toJ-4)andHuberTrail(J-1 toH-7)(divergeawayfrom
the vicinity of the Gateway).
Common flow direction:
1. Huber Trail (J-4 to J-1) and Lucky 7 Alley.

Consistent (possibly continuous) flow direction:
1. Smith Avenue to the Cygnus X-1 Chamber (the Horta Tunnel as a

tributary) to Pohl Avenue NW (N-13 to 0-10).
As is the case in many places, there is often a contradiction between the
flow direction indicated by scallops and that indicated by inference from ceilinggradient data. If it is assumed that ceiling gradients observed in the study area
are indicative of the original flow (or at least the most significant flow phase) or,
in the case of phreatic tubes, the overall passage gradient, and if it is taken into
consideration that ceiling-gradient data were obtained from information recorded at each survey station in the area (whereas scallops were noted in only
five locations within the area), then greater weight may be placed on the ceilinggradient data.
However, due to the degree of breakdown modification in RSH, Huber
Trail (J-1 toJ-4), Smith Avenue, andPohlAvenue (all portions), it cannot be said
with certainty that the current (post-breakdown) ceiling gradients observed
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reflect the original (pre-breakdown) ceiling gradients. Any scallops preserved
in these segments would have to be considered more reliable evidence ofthe most
recent flow event to have occupied the passage in question. Fortunately, of the
11 major passage segments in question, only the four listed above are greatly
modified by breakdown. The validity of the ceiling-gradient data in these four
must be questioned. However, there are scallop data for three of them (RSH,
Smith Avenue, and Pohl Avenue). Only Huber Trail from J-1 to J-4 is heavily
modified by breakdown and has no scallops preserved. Of the remaining seven
passage segments which are not breakdown modified, it can be said that the
ceiling-gradient data should be acceptably accurate in representing the flow
that formed the passage. Of the seven, four also contain preserved scallops
(Lucky 7 Alley, Davey's Attic, the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, and Pohl Avenue NW
from N-13 to 0-10), though the scallops in Lucky 7 Alley are symmetrical
(indicating no predominant flow direction) and the scallop orientations in the
Cygnus X-1 Chamber are statistically indeterminate. The scallops in Pohl
Avenue NW (N-13 to 0-10) are located in a large cut-around at ceiling level and
are assumed to represent flow during the early development ofPohl Avenue NW
(due to their location). The Horta Tunnel, which is partially modified by
breakdown in one section and filled almost to the ceiling by sediment in the other
section, also contains no scallops. Finally, the remaining three passage segments which are not breakdown-modified (Turner Avenue, Huber Trail from J1 to H-7, andJessica's Sandbox), curiously enough, contain no observed scallops.
Based on the above discussion and assumptions, the flow directions indicated in
the passage segments are summarized in Table 7.
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TABLE 7.

Summary ofpaleoflow data for the identified vertical levels at
Brucker Breakdown and the adjacent area, Mammoth Cave
System, Kentucky.

LEVELl
LUCKY

7 ALLEY<<<<--------

BRUCKER BREAKDOWN-------->>>> DAVEY'S ATTIC

TuRNER AVENUE<<<<---------- SURVEY STATION F-14 ---------->>>>LUCKY

7 ALLEY

LEVEL2
HUBER TRAIL (H SURVEY)<<--- SURVEY STATION H-13 --->>HUBER TRAIL (J SURVEY)
PossiBLY HUBER TRAIL (H suRVEY) <<-- JEssicA's SANDBox -->> RALPH SToNE HALL

BETWEEN LEVELS 2

AND

3

RALPH STONE HALL <<<-------- THE CoNVENTION HALL ------->>> HoRTA TuNNEL

LEVEL3
POSSIBLY HORTA TuNNEL TOWARDS SMITH AVENUE EXCEPT THAT THE CYGNUS X-1
CHAMBER INTERRUPTS THIS LINE.
CYGNUS X-1 CHAMBER<<<<---- BRUCKER BREAKDOWN----->>>> SMITH AVENUE

LEVEL4
PossiBLY CYGNUS X-1 CHAMBER TOWARDS PoHL AVENUE

NW.

CYGNUS X-1 CHAMBER<<<<---- BRUCKER BREAKDOWN--->>>> PoHL AVENUE SE
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Structural Control of Passage Development
Another initial consideration is whether any particular structural feature
controlled the development of the original flow path.
Passage Trend Patterns
Two noticeable patterns emerge from the map of the study area, as
indicated by general passage alignments of the Horta Tunnel, Smith Avenue,
Pohl Avenue NW and SE, Huber Trail (J-1 to J-4), Davey's Attic, and Lucky 7
Alley. The northwest-southeast trend demonstrated by the Horta Tunnel,
Smith Avenue, and Pohl Avenue NW and SE occurs at approximately S60-65E.
The north-south trend demonstrated by Huber Trail (J-1 to J-4), Davey's Attic,
and Lucky 7 Alley trends due north. Additionally, there is a minor trend ofN80E
demonstrated by the passage trends of the Pittsburgh Pits canyon-and-shaft
complex, a small canyon-and-shaft complex north ofE-7 in Pohl Avenue SE, and
another canyon-and-shaft complex east and west ofP-14 in RSH.
Fracture, Joint and Vein Data
As described in the previous chapter, more than 200 joints and calcite
veins were observed in the study area (Table 8, Figure 37). The important points
to note in the joint data are the following.
1.

The joints have a mode of approximately N30E. These range in
character from closed to 1.3-3.8 em (0.5-1.5 in) in width with calcite
fill. [Note: These observed data match those of Deike (1967), who
observed that the fracture traces and joints have a maxima at N3040E with lesser peaks at S20-30E for 2307 joint sets and 4025
fracture traces observed.]
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TABLE 8.

Summary of fracture/joint and vein data for Brucker Breakdown
and the adjacent area, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky.

TREND

FRACTURE

FRACTURE

OR JOINT

SURFACE

0-10

VEINS

PLUMOSE
MARKINGS

1

STYLCLITES

1

11-20
21-30

122

31-40

3

1

1

2

8

1

1

41-50

2

111-120

1

1

141-150

1

1

151-160

4

161-170

54

TOTALS

184

15

3

1

1

NOTES:
PLUMOSE MARKINGS VEE (CLOSE) TOWARDS N30E.
EN ECHELON SETS:

1.

PoHL AVENUE SE: SET OF 5 FRACTURES WITH INDIVIDUAL TRENDS OF 35 DE-

GREES, LINE OF BEABING UNDETERMINED, DEMONSTRATING A MAXIMUM EXTENSION OF
S55E/N55W (ASSUMING NO ROTATION).
2. RALPH STONE

HALL:
LINE OF BEABING OF SET

N30E

INDIVIDUAL TRENDS

N10E

MAXIMUM EXTENSION

S50E/N50W

MAXIMUM COMPRESSION

N40E/S40W

DEMONSTRATES LEFT-HANDED, SIMPLE SHEAR
INTERSECTING VEIN SET (INCLUDED IN ABOVE CHABT): N20E AND N30W
OFFSET ACROSS FRACTURE IN LUCKY 7 ALLEY (FRACTURE INCLUDED IN ABOVE CHABT):

NW SIDE DOWNDROPPED RELATIVE TO SE
(INCHES).

SIDE BY SEVERAL CENTIMETERS
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Map of fracture, joint and vein traces for Brucker Breakdown and the adjacent area, Mammoth Cave
System, K~ntucky.
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2.

Plumose markings on the joint surface exposed at X-5 in RSH vee
in the direction ofN30E.

3.

En echelon gash veins in the ceiling ofRalph Stone Hall have a line
of bearing ofN30E and an individual bearing of approximately
N10E. En echelon gash veins in the ceiling ofPohl Avenue SE have
individual bearings ofN35E (line of bearing for set difficult to
determine).

4.

Stylolitic surface observed in Smith Avenue trends approximately
S60E.

These data indicate several important kinematic characteristics. First, veins
accommodate dilation and, consequently, indicate extension. Conversely, stylolites accommodate and indicate compression. Second, plumose markings are
currently interpreted by many structural geologists to indicate rapid, nearexplosive snapping of the rock propagated in the direction opposite to the
direction in which the plumes vee (Davis, 1984). For the observed plumes, then,
the direction of propagation is S30W). Third, the en echelon gash veins provide
further insight into the orientation of the extension and simple shear. The line
of bearing is parallel to the direction of simple shear (N30E). Individual gashvein bearings in RSH, being 10 degrees from the line ofbearing rather than the
more characteristic 45 degrees, indicate left-handed, simple shear. Extrapolation of the individual gashes back to an orientation ofN75E (45 degrees from the
line ofbearing) yields the original direction of maximum extension (prior to lefthanded, simple shear) ofS50E. Maximum compression would have a direction
ofN40E.
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As no line of bearing for the set in Pohl Avenue SE was possible, the
presence or absence of rotation for that set is unknown. However, if no rotation
occurred, the trend of the individual gash veins indicates that the direction of
maximum extension to have been S55E, quite similar to that demonstrated by
the set in RSH.

Stratigraphic Evidence
The stratigraphic offset in Pohl Avenue SE (see Figure 24) was determined from correlation between stratigraphic sections because the intervening
walls were hidden by breakdown and mud. They appear as follows.
CoNTACT

ELEVATION AT SURVEY STATIONS,

E-2a

OBSERVED

E-4b
145.1/4 76.0

m/ft
E-7a
141.9/465.6

SPAR MTNIKARNAK

142.5/467.3

KARNAK/JOPPA J1

146.7/481.2

144.6/474.2

149.0/484.3

148.0/485.6

JOPPAJ1
DOLOMITE/OOLITE

The stratigraphic identifications have been carefully confirmed, as has
the elevation data. However, more significance is placed on the elevation
difference between contacts of two separate members, such as the Spar Mountain, Karnak, and Joppa Members, than on the contact between the oolite and
dolomite subunits within the Joppa J1 for the following reasons: (1) the contact
between two separate members is stratigraphically more significant, and (2) the
oolite bed in this case represents a turbulent, shallow water deposit with a
churned and scoured lower surface, which, in all likelihood, also had depositional relief developed on it.
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The horizontal distances between stratigraphic sections taken at E-2a, E4b, and E-7a are 9.1 m (30 ft) and 45.4 m (150 ft), respectively, for a total
horizontal distance of 54.5 m (180ft). The Spar Mountain/Karnak contact rises
2.6m(8.7 ft) fromE-2a toE-4band then drops 3.1 m(10.4ft)fromE-4btoE-7a.
The Karnak/Joppa J1 contact is not observable at E-4b and so is only seen to drop
2.1 m (7ft) from E-2a to E-7a.
Certainly, a change of2.1 m (7ft) over54.5 m (180ft) or3.1 m (10.4ft) over
45.4 m (150ft) is not so dramatic or noteworthy as a change of2.6 m (8. 7ft) over
9.1 m (30ft). In fact, it can be argued that the two former changes in elevation
could simply be due to topographic changes across the depositional surface, or
they could be due to some minor, post-lithification deformation. Even the largest
observed change in elevation could be attributed to either of these causes,
although the magnitude of change would more likely imply a fault. Possibly, E2a occurs within a block downthrown relative to the block within which E-4b
occurs. A second fault could then be located between E-4b and E-7 a, or the two
stations could occur within the same block and the change in elevation between
them could be due to differential tilting of the block. Unfortunately, major
excavation ofPohl Avenue SE would have to be undertaken before any of the
hypotheses in the preceeding discussion could be proved or disproved.
The second stratigraphic offset occurs between the stratigraphic sections
at (see Table 9): (1) J-1/J-2 in Huber Trail and H-15 to H-17 in Davey's Attic to
the north of Brucker Breakdown, and (2) those sections at G-1 in Brucker
Breakdown and F-11 in Lucky 7 Alley to the south.
As can be seen in Table 9, theJoppa/AuxVases contact rises 2.4 m (8.1 ft)
across Brucker Breakdown from Huber Trail (to the north) to G-1 on the south
wall ofBrucker Breakdown itself, in a horizontal distance of approximately 56.1
m (185ft).

TABLE

9.

Stratigraphic relationships across the Brucker Breakdown void from north (F-11 in Lucky 7 Alley) to
south H-15 (Davey's Attic).

CoNTACT

LUCKY 7 ALLEY
F-11

BRUCKER BREAKDOWN
G-1

DAVEY's ATTIC
H-17
H-16

HUBER TRAIL
J-1

DAVEY's ATTic
H-15

J OPPNAux VASES

NE

160.2 (525.5)

NE

NE

157.7 (517.4)

NE

Aux VASEs/LEVIAS

NE

161.7 (530.4)

NE

NE

159.7 (523.7)
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The Levias/Paoli contact, however, changes more dramatically in character and elevation. To the north in Davey's Attic, the lower subunit of the Paoli
Member, P1, is present as a shaley limestone which averages 0.4 m (1.3 ft) thick
with 2-10 em (1-4 in) of relief on its lower contact. To the south in Lucky 7 Alley
and Turner Avenue, the P1 subunit is absent and the Levias L2 subunit is in
direct contact with the Paoli P2 subunit.
Within Davey's Attic, the elevation of the Levias/Paoli contact decreases
0. 7 m (2.2 ft) from north to south over a horizontal distance of27 m (90ft) or less.
However, from H-17 in Davey's Attic to F-11 in Lucky 7 Alley (a horizontal
distance ofno more than 36m or 120ft), the Levias/Paoli contact rises 3.2 m (10.6
ft). This decrease in elevation toward Brucker Breakdown and then a sudden
increase in elevation across the Brucker Breakdown area is similar to the
pattern expected in drag folding associated with faulting in the downthrown
block. A similar and complimentary pattern was not observed in the same
contact in Lucky 7 Alley, however.
As in Pohl Avenue SE, the presence of breakdown and Brucker Breakdown itself, precludes any direct observation of the contact in the interval
between the two stratigraphic sections. Also, some other structural feature,
such as a fold, could cause the elevation changes observed for the Levias/Paoli
contact.
Additional evidence may be gleaned from the stratigraphic sections
themselves, in that notable lithologic changes occur vertically and horizontally
across the Brucker Breakdown area. The Paoli P1 subunit is locally absent in
Lucky 7 Alley and Brucker Breakdown, though it is present in Turner Avenue,
Huber Trail and Davey's Attic. According to Palmer (personal communication,
1985), the Levi as Member is relatively thin in the area of Brucker Breakdown
in comparison to the section noted elsewhere in Flint Ridge. The Aux Vases
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represents the third, noticeable variation. In RSH, it is a massive, mediumgrained, dark grey limestone. In the sections in Huber Trail and Brucker
Breakdown, it is composed of alternating horizons of thinly bedded, shaley
limestone, chert layers, and leached, micritic limestone. Additionally, some
form of exposure zone, which is exposed on the ceiling ofRSH, has been described
by Palmer (personal communication, 1984) to be "unique in the stratigraphic
sequence in the Mammoth Cave area." It can be argued that such variations
could be due to shoals, bars, channels, etc., in the depositional environment, and,
hence, would not require the presence of tectonism to explain the nature of the
deposits. However, such a situation has been noted in the Slade Formation
(equivalent to the Paoli, Ste. Genevieve Limestone, and Ste. Louis Limestone in
eastern Kentucky, and has been interpreted by Dever (1980) and Dever and
others (1977) to represent deposition in a tectonically active area.
Summary
First, the plumose markings in RSH and Pohl Avenue SE, in indicating
rapid, explosive snapping of the rock, imply a dramatic response to what may
have been a rapid application of stress. The appearance of the area immediately
adjacent to these markings also supports the occurrence of faulting. The wall
upon which the markings occur comprises the west wall of a rectangular feature
that is more than 12m (40ft) long, 6 m (20ft) wide, and 4.5 m (15ft) in height.
The west wall is, without doubt, in situ. By comparison, the north and east walls
are totally disrupted and fractured. Finally, there is definite evidence which
indicates that the Convention Hall was flooded with ponded water for some time.
This evidence includes: (1) large, low-relief scallops demonstrating flow in
multiple directions, and (2) exploitation by dissolution of every available
bedding plane, joint, and surface. Such would be expected if the east wall had
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dropped relative to the west wall and blocked the passage with the resulting
breakdown.
The in situ walls adjacent to totally disrupted walls and large, low-relief
scallops indicating, multiple-direction flow found in the Convention Hall and
the northern end ofRSH are almost identical to the conditions in Brucker Breakdown and the Cygnus X-1 Chamber. These features, in addition to the stratigraphic offset, argue forfaultingin the study area, possibly in several locations. The
relative proximity of the Rough Creek fault zone to the north of the study area
and the presence of a mapped and documented fault, the Cub Run fault, less than
4.8 km (3 mi) due west add strength to the hypothesis.
Second, the presence of fracture and joint swarms in close proximity to the
area of Brucker Breakdown may be a result of one several mechanisms: (1)
unloading due to the concentration ofvertically superimposed cave passages, (2)
fault activity in the immediate vicinity ofBrucker Breakdown, or (3) a combination of these. Additionally, there exists a major open joint in the ceiling ofHuber
Trail betweenJ-1 andJ-4 around which the passage is symmetrical and that, in
all respects, resembles a similar joint in the ceiling of Lucky 7 Alley around
which the passage is symmetrical. Both of these features trend approximately
N30E.
Third, extreme relief is developed across the floor of Brucker Breakdown
at the base ofthe breakdown (in the area ofE-11 and E-12). There is a 7-9 m (2530 ft) drop in the bedrock floor level from east to west.
Fourth, stratigraphic descriptions and correlations from north to south
across Brucker Breakdown and in Pohl Avenue SE immediately adjacent to
Brucker Breakdown indicate both lithologic dissimilarities and vertical offsets
of2.4-3.6 m (8-12ft) within horizontal distances of9-39 m (30-130 ft). Unfortunately, none of these offsets is directly observable due to extensive breakdown
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modification; however, the placement of the breakdown modification in the
immediate vicinity of these stratigraphic offsets may provide a further piece of
evidence (the breakdown may have resulted from an existing structural weakness).
Fifth, the observed joint in Huber Trail and Lucky 7 Alley provides
excellent confirmation of the possible structural control of the passage trend;
however, no similar joints were observed in the trend defined by Pohl Avenue SE
and NW/Smith Avenue/Cygnus X-1 Chamber/Horta Tunnel to confirm the hypothesis of a structural feature which might have controlled the development of
those passages. As with the rest of the study area, numerous joints and veins
were observed, but only 2 (<1%) had trends that matched the trend of the
passages in question. Without such confirming data, there is no proof for the
hypothesis that the matching trends of Pohl Avenue SE (E-6 to T-6), Smith
Avenue, the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, and the Horta Tunnel are the result of
structural control. Notably, though, this trend does lie approximately in the
direction of maximum extension as extrapolated from the en echelon gash vein
sets.
Similarly, the minor trend of the canyon-and-shaft complexes in the
vicinity ofRSH, Pohl Avenue SE (near E-7), and Pittsburgh Pits seems to have
no evidence for structural control except for the appearance of the passages
themselves (in that they morphologically resemble passages developed in a
fracture). No major joints or other similar features were observed in the floors
as all were covered with sediment. Ceilings were inaccessible or hidden from
view.
Sixth, though they occur in a location 500-600 m (several thousand feet)
from the study area, some unusual sand deposits in Turner Avenue may provide
other evidence worth examining. In resembling miniature sand blows often as-
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sociated with tectonism, they may further indicate earthquake activity which
post-dated the development and abandonment of Turner Avenue. The sand
blows are situated asymmetrically around extremely small holes in the floor,
implying a lower-level source than in Turner Avenue itself the for the sand. The
source remains unknown, but the sand piles themselves, being approximately
1m (3ft) long and up to 0.3 m (1ft) deep, could easily be credited to a catastrophic
origin. Their significance lies in their resemblance (on an extremely small scale)
to the sand blows noted by Heyl and McKeown (1978), who used such features
to determine centers of activity for the New Madrid Fault Zone in the events of
1811-1812.
It is concluded (Table 10), therefore, that two, large structural features,

possibly fracture zones, exist which control passage trends in the study area, and
that these features trend N30E and S60-65E. Two or more faults in the study
area can be documented by stratigraphic offset in the area ofPohl Avenue SE
between E-4 and E-8 and in the Brucker Breakdown area between the northern
end of Lucky 7 Alley and the southern ends of Huber Trail and Davey's Attic.
The nature of the faulting in Pohl Avenue SE cannot be determined,
owing to a lack of observable data. The fault in the Brucker Breakdown area,
however, may have been syndepositional, based on the changes in lithology
across it, similar to that noted by Dever (1980) and Dever and others (1977) in
the Slade Formation of Eastern Kentucky. If the gash veins in RSH are
indicative of at least one event associated with the fault, then the direction of
simple shear (N30E), maximum compression (N45E), and original direction of
maximum extension (prior to left-handed, simple shear) (S45E) would predict a
fault orientation ofN85E. This corresponds closely with the trends ofPittsburgh
Pits and the other two canyon-and-shaft complexes described adjacent to Pohl
Avenue SE and RSH. The stratigraphic data indicate that the southeast block
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TABLE

10.

Summary of conclusions regarding the presence of structural
elements in and around Brucker Breakdown and the adjacent
area, Mammoth Cave System, Kentucky.

CONCLUSION:

THERE ARE

3-4 STRUCTURAL FEATURES INTERSECTING THE AREA, AS

FOLLOWS.

#1.
This feature occurs between stations E-2a and E-4b in Pohl Avenue SE.
Vertical offset is 2. 6 m (8. 7ft), with the NW side uplifted relative to the SE
side.

This feature occurs between stations E-4b and E-7a in Pohl Avenue SE.
Vertical offset is 3.2 m (10.4 ft), with theSE side uplifted relative to the NW
side.
#2.

#3 & 4.
There are two features, one through the Brucker Breakdown
area, and one in the vicinity of the northern end of Ralph Stone Hall.
Maximum extension was in the direction of S50-55E I N50-55W. Maximum
compression was in a direction of N40E I S40W. Vertical offset is 2.0-3.8 m
(6. 7-12.6 ft), with theN side uplifted relative to the S side with data possibly
indicating drag folding in the northern block for the feature through Brucker
Breakdown. Left-handed, simple shear was involved in the feature through
the northern portion of Ralph Stone Hall.
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was upthrown relative to the northwest block. Collapse in the northern end of
RSH could have been initiated by faulting activity in the Brucker Breakdown
area and enhanced by the undercutting ofRSH by the Horta Tunnel. Either
interpretation is feasible based on the evidence available.

Passage/Bedrock Relationships
Another initial consideration to the development of a model is the
relationship of the passage segments to the bedrock that they formed within. In
the heavily breakdown-modified passage segments, orin those extensively filled
with sediment, it is virtually impossible to determine what the original zone of
permeability might have been in which passage development originated. This
prevents such a determination in Pohl Avenue SE and NW, Smith Avenue, the
Horta Tunnel, the northern half of RSH, Jessica's Sandbox, and Huber Trail
from J-1 to J-4.
Approximately 1.6 km (1 mi) to the east and northeast of the study area,
Pohl Avenue assumes the morphology of an elliptical tube, which appears to
have originated at the level of a bedding plane within the Fredonia F7 subunit.
If extrapolated to the study area, and assumed to be an accurate representation
of the cross section ofPohl Avenue NW and SE, the original Pohl Avenue would
have developed 3.6-4.5 m (12-15 ft) lower than current ceiling level. Since,
however, Pohl Avenue SE from E-1 to E-8 has the morphology of a canyon, such
an extrapolation would not be supportable. Additionally, extensive mud fill
precludes any similar determination in Pohl Avenue NW.
As for the other passage segments, the original horizon of penetration can
be approximated, but not stated with absolute certainty. Several bedding-plane
partings in the Joppa Member have been extensively modified by anastomoses
in the Cygnus X-1 Chamber. Choosing a single one as the original zone of
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passage development is impossible. The southern end of RSH likely had its
beginnings at the contact between the two lithologic units exposed there (see the
section describing RSH for an explanation of the lack of stratigraphic identification). Huber Trail from J-1 to H-7 appears to have initially formed at the
contact between the Aux Vases and Levias Members, whereas, Davey's Attic
originated higher in the section at the Levias/Paoli contact. Similarly, Lucky 7
Alley and Turner Avenue appear to have started developing at the same contact,
the Levias/Paoli contact, although it is at a different elevation and maintains a
different character in this section of the study area.
Generally, all of the passage segments in the area are concordant with the
bedding, with the only observable exceptions being Lucky 7 Alley and Davey's
Attic from H-17 to H-15, both of which decrease in elevation relative to the
Levias/Paoli contact. Passage trends alternately have both components of
strike- and dip- oriented flow, or do not follow either direction, so further
determination of whether the passages were oriented along the strike or dip was
not made.

Sediment/Speleothem Relationships
Another consideration to be made is that ofthe relationship between any
sediment and speleothems and in what environment each may have formed.
Sediment is present ubiquitously throughout the area, though it varies in character. Pohl Avenue, the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, and the Convention Hall all
contain varying amounts of wet mud fill characteristic of cave passages located
at Palmer's (1981) Level E in the MCS (near base level and frequently flooded,
but no longer carrying an active stream), though the floor of the Convention Hall
was composed of dry sand prior to the May 1984 flood. The Horta Tunnel also
falls into this category, although the exact character of the Ramp is uncertain,
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since excavation could not be justified. The Ramp is covered with several or more
layers offlood-deposited mud, though the floor of the Ramp was composed of dry
sand prior to the May 1984 flood.
Minimal sediment fill is present in Smith Avenue, and, where present,
consists oflocal deposits of sand amongst the breakdown blocks. Davey's Attic,
on the other hand, contains deep deposits of gypsum sand on the floor, in some
places piled in banks more than 1 m (3ft) deep. In several places, single blocks
or piles of breakdown rest on top of the sand, indicating that the breakdown
occurred after sand deposition; however, no flow structures are evident in the
sand deposits, owing to bioturbation by Rhodine sp. (cave beetles). This same
situation exists in Jessica's Sandbox, the southern end ofRSH, and in Turner
Avenue. By contrast, the floor ofLucky 7 Alley from F-11 to the sandstone breakdown near F-12 is coated with 0.1-0.3 m (0.5-1.0 ft) of wet, clay-rich mud, while
the remainder ofLucky 7 Alley, the J Survey, and Turner Avenue have relatively
thin deposits of gypsum sand veneering the floor. The sand has also been
bioturbated by Rhodine sp ..
The deposition of the mud and sand described above can only be hypothesized, owing to lack of data. Deposition occurred after passage development and
during abandonment by streams. In Lucky 7 Alley, the mud results from active
vadose infiltration in the immediate vicinity of Brucker Breakdown. However,
the floods of May 1984 clearly demonstrated the origin of the mud in Pohl
Avenue, Smith Avenue immediately adjacent to the ladder, the Cygnus X-1
Chamber, the Horta Tunnel, and the Convention Hall. These mud deposits have
resulted from numerous flood events since the passages formed. Why the floors
ofthe Ramp and the Convention Hall could have been composed of dry gypsum
sand, however, while the other passages still contained mud is inexplicable.
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Flowstone formations occur in association with sediment fill in three
passage segments in the area: (1) near I-1 in Turner Avenue, (2) from P-6 toP8 in RSH near the sand ramp out of Jessica's Sandbox, and (3) between H-8 and
H-9 inHuberTrail. These sediment/flows tone associations provide some insight
into the developmental history of the individual segments.
The speleothems in Turner Avenue consist of small stalactites and
stalagmites which are currently forming on the damp sand fill. As no fill
blankets the stalagmites, it is evident that the speleothems postdate deposition
of the fill. Further, Turner Avenue is truncated by a major, impenetrable,
sandstone and limestone breakdown pile at I-1. Individual breakdown blocks
rest on the fill and speleothems are forming on the breakdown. Based on the
data, it is hypothesized that development of Turner Avenue was virtually
complete when a major collapse truncated the passage at I-1. The active stream
was abandoning Turner Avenue, leaving a thin deposit of mud on the floor.
Stream flow ceased near the time of truncation. The collapse was contemporaneous with minor vadose infiltration that initiated speleothem development on
the mud and breakdown.
The flowstone speleothems in Huber Trail provide an additional complication in that they are, for the most part, in an eroded condition, appearing as
if they have undergone some dissolution. In the vicinity ofH-8 to H-9, several
fairly large (longer than 0.3 m or 1ft) stalactites, a few small (shorter than 0.3
m or 1ft) stalagmites, an done large flowstone mass (a diameter of approximately
2.5 m or 8ft) occur. The stalactites and stalagmites, in particular, look eroded
by dissolution and are developed on bedrock surfaces. The large flowstone mass,
however, overlaps several breakdown blocks situated adjacent to it. None ofthe
speleothems described in this area, though, are still actively forming, butfarther
to the east at H-10, active drip pockets and some extremely minor flowstone
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speleothems are developing. Both areas are free of sediment on the floor
immediately adjacent to the speleothems and drip pockets.
On the basis of the preceeding data, it is hypothesized that, after
development of Huber Trail, minor amounts of sand were deposited by the
stream just prior to its diversion to lower levels. Some breakdown modification
occurred due to overwidening ofthe passage by vadose dissolution in the vicinity
ofH-8 and H-9. Deposition offlowstone occurred on both the bedrock floor and
on the adjacent breakdown blocks. Huber Trail was then filled with water,
either through ponding or re-occupation by flowing water, which caused the
existing flowstone to be attacked by dissolution. This new flow deposited a thin
veneer of sand in the pockets between breakdown blocks or between breakdown
blocks and the passage walls. The passage later drained, and the vadose
infiltration followed a different set ofjoints into Huber Trail in the vicinity ofH10 to the east. This flow initiated development of the small vertical feature in
the adjacent south wall and the drip pockets in the floor.
The final association of sediment, flowstone, and breakdown occurs in
RSH in the vicinity ofP-6 to P-8, where the sand ramp from Jessica's Sandbox
joins the Hall. In this location, breakdown blocks lie on the sand ramp. On the
down-slope edge of most of the blocks, short (2-4 em or 1-2 in), abandoned
rimstone dams with edges curved up-slope occur on the top of the blocks, and
equally short stalactites and flowstone occur on the bottom edge of the same
blocks. The abandoned rimstone pools contain gypsum sand.
This association would indicate the following sequence. Jessica's Sandbox
formed and the sand ramp (though not constrained to have originally been sand)
connected it to RSH. Breakdown modification of the area occurred. A later flow
event of reasonable magnitude occupied the ramp, and the nick points caused by
the edges of the breakdown blocks initiated deposition offlowstone, and, hence,
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the rimstone dams and stalactites. The second flow event decreased and
redeposited the sand from the ramp or deposited new sand in the rims tone dams.
The second flow event ceased, and the sand in the area desiccated.
Passage Intersections
There are 13 passage intersections in the study area in addition to the
ladder canyon between Smith Avenue and Pohl Avenue SE.
1.

Pohl Avenue SE and Brucker Breakdown at the Einstein-Rosen
Bridge.

2.

The Cygnus X-1 Chamber and Brucker Breakdown.

3.

Pittsburgh Pits and the CygnusX-1 Chamber.

4.

The Horta Tunnel and the Cygnus X-1 Chamber at the Ramp.

5.

Pohl Avenue NW and Brucker Breakdown.

6.

Smith Avenue and Brucker Breakdown.

7.

The Horta Tunnel!I'he Convention Hall and Ralph Stone Hall.

8.

RSH and Jessica's Sandbox at the ramp.

9, 10. Jessica's Sandbox and Huber Trail (2).
11.

Jessica's Sandbox and Ralph's River Trail.

12.

Huber Trail and Davey's Attic at the Gateway.

13.

Lucky 7 Alley and Turner Avenue.

None ofthese 13 intersections has preserved scallops to aid interpretation offlow
paths, and 12 of the 13 are breakdown modified. Determining the exact nature
of the original intersections is, therefore, impossible. None of the passage
segments match in morphological characteristics those of the segments they are
intersecting. There are, however, some similarities between the following:
Jessica's Sandbox and Huber Trail (both are elliptical tubes located in the same
stratigraphic horizon), Pittsburgh Pits and the Cygnus X-1 Chamber (both are
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located in approximately the same stratigraphic sequence with Pittsburgh Pits
being slightly lower in the column), and Lucky 7 Alley and Turner Avenue (both
are elliptical tubes located in the same stratigraphic horizon). These similarities
are not enough to determine the nature of the intersection between the segments. A qualitative comparison of Lucky 7 Alley and Turner Avenue, though,
leads to the conclusion that the two are not genetically the same passages when
the following aspects are considered.
1.

Opposing, rather than similar, ceiling gradients.

2.

Differences in morphology (Lucky 7 Alley's cross section resembles
a circle while Turner Avenue's cross section resembles an ellipse).

3.

Differences in unit volumes (Lucky 7 Alley= 11 sq mor 120 sqftand
Turner Avenue= 25.2 sq m or 269.5 sq ft).

4.

Lucky 7 Alley is discordant with the bedding whereas Turner
Avenue is concordant with the bedding.

ORIGIN AND DEVEWPMENT OF TIIE PASSAGE SEGMENTS

The following discussions concerning the development of the individual
components of the study area are the best synthesis of the data available. The
degree of detail in this synthesis will vary from component to component in
accordance with the amount and type of data. What can be stated or hypothesized is presented here in descending passage elevation, from the highest to
lowest, humanly accessible component in the study area.
Brucker Breakdown
The two possible explanations for the origin and development of the
Brucker Breakdown void are: (1) it developed subsequent to the adjacent
passages (that is, it is a vertical shaft or breakout dome post-dating the adjacent
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passages) (Case I), or (2) it existed prior to or developed concurrent with the
adjacent passages (Case II). These are the hypotheses that will be tested against
the field data.
Case 1
The first question to consider, then, concerns whether the morphology of
the Brucker Breakdown void resembles that of a subsequently formed feature,
such as a breakout dome or vertical shaft. In many places throughout the MCS
there exist vertical shafts and breakout domes which intersect and/or truncate
one or two vertically separate passages, yet none that intersect and/or truncate
three or more distinct passage levels. According to White and White (1969, p.
86), the characteristic features of a breakout dome are as follows.
"... the debris pile varies in size from dome to dome but in those
domes which are accessible, the volume of debris is much smaller
than the enclosing volume of the dome ....The dome itselfis usually
circular or elliptical in contour. The top is often capped by a single
massive bed."
They state later that the resulting rooms are generally "bee-hive shaped." A
comparison of this description to the morphology ofBrucker Breakdown quickly
reveals that the latter in no way resembles a breakout dome. This being the case,
it is then impossible to assume that Brucker Breakdown is a breakout dome that
developed in response to a structurally weakened condition resulting from
several vertically separate passages crossing over one another.
Unlike breakout domes, which are constrained by definition to be modified by breakdown, vertical shafts have no such constraints and may either be
preserved in an unmodified state, heavily modified by breakdown, or fall within
a category somewhere between those two endpoints. In considering the possi-
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bility that Brucker Breakdown is a vertical shaft, because it is extensively
modified by breakdown, the only fair comparison of it is to the morphology of a
similarly modified shaft. Numerous vertical shafts throughout the MCS have
been modified by breakdown in varying degrees, yet those that are heavily
modified still retain their recognizable shaft characteristics: (1) height exceeding width, (2) circular or elliptical plan view, (3) straight vertical axis, and (4)
vertically fluted walls. Passages are cleanly and completely truncated by them,
and no passage partially crosses over or under them yet is still truncated by
them.
By comparison, Brucker Breakdown does have a height greatly exceeding
its width and it is roughly elliptical in plan view, but its vertical axis is not a
straight line and its walls are not vertically fluted. Finally, Lucky 7 Alley and
Pohl Avenue SE are truncated by Brucker Breakdown yet pass almost completely across the area prior to truncation. For all ofthe above discrepancies,
then, Brucker Breakdown does not exactly resemble a vertical shaft.
Another critical line of evidence requires an indication of continuity of
flow in the passage segments across Brucker Breakdown. As discussed above,
there are no sets of passage segments which demonstrate a common flow path
across Brucker Breakdown. In fact, the majority of flow directions demonstrate
a pattern that is divergent from Brucker Breakdown.
Finally, the correlation of passage segments across Brucker Breakdown
must be examined. Cross-sectional morphologies do not match between segments across Brucker Breakdown. As described in the preceeding paragraph,
flow patterns do not indicate continuous lines of flow across Brucker Breakdown.
There is some correlation of stratigraphic horizons in which the passages occur
between Lucky 7 Alley and Davey's Attic, and between Smith Avenue and the
Horta Tunnel. However, there is a documented vertical offset of stratigraphic
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units and passage elevations between Lucky 7 Alley and Davey's Attic. Based
on these data, there is no indication that passages were once continuous across
Brucker Breakdown.
If Brucker Breakdown does not appear to be a breakout dome or vertical
shaft, if flow patterns do not indicate once-continuous flow across Brucker
Breakdown between the passage segments, and if the passage morphology, unit
volume, passage elevation, and stratigraphic horizons further indicate that
passage segments were not once continuous across Brucker Breakdown, then
the first hypothesis, that of Brucker Breakdown post-dating the development of
the adjacent passages, is unsupported and fails. Ifthis hypothesis fails, then the
popular traditional explanation fails, too. Hence, it can no longer be assumed
that all passage segments were once continuous across the Brucker Breakdown
area prior to the formation ofBrucker Breakdown, and that they were truncated
and segmented as a result of its development.
A further aspect of this hypothesis is that Brucker Breakdown formed
concurrently with Three Sisters Hollow, which overlies the study area on the
land surface. If this were the case, as itis documented in several other locations
in the MCS, some indication of Brucker Breakdown's presence such as a pit or
other depression would be expected in the appropriate location in Three Sisters
Hollow. This is not the case. A careful examination of all ofThree Sisters Hollow
revealed no such pit or depression in the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown.
Additionally, the floor of Three Sisters Hollow directly above Brucker Breakdown is only 20m (66ft) greater in elevation than the highest known ceiling
elevation in Brucker Breakdown. With such close proximity between the two,
a lack of surface expression in Three Sisters Hollow of the underlying Brucker
Breakdown is surprising if the origin of the two features were at all linked. An
example ofsuch a case is that of the Great Gushing Mammoth Cascades (GGMC)
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shafts and their overlying sinkhole in the southern section of Mammoth Cave
Ridge. Though a traversable connection does not exist between the sinkholes
and the GGMC shafts, surface streams in the sinkholes directly enter the area,
and an air connection exists between surface and underground. The sinkholes
themselves focus directly on the GGMC area, and, by all appearances, are
directly linked in origin to the underground feature. In other sinkhole-shaft
relationships, physically passable entrances actually exist (e.g., the Violet City
Entrance, the Unknown Cave entrance, the Cathedral Domes entrance, and so
forth).
Case2
Having found no supporting evidence for the more traditional hypothesis,
the remaining hypothesis, that of Brucker Breakdown forming prior to or concurrent with the development ofthe adjacent passages, must be examined. This
is a new approach in the study of cavern origin, and, consequently, has no known
or documented examples available for comparison to the study area. Proof,
therefore, must proceed from logic.
As set forth in the beginning of this chapter, it is logical to assume that,
ifBrucker Breakdown formed prior to or concurrent with the development of the
adjacent passage segments, several lines of evidence would prevail. First, the
flow paths in the adjacent passages would demonstrate convergent or divergent
flow, or possibly a combination of the two. If flow in all segments is convergent,
then Brucker Breakdown acted as a target for flow and must have existed in
some form prior to passage development. Conversely, if flow in all segments is
divergent, then Brucker Breakdown acted as a source of flow and likely
developed concurrent with the adjacent passages. Considering the number of
individual segments present, a combination of these two patterns is more likely,
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with Brucker Breakdown alternately acting as a source of flow for passage development for some segments and as a target for passage flow from other segments.
If the paleoflow data available (ceiling gradients and scallops) are true
representations of the most recent major flow event to occupy the individual
passage segments (original flow paths cannot be addressed), then the flow
patterns indicated in all of the passage segments are away from Brucker
Breakdown and, therefore, divergent.

Convergent flow patterns are only

indicated in passage/passage intersections, rather than passage/Brucker
Breakdown associations, such as for Lucky 7 Alley/Turner Avenue, the Horta
Tunnel/The Cygnus X-1 Chamber, Pittsburgh Pits/The Cygnus X-1 Chamber,
and Huber Trail/Ralph's River Trail/Jessica's Sandbox. These latter flow
patterns would indicate a tributary relationship for, presumably, the smaller
passages to the larger passages.
If flow is demonstrated to be divergent, it is a moot point to consider
whether the passage segments were once continuous to any degree across
Brucker Breakdown. Hence, the observation that cross-sectional morphologies
do not match between passage segments across Brucker Breakdown is to be
expected because the hypothesis excludes continuation of passages across
Brucker Breakdown prior to its development.
Because so many of the cave passages in the MCS formed at the same
conducive stratigraphic horizons, it is to be expected that the passage segments
in the study area are located at similar stratigraphic horizons and elevations
relative to one another. The suspected presence of one or more faults in the area
would force the elevations of the stratigraphic horizons, and, hence passage
elevations, to be discordant.
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Consequently, based on the above evidence, it is hypothesized that
Brucker Breakdown is a migrating shaft or canyon complex that began forming
prior to passage development in the study area (and deepened as base level
lowered). Flow in Brucker Breakdown acted as a source, though likely not the
sole source, for the flow which caused or initiated development of the adjacent
passage segments.

Brucker Breakdown itself formed as a result of flow

concentrated along a vertical, structural feature, likely the hypothesized fault,
or possibly at the intersection of the major joint trending N30E (observed in
Lucky 7 Alley and Huber Trail) and the hypothesized fault.
The actual breakdown modification ofBrucker Breakdown occurred only
after the void had fully developed to its current vertical extent, and the
breakdown was possibly related to activity along the fault. Perhaps the south
and southeast walls had become undercut prior to failure, causing the southeast
wall to tip out into the chamber towards the northwest and then collapsing
against the northwest wall of the chamber. This formed the breakdown slope
present in the chamber which now separates the lower and upper sections of
Brucker Breakdown. Subsequent breakdown modification has occurred, based
on the presence of sandstone blocks in and on the breakdown pile currently, and
this may be related in some undetermined way to development of Three Sisters
Hollow. Also, vadose dissolution has continued in the Brucker Breakdown area,
as evidenced by the active vertical shaft which extends from the Lucky 7 Alley
level or higher to down below the level of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber.
Lucky 7 Alley
Lucky 7 Alley was initiated as a phreatic tube at the contact between the
Paoli and Levias Members by flow from the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown. A
large void observed above the Alley near F -12 may or may not be related to the
development of the Alley. At F-13, a split in the flow formed what is now referred
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toastheJSurveyandpossiblyTurnerAvenuefromF-13toF-17. Lucky7 Alley's
trend was partially controlled by a major joint that trends N30E. At F- 18, this
flow continued to the south-southwest, and at no point did it intersect Turner
Avenue beyond F-18.
As flow drained from Lucky 7 Alley and the J Survey, a thin sand veneer
was deposited on the floor. Later, sandstone breakdown spilled from the void
above the Alley near F -12, and almost blocked the passage. Eventually, vadose
infiltration, likely related to the development of Three Sisters Hollow on the
surface, deposited mud on the floor of the Alley adjacent to Brucker Breakdown
and formed the shaft in the floor south ofF-11 (which connects to the shelf at G1 in Brucker Breakdown).
At an undetermined time in the history of the passage, collapse (breakdown) modified the J Survey and almost blocked it at F-13. This collapse at F13 was enhanced by overwidening of the area due to the intersection of Lucky
7 Alley and Turner Avenue.
Turner Avenue
Turner Avenue formed in the phreatic zone as an elliptical tube initiated
at the contact between the Paoli and Levias Members. Its hypothesized source
was far to the south of the study area, and flow was generally northward,
possibly combining with flow in Lucky 7 Alley and the J Survey to form or enlarge
the segment from F-15 to F-18 (theSE branch), until it reached the vicinity of
F-14. There it turned to the west, possibly in response to a structural feature or
a hydrological target. Its destination beyond that point is unknown. A relatively
thin sand veneer was deposited as a product of this flow.
Subsequently, breakdown modification truncated the passage at 1-1, permanently blocking access to the rest of Turner Avenue. The encroachment of
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Three Sisters Hollow on the surface allowed vadose infiltration to reach Turner
Avenue, causing the development offlowstone formations and a small shaft in
the floor in the vicinity ofl-1.
Davey's Attic
Davey's Attic formed as a phreatic tube at the contact between the Paoli
andLevias Members. Flow originated in the vicinity ofBrucker Breakdown and
continued to the north, making a gentle bend to the northeast at L-5. At H- 15,
a possible underdrain to the Attic or a lower-level passage formed that drained
from the northeast to the southwest in the vicinity ofH-13 and J-1 in Huber
Trail.
Sand was deposited in varying depths on the floor either as the flow
forming Davey's Attic drained or in response to some other mechanism. Breakdown modification occurred after this, which modified the connection between
the underdrainllower-level complex at H-15. This same breakdown modification also truncated Davey's Attic at L-5. Though the passage can be seen to
continue beyond the breakdown, the route is, as yet impassable. The destination
of the flow that formed Davey's Attic, then, is unknown.
Huber Trail
Huber Trail formed as a phreatic tube at the contact between the Levias
and Aux Vases Members. Flow originated in the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown
and flowed north to H-13, where it turned sharply to the west. It divided into two
components at H-5, both of which connected with Jessica's Sandbox. The
southern segment formed as a cut-around for the main, northern segment. At
Jessica's Sandbox, the flow from Huber Trail joined flow from the vicinity of
Ralph's River Trail, though it is likely that Ralph's River Trail did not exist in
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its entirety. The flow from these two areas targeted to RSH, which was forming
lower in the stratigraphic section. The Huber Trail/Jessica's Sandbox flow
intersected that ofRSH by forming the ramp which extends from P-5 to P-8.
Huber Trail drained, and minor deposits of sand were left veneering the
floor. A period of vadose flow then occupied the area and caused modification to
Huber Trail in three places: between J-1 and J-2, near H-8, and near HA-2. In
the vicinity of J-1, lower-level canyons formed from flow originating to the
northeast beneath Davey's Attic and the southwest beneath Huber Trail. These
two components joined, flowed beneath Davey's Attic, and then flowed to a lowerlevel passage beneath Huber Trail in the vicinity of J-1. Upper-level canyons,
above Huber Trail in the same area, formed concurrently. The upper- and lowerlevel canyons, however, are blocked by breakdown and so the origin and
destination of the flow forming them is unknown.
Continued dissolution in the area resulted in collapse of: (1) the floor of
Davey's Attic into the underlying canyon complex at H-15, (2) the area near H14, which resulted in the creation of the Gateway, causing a connection between
Davey's Attic and Huber Trail, and (3) the floor of Huber Trail into the
underlying canyon complex in the vicinity of J-1. Breakdown that occurred
either concurrently with this collapse or as the result of a later event blocked
access to much of the underlying canyon complex.
To the west in the vicinity ofH-8, vadose flow formed speleothems on the
ceiling and floor, and on a few stray pieces of breakdown. Even further to the
west at HA-2, canyon-and-shaft complexes were forming adjacent to Huber
Trail. Concurrently perhaps, Huber Trail was again occupied with water, which
caused erosion of the speleothems near H-8 and possibly deposited a minor
amount of sand on the floor. This flow exited Huber Trail at Jessica's Sandbox
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and cascaded down the ramp into RSH. Eventually, Huber Trail was drained
of this flow, as well.
Vadose flow again became active in Huber Trail near H- 10, forming drip
pockets in the floor and a small shaft with a canyon drain. Other vadose development continued in various p;:trts of the passage. A major breakdown event
occurred which completely truncated HA-3 from Jessica's Sandbox and partially
filled the cut-around between X-12 and H-5. Minor collapse from this event
occurred in the underlying section of the Horta Tunnel. This collapse and
breakdown modification occurred in conjunction with a major fracture, trending
N30E, that cuts across the intersections of Huber Trail and Jessica's Sandbox.
The same or a separate event heavily modified Huber Trail from H-13 to
J-4 and facilitated the further collapse ofHuber Trail into the underlying canyon
complex in the vicinity of J -1. The original portion of this section of Huber Trail
became buried in an unknown amount of breakdown. Additionally, breakdown
spilled out of the void (possibly Brucker Breakdown) at J-4 into Huber Trail,
almost completely blocking access to this void from Huber Trail.
The remainder of Huber Trail from H-5 to H-13 remained relatively
breakdown-free. This was, perhaps, due to the greater distance of this section
from the centers of breakdown activity and/or the lack of fracturing of the surrounding bedrock.
Ralph Stone Hall
RSH formed as an phreatic tube at the contact between the Joppa and Aux
Vases Members (though there is some disagreement concerning this stratigraphic identification). Flow forming this passage originated to the south-southwest, and may be linked to the origin ofMather Avenue (Palmer, personal com-
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munication, 1984). Flow continued to the north-northeast into The Convention
Hall and the Horta Tunnel, but its destination beyond that is unknown.
Vadose infiltration formed shafts and canyons adjacent to RSH, including a roughly east-west canyon and shaft complex adjacent to P-13. A major
breakdown event occurred, greatly modifying the northern half of the Hall by
causing the merger of Jessica's Sandbox and RSH. This breakdown was
prevented from modifying the southern half of the Hall because it encountered
the open space of the canyon adjacent to P-13. The southern half ofRSH is thus
preserved in an unmodified form. Sometime during the course of its development, the southern portion of RSH was completely truncated by breakdown
resulting from sinkhole collapse on the surface directly overlying the area. The
large size and location of the sandstone breakdown blocks adjacent to this
collapse suggests some sort of a connection with the surface, which was later
blocked by subsequent collapse.
Huber Trail, once again contained a flow event, possibly originating as infiltration from the surface, drained down the ramp into RSH, and deposited
flow stone and rims tone dams on the breakdown blocks. Later re-flooding ofRSH
resulted in minor sand filling of the former rimstone dams.
Collapse of the northern end of RSH into The Convention Hall caused
ponding ofwaterin The Convention Hall and truncation ofThe Convention Hall
from the Horta Tunnel. Passage development eventually bypassed the collapse
both directly (flowing again into the Horta Tunnel) and indirectly (flowing
toward the vicinity ofPohl Avenue NW). This flow event ultimately ceased and
the passages drained.
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The Horta Tunnel
The Horta Tunnel formed initially as a tube and then as a vadose canyon
at the contact between the oolite and dolomite of the Joppa J1 subunit. It
connected RSH and Pohl Avenue NW and likely formed from a second flow event
occupying RSH (see preceeding discussion), initially forming as a phreatic tube
until the water level dropped. The destination of the flow in RSH and the Horta
Tunnel cannot be determined. It could either have joined flow in Pohl Avenue
NW and flowed to the west, or it could have flowed towards the southeast and
Brucker Breakdown, depending upon the flow patterns that existed at that time
in Pohl Avenue NW. If the latter is the case, it likely formed the upper half of
what is now the Cygnus X-1 Chamber and continued to flow into Smith Avenue.
Perhaps Smith Avenue was already forming and acted as a target for this flow
through the Brucker Breakdown area. Neither possibility can be proven,
however, and the ceiling gradient of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, decreasing
towards the west, argues for the former hypothesis. The size of the Cygnus X1 Chamber and the stratigraphic interval that it occurs within, however, argues
for the latter hypothesis.
The initial character of the Ramp between the Horta Tunnel and Pohl
Avenue NW is unknown. A determination of whether it is composed of a solid
rock floor or is a sediment ramp would clarifY the nature of the intersection between the two passages. It is known, however, that deep mud fill occurs in the
rest of the Horta Tunnel, though its thickness decreases adjacent to the small
vertical shaft near X-4. It is hypothesized that the Horta Tunnel was almost
completely filled with sediment after it was formed, and that its original
intersection with Pohl Avenue NW was at grade with the floor ofPohl Avenue
NW. This constrains the ramp to be a sediment feature of undetermined origin.
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A major breakdown event in overlying RSH caused breakdown modification in the Horta Tunnel immediately adjacent to RSH. Some of this breakdown
spilled into the Horta Tunnel through fractures connecting it to RSH. As all of
the observed breakdown blocks lie on top of the mud, it is assumed that the
breakdown event post-dates the sediment fill. However, rapid influxes of
precipitation on Flint Ridge and adjoining areas cause base-level flooding in the
Horta Tunnel, and additional mud continues to be deposited on top of the
breakdown. Vadose infiltration also continues to modify the Horta Tunnel in the
vicinity ofX-3 to X-4.
Smith Avenue
This passage formed as a phreatic tube at the contact between the Karnak
and Joppa Members or at a horizon within the Joppa Member. Though heavily
breakdown-modified, the ceiling gradient of Smith Avenue is distinctly towards
Brucker Breakdown, in direct opposition to the few preserved scallop sets. If the
ceiling gradient represents the flow direction that formed the passage, then the
source of the flow forming Smith Avenue was to the south and southeast and it
travelled toward Brucker Breakdown. If, however, the scallops are correct and
the ceiling gradient is more indicative of some existing structural feature,
exposed by breakdown modification, rather than indicative of the flow forming
the passage, then two explanations are possible. First, flow for Smith Avenue
originated at some unknown location to the north of the thesis area, flowed
through the study area, possibly as the upper section of what is now the Cygnus
X-1 Chamber, and exited the cave to the southeast. Secondly, flow for Smith
Avenue originated in the Brucker Breakdown area and flowed through the study
area, Mallott Avenue, and the Attic to exit above the vicinity of the Austin
Entrance. The current intersection, however, of Smith Avenue with Brucker
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Breakdown is the result of ceiling breaks formed by breakdown modification.
Like the intersections of Lucky 7 Alley and Pohl Avenue SE with Brucker
Breakdown, the true nature of the intersection between Smith Avenue and
Brucker Breakdown is unobservable and might have provided valuable clues to
the formation of Smith Avenue, clues which might alter the general hypothesis
of the development of the study area.
The entire passage has been modified by breakdown to varying degrees,
and, adjacent to Brucker Breakdown, the passage is nearly blocked by breakdown blocks. Later, vadose flow occupied the passage floor and travelled from
the vicinity of the ladder canyon at F-1 towards Brucker Breakdown, cutting a
small canyon in the floor of Smith Avenue and into the large breakdown slabs
on the floor. Continued downcutting and dissolution of this flow along a fracture
resulted in the creation of the ladder canyon connection between Smith Avenue
and Pohl Avenue SE. Other vadose infiltration modified Smith Avenue farther
to the southeast of the study area and formed shafts and canyons intersecting
or adjacent to the passage.
The Cygnus X-1 Chamber

The ceiling gradient of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber would indicate flow to
have been from the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown toward the northwest and
Pohl Avenue NW. The floor channel would also indicate flow in the same direction, though from Pittsburgh Pits towards the northwest and into Pohl Avenue
NW at N-13. Scallops are confusing and contradictory, as described earlier. It
can be hypothesized that the Cygnus X-1 Chamber either represents a single
passage segment, or that it represents two, once vertically separate segments
now joined. If the formeris correct, then the Cygnus X-1 Chamber formed as a
vadose canyon at a horizon within the Joppa Member. If the latter is correct,
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then the Cygnus X-1 Chamber probably represents two phreatic tubes formed at
different horizons: one within the Joppa Member, and one at the contact between
the Jopp~ and Karnak Members.
As the ceiling of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber grades with that of the Horta
Tunnel, the cross-sectional morphology most closely resembles that of a vadose
canyon, and the floor channel seems to be directly linked to the development of
Pittsburgh Pits. It is hypothesized that the Cygnus X-1 Chamber represents a
canyon similar to the large canyons located beneath Mammoth Cave Ridge. The
ceiling gradient, then, will be assumed to represent original flow direction from
the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown towards the northwest. Examination of
Kentucky Avenue, a large canyon that is 2.5 km (1.5 mis) long beneath
Mammoth Cave Ridge, reveals that it is actually composed of a canyon in some
places and vertically braided, phreatic tubes in other places. Each component
can be identified at its appropriate vertical location while traversing Kentucky
Avenue, and travel can be maintained in any one of three different levels during
the traverse. Not all three components are simultaneously present throughout
the length of Kentucky Avenue, and seem to randomly appear and disappear,
depending upon available sources of flow when all three are present together,
though, the result is one large canyon whose size is a direct result of the
combination of the three individual passages. A similar situation is represented
in the S Survey in Lower Salts and in many other passages throughout the MCS.
In the case of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, the two component, vertical levels
equate to Pohl Avenue NW and The Horta Tunnel. [NOTE: if Smith Avenue
were considered to be the downstream continuation of the Horta Tunnel, it
would easily fit into this scenario.] The joining of the two in the vicinity of the
Cygnus X-1 Chamber is likely due to an increased volume of flow available. In
an area ofhypothesized intermittant structural activity, such as the study area,
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it is reasonable to assume that each component was active at different times and
to differing degrees, depending upon the structural setting of the passages.
Relative uplift and down-drop during various flow events would route that flow
to different passages and levels at different times. This would cause independent passages in places and, in other places, one large passage where the
components are merged into one. The effects of tectonic activity are presumed
to be the major contributing factor in the development of the Cygnus X-1
Chamber.
The Cygnus X-1 Chamber is unmodified by breakdown, though it has a
fairly deep mud fill on the floor adjacent to Pittsburgh Pits. The channel on the
floor, which is partially filled with this mud, must pre-date the fill and appears
to be the result of flow from Pittsburgh Pits into the Cygnus X-1 Chamber toward
N-13 in Pohl Avenue NW. The undercut present in the northeast wall of the
Cygnus X-1 Chamber, which provides access to the Pittsburgh Pits area, appears
to have formed as the canyon drain from Pittsburgh Pits was downcut.
Subsequent base-level flooding has enlarged the undercut and has
deposited fresh mud on the floor of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber. Such flooding, as
in the case of the May 1984 flood, often nearly fills the Cygnus X-1 Chamber to
ceiling level, and may account for the rather confused directions of flow indicated
by the scallops on the Cygnus X-1 Chamber walls.
PohlAvenue
Though Pohl Avenue to the southeast of Brucker Breakdown and Pohl
Avenue to the northwest ofBrucker Breakdown have historically been equated
and given the same name, the two do not appear to be genetically continuous.
Consequently, the origin and development of the two segments will be addressed
separately.
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Pohl Avenue NW developed as a phreatic tube at the contact between the
Joppa and Karnak Members. Flow was from the vicinity of the Cygnus X-1
Chamber towards the west. The destination of the flow is unknown, and, in fact,
the passage beyond the study area becomes difficult to traverse, requiring
digging through mud fill to continue. It is likely that what is identified as Pohl
Avenue NW beyond the study area is actually genetically diverse segments of
other passages, linked inadvertently into one passage by explorers through mud
digs.
Pohl Avenue NW in many places has a floor of stream-deposited gravel
and cobbles, and often the trace of this stream turns from the main passage into
a side passage now completely filled with mud. Closer to the Cygnus X-1 Chamber, Pohl Avenue NW is heavily modified by breakdown. All breakdown and
stream deposits are covered with mud deposits from current base-level flooding
of the area.
After Pohl Avenue NW formed, flow from Pittsburgh Pits travelled across
the floor of the Cygnus X-1 Chamber into Pohl Avenue NW. The breakdown
modification described in the preceeding paragraph post-dated this floor channel, completely burying it in the vicinity ofN-13. It is likely, though, that the
base-level flooding has deposited mud both before and after the breakdown fell
and the floor channel occurred. It is unknown, however, to what event the breakdown is linked, or if multiple events occurred.
Pohl Avenue SE formed as a vadose canyon from E-8 to E-1 either at the
contact between the Joppa and Karnak units or lower in the column. In the
vicinity of E-1 to T-2, the character of Pohl Avenue SE changes from vadose
canyon to phreatic tube, though the nature of this transition is unknown due to
breakdown modification. Such a transition from canyon to tube, or vice-versa,
has been documented by Palmer (1981) in Boone Avenue within Mammoth Cave
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Ridge. This transition occurs within approximately 150 m (500 ft). In this
distance, the ceiling ofBoone Avenue decreases in elevation and the cross section
of the passage changes from a canyon to an inverted keyhole (elliptical tube with
a canyon in its ceiling) to an elliptical tube. Palmer attributed this change to the
passage's approach to base level from a vadose setting. Farther on, Boone
Avenue again reverts to a canyon, which formed from flow continuing in the
same passage after base level lowered. By comparison, Pohl Avenue changes its
morphology from a canyon to a tube and its ceiling decreases in elevation (in Pohl
Avenue SE)in approximately the same distance as that for Boone Avenue. Then,
farther to the southeast, Pohl Avenue's cross section changes to a keyhole
(elliptical tube with a canyon in the floor) where Columbian Avenue exists as a
canyon in the floor ofPohl Avenue SE (an elliptical tube at that point). Due to
the preceeding similarities, it is hypothesized that the Boone Avenue situation
applies directly to Pohl Avenue SE.
The flow forming the canyon and tube originated in the vicinityofBrucker
Breakdown and travelled southeast and east to its intersection with Green River
valley. The entire length of the passage has been modified, heavily in most
places, by breakdown except for the section ofPohl Avenue SE between E-7 and
E-3. Here, the canyon has undergone a major filling by mud. No breakdown is
present or a few scant pieces are present and overlie the mud. Much of the mud
has been removed in several places throughout this section, all of which are
immediately adjacent to vadose shafts or canyons intersecting the passage
walls.
In Pohl Avenue SE near Brucker Breakdown (between E-7 and E-8), the
amount of breakdown increases and two vadose canyon-and-shaft complexes
have developed that are either cut into breakdown or are filled with mud. It
would appear that Pohl Avenue SE formed and then was partially filled with
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mud in the canyon section. Vadose infiltration formed several canyon-and-shaft
complexes adjacent to and intersecting Pohl Avenue SE (between E-2 and E-7).
Formation of these removed the deep mud fill from the passage immediately
adjacent to each feature.
A major breakdown event occurred, causing the heavy modification of
much of the tube section of the passage. A breakdown event (it is not known if
itis the same or a different event than the preceeding) caused modification of the
canyon-and-shaft complex adjacent to E-7 in the southern wall ofPohl Avenue
SE. This latter event appears to have been directly linked to the breakdown
modification of Brucker Breakdown.
Vadose infiltration continued to modifY the area of the passage between
E-5 and E-8. Base-level flooding continues to deposit mud on the floor and
breakdown throughout the length ofPohl Avenue SE.
ORIGIN AND DEVEWPMENT OF THE STUDY AREA

The development of the passages as established in the foregoing provides
the basis for discussing the origin and development of the section of the MCS
studied. To clarify the following description, several points should be noted.
First, "Brucker Breakdown" will refer to the void containing the breakdown arid
not the breakdown itself. Second, it is hypothesized that passage development
in the phreatic zone occurred in the shallow-phreatic zone.

Because the

character of the shallow-phreatic zone is one of vertical fluctuations, it will not
be stated that "the water table lowered" or, more correctly, that "the pieziometric
surface lowered." Third, it is acknowledged that much evidence is missing and
that any model of the study area's development will be incomplete. Consequently, the following is presented in fairly general terms, but represents the
most comprehensive explanation herein considered possible.
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Prior to initiation of passage development, there existed two major joint
sets that trended due north and S60-65E. There also existed a fault that may
have been initiated syndepositionally and is associated with the Rough Creek
fault system.

During the Yarmouthian interglacial stage (approximately

900,000 to 650,000 years ago) of the Pleistocene Epoch, the adjacent Green River
had cut its valley to an approximate elevation of161-167 m (530-550 ft) and was
undergoing a long stand-still at base-level, during which it substantially
widened it's valley. Surface infiltration targeted the joint/fault intersection.
Lucky 7 Alley and the J Survey began forming along the intersection of one joint
and the contact between the Paoli and Levias Members. As the cave passage
enlarged, it facilitated greater flow, and infiltration increased along the joints/
fault intersection. Brucker Breakdown was initiated at the same horizon,
enlarged, and became a target for groundwater flow.
Turner Avenue was initiated at the same stratigraphic horizon as Lucky
7 Alley and the J Survey, but much farther to the south and flow forming it
targeted the area ofBrucker Breakdown. It joined the flow from Lucky 7 Alley
and the J Survey and, seeking the potentiometric low represented by the fault
adjacent to the west, turned towards it.
Davey's Attic formed along the penetrable contact between the Paoli and
Levias Members as a drain for the Brucker Breakdown area. Later, Davey's
Attic was abandoned, possibly because its outlet became blocked. Huber Trail
and Jessica's Sandbox began to form at the contact between the Levias and Aux
Vases Members and flow travelled to the south.
Meanwhile, Turner Avenue, Lucky 7 Alley, and the J Survey were
abandoned. A thin sand veneer was deposited on the floor. During flooding, a
thin sand layer was deposited on the floor in Davey's Attic.
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Huber Trail and Jessica's Sandbox partially drained and input into
Brucker Breakdown slowed. These passages were then occupied with a freesurface stream carrying small loads of sand.
During the Sangamonian interglacial stage, increased flow to the Green
River caused it to resume a period of valley-deepening. RSH, in response to an
input to the south, began forming. Flow began downcuttinginJessica's Sandbox
to reach base level in RSH. Undercutting that resulted from the continued
enlargement of RSH hastened the downcutting, and the ramp connecting the
two passages was formed. Vadose flow from the north cut Ralph's River Trail
and flowed toward RSH. A joint or fracture zone present facilitated connection
of Ralph's River Trail with the lower RSH.
The Horta Tunnelinitiated within the J oppaJl subunit as a phreatic tube
with flow towards Brucker Breakdown and drained the RSH area. Input from
Brucker Breakdown, which had reactivated, began forming Smith Avenue along
the intersection of a joint and the contact between the Karnak and Joppa
Members, draining the area.
A major movement or breakdown modification occurred along the fault.
The connections between Brucker Breakdown and both Huber Trail and Davey's
Attic became truncated. RSH was modified by breakdown. The Smith Avenue
drain became blocked as a result of the southeast block being up thrown or the
collapse along the fault. The water level rose and Huber Trail was reoccupied.
The water sought another drainage route along a penetrable bedding plane.
Pohl Avenue NW was initiated along the contact between the Joppa and Karnak
Members. Smith Avenue eventually became reactivated. The northwestern
portion of the area drained more rapidly and the flow in the Horta Tunnel
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became vadose as Pohl Avenue NW enlarged. The flow draining Huber Trail
slowed, forming rimstone dames and flowstone on the breakdown that fell in
RSH.
During the colder, drier climate of the Wisconsinian glacial stage (approximately 170,000 to 20,000 years ago), the Green River level, and, hence, base
level, dropped. Smith Avenue was abandoned as Brucker Breakdown continued
to develop. Vadose flow began forming Pittsburgh Pits and proceeded toward the
Cygnus X-1 Chamber and Brucker Breakdown. Pohl Avenue NW continued to
develop until its outlet was blocked. Water ponded in the vicinity of Brucker
Breakdown, enlarging the Cygnus X-1 Chamber further. The Green River
resumed downcutting, and Pohl Avenue SE formed as a new, lower drain for the
area at the contact between the Joppa and Karnak Members (or, perhaps, lower
in the column), with flow directed toward the Green River valley to the east.
Eventually, it, too, was abandoned in favor oflower-level drains, which continue
to function presently. Brucker Breakdown was abandoned as an input Three
Three Sisters Hollow, continuing to form, breached the Big Clifty Sandstone caprock above Brucker Breakdown sometime during the later stages of the
area's development. Vadose infiltration began modifying the existing passages
by forming canyons and shafts.
After cutting its valley to an elevation of 121.9 m (400 ft) or lower, the
GreenRivervalleywas alluviated to a depth of9-18 m (30-60 ft). This filled the
passages lower than Pohl Avenue with water, sediment, or both, and reinstated
Pohl Avenue, once dry and abandoned, to an intermittently active passage.
In 1811-1812, tectonic activity in the New Madrid region inflicted earthquakes with a body-wave magnitude in excess of7 .0 (Nuttli, 1982) on the region
including the MCS.

This activity probably caused significant breakdown

modification of Brucker Breakdown, Smith Avenue, and Pohl Avenue SE, and
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caused additional modification of other passages in the study area. Such
modification, it should be noted, did not occur in all parts ofthe MCS because not
all areas were predisposed to the modification through existing structural
weakness. The study area, however, with its major joint sets and intermittently
active faults was so predisposed.
Repeated flooding of the lower levels by concentrated influxes of precipitation into the area continue to deposit varying thicknesses and extents of mud
in the study area. Gypsum growth in several of the passages causes wedging
and, therefore, small-scale breakdown. Vadose infiltration in several locations
continues to deposit flowstone speleothems. Finally, continued dissolution at
current base level is forming passages at a lower level than Pohl Avenue, though
Brucker Breakdown in no longer a source of that flow.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY

Two hypotheses were examined concerning the origin and development of
Brucker Breakdown. The Brucker Breakdown void formed prior to or concurrent with the adjacent passages and acted as a source offlow for a majority of the
adjacent passages. One passage segment, the Horta Tunnel, was determined to
have been initiated as a phreatic tube but was completed as a vadose canyon.
The section ofPohl Avenue SE from E-8 to E-1 formed as a vadose canyon. The
remainder of the passage segments formed as phreatic tubes from flow originating in the vicinity of Brucker Breakdown, except for Turner Avenue and RSH,
which had inputs several miles to the south. Sequentially, Brucker Breakdown
began forming first and then provided input to Lucky 7 Alley and the J Survey.
Turner Avenue formed independently, joined flow from Lucky 7 Alley and the
J Survey, then flowed to the west. Davey's Attic formed from input originating
in the vicinity ofBrucker Breakdown, and then was abandoned in favor ofHuber
Trail and Jessica's Sandbox. RSH developed as a result of an input to the south
and flowed to Brucker Breakdown, which acted as a target. Ancestral Horta
Tunnel began forming at this time, as did Smith Avenue. Brucker Breakdown
reactivated as a source of flow and Smith Avenue continued its development
after RSH ceased to be active. As Brucker Breakdown continued to deepen and
enlarge, Smith Avenue was abandoned and Pohl Avenue NW was formed. Finally, Pohl Avenue SE developed and then was abandoned when Brucker Breakdown ceased to function. This was hypothesized to have been caused by the
breaching of the overlying surface by Three Sisters Hollow.
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The data also indicated the presence of two major joint sets, trending due
north and S60-65E, both of which exercised varying degrees of control over the
trends of all the passage segments except Huber Trail from HA-3 to H-13 and
RSH. Another structural feature trending N80E through Brucker Breakdown
was demonstrated to be a recurrently active fault linked to the Rough Creek fault
zone. The data overwhelmingly supported this conclusion. This fault was hypothesized to have formed syndepositionally and to have been active at several
times during the development of the study area. One event caused: (1) major
breakdown modification of the passages existing at that time, (2) truncation of
Turner Avenue, Davey's Attic, and Huber Trail, and (3) the vertical offset across
the fault between stratigraphic units and passages contained therein. A later
event was possibly linked to the activity of the New Madrid Fault Zone in 18111812. This event probably caused the breakdown modification of Brucker
Breakdown, Smith Avenue, and Pohl Avenue.
The severe breakdown modification of the study area precluded a more indepth analysis of the origins and development of the passage segments. This
modification removed or destroyed any critical data such as scallops, original
passage morphology, and intersection morphology.
RECOMMENDED FUTIJRE STIJDIES
It is felt that the study was extremely comprehensive in its observations

and data collection, failing only to investigate three items: (1) preserved
depositional features in the sediment, (2) detailed tracing of the individual
passages from input to output to fully develop their hydrologic function, and (3)
more precise levelling. Considering the depth of the study as is, such investigations would have been impractical. The suggestion is offered, however, that such
future projects may provide some additional support for or arguments against
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the hypotheses and conclusions presented herein. The study of preserved depositional features in the sediment, however, would require invasive and destructive techniques. The resulting data would, when balanced against the permanent and irreplaceable damage caused to the cave environment, seem insignificant.
Further investigation of the stratigraphic sections exposed in the study
area is recommended, especially in RSH, so that it may be fully fitted into the
rest of the study area in its proper stratigraphic location. Also, several lithologic
variations between sections provide the impetus for in-cave sedimentological
and petrological investigations.

These may provide valuable information

concerning the depositional and tectonic history of the Mammoth Cave area.
It is also recommended that the stratigraphic column ofPohl (1970) be

adopted as lithostratigraphic formations and members for the subsurface units
exposed in the MCS, and that this column be modified according to Palmer (1975,
1981) to include Palmer's informal subunits as formal beds. The names of the
beds will consist of the name of the member followed by the bed designation (e.g.,
the Levias L1 bed).
The resulting maps of the study area represent the only detailed maps for
this section ofMCS. Though every enterable passage was explored or surveyed,
several, extremely promising "leads" remain. These include the following.
1.

The breakdown pile adjacent to I -1 in Turner Avenue, which may
provide access into the continuation of the passage.

2.

The hole in the ceiling in Lucky 7 Alley between F-11 and F-12,
which may provide access to an upper level as yet unknown.

3.

The breakdown pile at the northern end of Davey's Attic, which
may provide access into the continuation of the passage.
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4.

The numerous canyons in the ceiling of Huber Trail between J-1
and J-2, which may provide access into an upper level or other
passages, as yet unknown. These will require technical climbing
skills.

5.

The breakdown on the floor in Huber Trail between J-1 and J-2,
which may provide access into a lower level or other passages as yet
unknown. This will require some excavation of heavy breakdown
blocks and extreme care, as it appears that the breakdown is 3 m
(10ft) above the floor visible beneath it.

6.

The breakdown spilling into Huber Trail at J-4 needs to be
thoroughly explored, as it will provide access into a passage or
passages as yet unknown that will, no doubt, contribute valuable
clues to the development of the study area. This, too, will require
technical climbing skills and extreme caution as the route of
ascension leads over several keystones holding up several tons or
more of unstable breakdown blocks.

7.

The entire perimeter ofRSH, including several known but unmap
ped canyon-and-shaft complexes, requires careful exploration.
This effort will likely reveal several missing pieces of the current
puzzle.

8.

There are several canyon or tube leads in Pittsburgh Pits above
floor level (may require technical climbing skills).

9.

The entire length ofPohl Avenue NW requires careful exploration
and mapping, as it has not yet been determined if what the old
maps refer to as Pohl Avenue is genetically related to Pohl Avenue
NW in the study area.

10.

Any opening which may lead to a lower level beneath Pohl Avenue.
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Numerous data indicate that such a passage exists, though it has
not yet been discovered. This will provide valuable insight into the
base-level conditions prevailing in the study area. Such knowledge
will not only impact on geological studies of the MCS, but also on
biological studies concerning the population dynamics, ecology,
and habitat boundaries of the Kentucky Blind Cave Shrimp, a
Federally designated endangered species that is known to inhabit
the base-level streams in Flint Ridge.
CONCLUSIONS

It is the conclusion of this study that the exact sequence or mechanics of

development of the study area may never be known because so much evidence
is missing, or may have never existed. Because no one section of a cave system
the size of the MCS can be assumed to have formed in isolation, the critical test
of the accuracy of this study will occur when similar studies have been completed
for other sections of the MCS. Such an on-going study is now being conducted
in the Crystal Cave section ofthe MCS, near the study area for this research. The
Crystal Cave study, being performed by Arthur and Margaret Palmer, includes
a much larger area, but will study a set of data extremely similar to that
described herein. Though none of the results have, as yet, been published, it is
felt that many of the conclusions of that study will support those of this study.
Perhaps the most important results of this study lie within the methods
developed and described, the stratigraphic subdivisions ofPalmer (1975, 1981),
which were fully tested and detailed here, and the results of the structural
studies. These will be the critical tools for future investigations.
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aggressive water: refers to water which, by natural water geochemistry, is
able to dissolve a soluble host rock, often forming cave passages or other cave
features. For example, in carbonate regions, carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and soil goes into solution with water to form carbonic acid, which, in
sufficient concentrations, is able to dissolve limestone and dolostone.
anastomoses: the openings of individual channels within an anastomotic or
braided network which are observed in passage walls at the intersection
between the passage and the anastomosing network.
breakdown: (1) the collapse of passage ceilings, walls, and possibly floors that
results in pebble-, cobble-, or boulder-sized rocks in a variety of shapes. (2)
Breakdown modification refers to the mechanism of creating breakdown, and
this mechanism may or may not be specifically defined.
canyon passage: a passage which is roughly rectangular in cross section
(height typically exceeds width). It generally resembles a surficial, stream-cut
canyon, except that width is fairly consistent from top to bottom. Passage
dimensions vary with the volume of water that cut the passage. Ceiling
gradients in passages umnodified by breakdown are usually gentle and reflect
the actual gradient of the stream forming the passage, whereas the floors may
be extremely irregular in longitudinal section, and may be interrupted with
potholes, breaks, and waterfalls.
caprock: any insoluble unit (that is, insoluble to the local water geochemistry
responsible for cave formation) that overlies a soluble unit exploited by the
effects of dissolution (e.g., sandstone capping limestone).
ceiling break: the step-like transition resulting from breakdown modification
between ceilings of different heights/elevations. Each individual step is considered a component of the ceiling break.
chimney: a term used by cave explorers to describe a humanly-passable,
vertical opening that may be developed along a joint or fracture in solid rock or
may result from spaces preserved between breakdown and the vertical wall it
leans against.
column: a dripstone speleothem that results when one or more stalactites and
stalagmites grow together and unite.
compound sink: a solutional sinkhole (doline) which has developed in an
existing solutional sinkhole (doline) (i.e., a doline within a doline). This is
occasionally used incorrectly to describe a uvala.
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curtains: also called "drapes", a form of either dripstone or flowstone (though
more commonly dripstone) that grows from the ceiling downward into a form
resembling curtains or drapes. If an iron oxide impurity discolors the bands of
the speleothem as it grows, the resulting curtain is known as "bacon rind".
cut-around: a section of passage which departs from and then rejoins at
another location a "main passage" (determined to be the main route of travel for
the water forming it). A cut-around usually (but not always) has smaller dimensions than those of the main passage. An analogous surface situation is a
braided stream with two components separated by an alluvial island. In the
underground setting, the two components may be separated by solid rock,
sediment fill, or breakdown.
doline: a depression in the land surface in a karstic region that may be: (1) the
result of the effects of dissolution along a vertical joint which funnels away soil
("solution doline"), or (2) the collapse of the overlying rock into an underground
void ("collapse doline"). Dolines are also referred to as sinkholes.
drlpstone: a type of travertine deposited in a cave passage by dripping water
saturated in calcium carbonate.
elliptical tube passage: a cave passage which generally has an elliptical or
circular cross section. In passages unmodified by breakdown and devoid of
sediment, the ceiling or floor gradient is indicative of the gradient of the flow
forming the passage.
flowstone: a type of travertine that was deposited in a cave passage by sheet
flow saturated in calcium carbonate.
passage: a water-cut opening in a soluble host rock that may or may not be
humanly passable, more frequently known as a cave passage.
passage development: the enlargement of the original flow path established
through the soluble host rock. This may occur on a scale of centimeters to meters.
passage genesis/origin: the creation of the original flow path which extends
from input to output through the soluble host rock. This opening may be on a
scale of millimeters or less.
popcorn: a type offlowstone which is deposited by sheet flow over an irregular
surface, resulting in the formation of knobs of calcium carbonate that resemble
popcorn.
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resurgence: the point at which an underground stream exits the passage it is
flowing in and returns to flowing on the surface.
rimstone: a type of travertine that forms as crusts or natural dams around the
margin of a pool saturated in calcium carbonate. May be initiated at a knick
point in the path of flowing water that is saturated in calcium carbonate.
scallops: spoon-shaped depressions formed in any rock surface of a cave
passage by aggressive water. These scallops may appear to be roughly equivalent to barchan dunes in morphology, and, when this is the case, the tips extend
upstream with the convex side extending downstream.
shaft: see vertical shaft.
sodastraw: a type of dripstone that forms as a result of water dripping from the
ceiling. The resulting speleothem is long, thin-walled, hollow, and resembles a
soda straw or tube.
speleothem: a generic term for any mineral formation in a cave passage which
formed concurrent with or subsequent to passage enlargement.
stalactite: a type of dripstone that forms by water dripping from the ceiling,
causing the speleothem to form in what is generally a roughly conical morphology, tapering floorward.
stalagmite: a type of dripstone that forms on a surface below dripping water,
causing the speleothem to form in a variety of shapes while growing upward.
swallet: the opening through which a surface stream's flow is diverted underground. Also known as a sink point.
uvala: a large doline (usually solutional) that has formed as the result of the
coalescence of several dolines.
vertical shaft: a cylindrical opening in a soluble host rock which forms in the
vadose zone as the result of vertical flow of aggressive water concentrated along
a joint, fracture, or some other vertically oriented zone of penetration. Input at
the ceiling of the vertical shaft is usually through a canyon or perched tube of a
variety of sizes, and output in the floor is similar to the input. The walls may be
covered with sheet flow in an active vertical shaft, or flow may be more
concentrated along the walls in several places.
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Summary of observations concerning mud scallops in Pohl
Avenue between the Austin Entrance and survey station T-6, Mammoth Cave
System, Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February 16,
1985.
GEOLOGIC STATION 1.

Mud ripples from the May 1984 flood show variations in flow directions
consistent with flooding into Pohl Avenue at numerous places through breakdown fill on the floor from an unknown lower level (see sketch below).

Pohl

Ave.nue.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 2. Section ofFredonia Member in the segment of original Pohl
Avenue 30.5-45.7 m (100-150 ft) northeast of the Union Shafts/Pohl Avenue
intersection, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983.
ELEVATION:

CEIIJNG
FLOOR

142.9 m (468.6 ft)
139.6 m (458.0 ft)

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Fredonia Member
SUBUNITF7:
8.

Micrite, light grey, weathers to a pockmarked surface,
bulbous chert nodules, upper contact wavy with relief of
up to 1 m (3 ft).
0. 7 (2.2)

7.

Micrite, medium grey, more shaley than #8 above,
articulate brachiopods, low-angle cross beds.

0.5 (1.5)

6.

Micrite, dark grey, fairly sparry, coarse-grained.

0.4 (1.4)

5.

Micrite, medium grey, simple rugose corals. Elevation,
base of unit: 140.8 m (461.7 ft).

0.6 (1.8)

SUBUNIT F7 THICKNESS

2.2+ (6.9+)

4.

SuBUNIT F6: limestone, shaley, light grey, forms recesses.
Elevation, base of unit: 140.5 m (461.0 ft).
0.2 (0.7)

3.

SuBUNIT F5: micrite, medium grey. Elevation, base of
unit: 140.2 m (460.0 ft).

0.3 (1.0)

SuBUNIT F4: shale, green, distinctive, forms very deep
recesses. Elevation, base of unit: 139.9 m (459.0 ft).

0.3 (1.0)

SUBUNIT F3: micrite, medium grey.

0.3+ (1.0+)

2.

1.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

3.3 (10.6)
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GEOLOGIC STATION

2,

CONTINUED:

Geologic Notes
This is a tube with canyon modification. The floor is mud, and the ceiling
is clean. There is one prominent bedding plane with anastomoses development
on it at eyelevel. Five prominent bedding planes are present. There are also
some vertical flutes that have masked the scallops present on the walls. The
scallops that are present seem to indicate flow towards the Austin Entrance.
There is a calcite-filled ceiling fracture which trends S40W.
Mud covering on the walls goes up to the base of the ceiling unit (unit #8
above) and made description very difficult. Unit #7 has low-angle cross bedding
in it, upon which anastomoses are developed. NOTE: The mud line just
described did not change after the May 1984 floods.
In the Wilcox transit survey, assume the ceiling at LC-35 is at the same
elevation as that at the other section of original tube between LC-37 and LC-38.
LC-35 el. 139.5 m (457.64'); ceiling el. 142.6 m (467.64')
ceiling of orig. tube: 142.6 m (467.64') with probable error of0.3 m (1ft).
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GEOLOGIC STATION 3. Section of Karnak Member in Pohl Avenue SEat survey
station T-6, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

143.7 m (471.5 ft)
141.8 m (465.2 ft)

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
1.

Micrite, medium grey, weathers to white, some
articulate brachiopods and simple rugose coral, orange
iron staining, fairly resistant unit.

Geologic Notes
Spirifer brachiopods in ceiling.

1.9 (6.3)
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GEOLOGIC STATION 4. Section of Karnak Member in Pohl Avenue SEat survey
station T-5, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

143.6 m (471.1 ft)
142.5 m (467.6 ft)
Description

STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
1.

Micrite, medium grey, weathers to white, irregular
surface that is bulbous in places, numerous fossils under
ledge, articulate brachiopods (2.5 em or 1 in across
with deep sinus furrows) and simple rugose coral, orange
iron staining, fairly resistant unit, supports gypsum
growth out of several small fractures.
1.1 (3.5)

Geologic Notes
There is a calcite-filled fracture which trends N45-4 7E, perpendicular to
passage trend. Appears to be post-depositional in origin as it cuts through a bed
0.8 m (2.5 ft) and is visible in the ceiling above that bed, extending through a
bedding plane. This same fracture pinches out into the wall (along the bedding
plane) to a hairline fracture. On the wall (perpendicular to the bedding plane),
the fracture is approximately 1.3 em (0.5 in) wide. There are also some
curvilinear fractures cutting across bedding planes and in the ceiling.
Most of the breakdown in the passage seems to be concentrated in the
center and the surface slopes off to either side. There are undercuts on the sides
with very little breakdown beneath them.
Any scallops present are, no doubt, on the bottom surface of any breakdown blocks on the floor. None were visible in situ to check for a flow direction.
There is some gypsum growth in several small fractures.
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5. Section of Karnak Member in Pohl Avenue SE between
survey stations T-4 and T-5, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983.
GEOLOGIC STATION

ELEVATIONS:

CEILING
FLOOR

143.3 m (469.9 ft)
141.7 m (464.9 ft)
THICKNESS,

Description
STE.

meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
3.

Micrite, medium grey, weathers to white, irregular
surface that is bulbous in places, numerous fossils under
ledge, articulate brachiopods (2.5 em or 1 in across with
deep sinus furrows) and simple rugose coral, orange
iron staining, fairly resistant unit, bedding is irregular,
supports gypsum growth out of several small fractures.
0.5+ (1.6+)

2.

Micrite (?), smoother in appearance when weathered than
#3, beds seem to be a regular 15 em (6 in) or so thick.
0.8 (2.6)

1.

Covered in mud. Beds thicken upward and unit appears
to be more yellowish in color than #2, appears to be more
massive, thickens towards west.
0.3+ (0.8+)
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS:

1.6+ (5.0+)

Geologic Notes
Passage seems to drop down in elevation to expose the lower unit (unit#l).
There is a calcite-filled vein exposed which trends SlOW and is 2.5 em (1.0 in)
thick in the ceiling. It can be traced across the ceiling and almost all the way
down the wall, going through the various units exposed without being affected
when crossing a bedding plane. Its apparent dip is 84 degrees measured on the
passage wall.
Due to breakdown modification, no solution walls are preserved or recognizable. No readable scallops were present from which to determine paleoflow
directions, though unit #2 had numerous small scallops that were impossible to
read.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 6. Section of Karnak Member in Pohl Avenue SEat survey
station T-3, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983.

ELEVATIONS:

CEILING
FLOOR

143.3 m (469.9 ft)
142.4 m (467.0 ft)
THICKNESS,

Description

meters (feet)

Sm. GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE
Karnak Member

3.

Micrite, medium grey, weathers to white, irregular
surface that is bulbous in places, numerous fossils under
ledge, articulate brachiopods (2.5 em or 1 in across with
deep sinus furrows) and simple rugose coral, orange iron
staining, fairly resistant unit, bedding is irregular,
supports gypsum growth out of several small fractures.

2.

Shale lens, grey: 0.8 m (2.5 ft) long 10.2 em (4.0 in) thick.

1.

Micrite (?), smoother in appearance when weathered than
#3, beds seem to be a regular 15 em (6 in) or so.
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS

*

*
0.9+ (2.9+)

* THICKNESS UNDETERMINED DUE TO MUD COVER.
Geologic Notes
The mud line (prior to the May 1984 flood) occurs 0.4 m (1.4 ft) above the
floor, at an elevation of 142.8 m (468.4 ft). There is a uniform covering over
everything. Above it is a very, very old mud deposit. The mud line seems to mark
a fresher deposit, and occurs on the wall unit, not the ceiling unit.
Due to breakdown modification, solution walls were not available and
scallops were not found.
Between survey stations T-3 and T-2 is a fracture in the ceiling that is
filled with calcite, very prominent, 2.5 em (1.0 in) wide, and seems to a have an
alteration zone associated with it that is approximately 5 em (2 in) wide. It
trends S55-60E.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 7. Section of Karnak Member in Pohl Avenue SEat survey
station T-2, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

144.2 m (472.9 ft)
UNDETERMINED
Description

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

STE. GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
5.

Sparry micrite, medium greyish green, weathers to white
with green zones and smooth, large calcite crystals
visible, burrowed, some minor cross beds, lower contact
sharp and regular.
0.4+ (1.2+)

4.

Micrite, very light grey, weathers medium grey, some
stylolites (zone approximately 1 mm or less than 0.06
in. thick), contacts sharp and easily discernible.
0.4-0.5 (1.2-1.8)

3.

Sparite, medium grey, weathers dark golden brown,
very fine-grained.

0.3 (0.9)

2.

Shaley limestone, too weathered to describe.

0.1 (0.3)

1.

Micrite, medium grey, weathers to white, irregular
surface that is bulbous in places, numerous fossils under
ledge, articulate brachiopods (2.5 em or 1 in across with
deep sinus furrows) and simple rugose coral, orange iron
staining, fairly resistant unit, bedding is irregular,
supports gypsum growth out of several small fractures.
Elevation oflowercontact 142.0 m (465.9 ft).
0.9 (2.8)
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS

2.2 (7.0)

Geologic Notes
Small breakout dome. Bedding planes not terribly exploited by dissolution. Contacts sharp and easily discerned. Due to breakdown, there were no
solution walls and no scallops to determine flow.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 8. Section of Karnak Member in Pohl Avenue SEat survey
station T-1, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

144.5 m (474.1 ft)
142.4 m (467.1 ft)

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
5.

Sparry micrite, medium greyish green, weathers to white
with green zones and smooth, large calcite crystals visible,
rhombs and other crystals visible to naked eye, burrowed,
articulate brachiopods and simple rugose corals present,
some minor cross beds, lower contact sharp and regular.
0.1-0.2 m (0.4-0.6 ft) below ceiling, there is an extremely
thin, thin-bedded zone of the same lithology with calcite
filling the bedding planes(?).
0.5+ (1.6+)

4.

Micrite, very light grey, weathers medium grey, some
stylolites (zone approximately 1 mm or less than 0.06 in.
thick), contacts sharp and easily discernible.
0.6 (2.2)

3.

Sparite, medium grey, weathers dark golden brown, very
fine-grained.
0.4 (1.3)

2.

Shaley limestone, too weathered to describe.

1.

Micrite, medium grey, weathers to white, irregular
surface that is bulbous in places, numerous fossils under
ledge, articulate brachiopods (2.5 em or 1 in across with
deep sinus furrows) and simple rugose coral, orange iron
staining, fairly resistant unit, bedding is irregular,
supports gypsum growth out of several small fractures. 0.5+ (1.6+)
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS

0.1 (0.3)

2.1+ (7.0+)
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Geologic Notes
Found several layers ofbreakdown blocks which were examined for any
evidences of solution from flooding ofPohl Avenue. Edges were still fairly sharp
in all directions. Does not seem to be any preference of dissolution towards
Austin Entrance or Brucker Breakdown. Edges do seem to have been smoothed
somewhat, possibly by dissolution.
Lots of breakdown. We are up pretty high on a breakdown pile. Impossible to find solutional features or scallops.
Only the ceiling unit (unit #5) has fossils in it (articulate brachiopods and
extremely small, simple rugose corals). No other fossils were noted in unit #5
and none of the other subunits exposed contained fossils.
Unit #5 is cut by numerous, small fractures of reasonable linear extent
across the ceiling and down into the lower units in the walls, but the fractures
cannot be traced through unit #4. They can be picked up again in unit #3. The
fractures vary in spacing and some tend to be a zone of several (2-3) small
fractures rather than a single one. These range anywhere from 0.06-0.3 m (0.20.9 ft) apart or more. Some seem to have been exploited by the effects of
dissolution in that the centers are raised up into the ceiling. The fractures, in
general, trend approximately S29E.
The stylolite zone in unit #4 trends S60E.
The topmost piece ofbreakdown seems to be in place exactly beneath the
spot it fell from on the ceiling. The same fractures described above are visible
in it and are at the same spacing and of the same lateral continuity.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 9. Section of the Joppa, Karnak, Spar Mountain, and
Fredonia Members in Pohl Avenue SE and Smith Avenue at survey stations E2a (Pohl Avenue SE) and F-1 (Smith Avenue) at the ladder canyon, Mammoth
Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described
by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983 and February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

148.4 m (486.9 ft)
140.6 m (461.3 ft)

Description

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

STE. GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Joppa Member
SuBUNITJ1
6.

Oolitic limestone, "Great White Oolite," brilliant white,
weathers to golden brown, fossil-bearing including
articulate brachiopods and crinoid stem segments,
displays conchoidal fracture, lower contact very sharp and
recognizable though irregular. Elevation, base of unit
0.8+ (2.6+)
147.6 m (484.3 ft).

5.

Carbonate mudstone (dolostone?) (massive and grades
downward to bedded). Massive mudstone is cream white
to light grey on weathered surfaces (no fresh exposure
available due to lack of fracture zones), fairly fine-grained
but rough to the touch, remnants of fossils visible, contains
pockets of calcite crystals that are several em (several in)
across. The upper contact ofthis subunit shows the effects
of churning and modification as a result of what appears
to be the storm deposited oolite, and extreme upper
portion of the unit adjacent to the contact appears to be
slightly leached in comparison to the rest of the mudstone
subunit. Various surfaces in the massive mudstone show
banding similar to those observed in the Renfro Dolomite
in Lee County, Kentucky. There are several zones of
stylolites mid-way down the massive mudstone that are
fairly well developed and appear as very rough and irregular
surfaces. The bedded mudstone is a more golden brown in
weathered surface (again, fresh color not observable due to
lack of fracture zones). Perhaps this is the shaley zone Palmer
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#3, CONTINUED:

referred to in his personal notes. The bedded zone is
approximately 0.3 m (1.0 ft) thick. Elevation, base of
unit 146.7 m (481.2 ft).

0.9 (3.1)

JOPPA MEMBER THICKNESS

1.7+ (5.7+)

Karnak Member
4.

Sparite, weathers golden brown (no fresh surface
available due to lack of fracture zones), medium- to
coarse-grained, rough to jagged surface when weathered,
develops "moth-eaten" appearance, no fossils visible in
upper portion, but articulate brachiopods and simple
rugose corals are fairly abundant in lower section (actually
in ladder canyon). Supports several prominent
anastomoses zones, one of which is nearly at floor level in
Smith Avenue. Several calcite-filled fractures stand out
in relief against the wall surface in this unit. Elevation,
base of unit 143.3 m (470.2 ft).
3.4 (11.0)

3.

Sparry micrite, medium greyish green, weathers golden
brown with green zones and smooth, large calcite crystals
visible, chert bodies resembling preserved living burrows,
looks leached, mottled, churned. Elevation, base of unit
142.5 m (467.3 ft).
0.8 (2.9)
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS

4.2 (13.9)

Spar Mountain Member
2.

Granular limestone, beds approximately 0.5 m (1.5 ft)
thick. At base of unit is pebble bed consisting of
limestone pebbles in shaley limestone. Elevation, base of
unit 141.6 m (464.3 ft).
0.9 (3.0)
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Fredonia Member
1.

SuBUNIT F7: Granular limestone, cross-bedded, contains
a recession (marker ?) that is fairly continuous but
nondescript. Elevation, base of unit 140.6 m (461.3 ft).
0.9+ (3.0+)

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

7.8 (25.6)

Geologic Notes
The "Great White Oolite" is heavily fractured and the fractures seem to
trend N40E, perpendicular to the passage. Several stand out in prominent relief
against the walls or ceiling. The fractures are traceable from one wall (near the
ceiling), across the ceiling, onto the other wall, down through the Joppa J1
subunit into the Karnak Member (unit #4 above). They are reflected in unit #4
as zones of increased weathering and as recesses into the wall. The fractures
continue down into the floor of Smith Avenue. In fact, the ladder canyon seems
to have been strictly controlled by the occurrence of a similar fracture which
trends N30E, is calcite-filled, and 0.6 em (0.25 in) wide. Additionally, a set offive
fractures, all parallel, trend N35E, are calcite-filled, average 0.3-1.0 em (0.1250.5 in) wide, and are en echelon.
There is a prominent anastomoses zone almost at floor level in Smith
Avenue and it seems to a rather constant feature of the bedding plane in the
Karnak Member (unit #4 above). There is also a prominent anastomoses zone
exposed in the ceiling ofPohl Avenue SE developed in a bedding plane in the
Karnak Member (unit #3 above). The anastomoses system is a trellis pattern
whose components are parallel and perpendicular to the trend ofPohl Avenue
SE. The individual channels are approximately 2.5 em (1.0 in) deep.
Chert bodies in the Spar Mountain Member that resemble preserved
living burrows were noted in the walls ofPohl Avenue SE. Also noteworthy is
the fact that unit#3 is 0.8m(2.9 ft)thickhere, whereas Palmer has observed that
it averages less than 0.3 m (1.0 ft) thick in the Crystal Cave section of the System.
Scallops are present in Smith Avenue here in two locations: the wall of
Smith Avenue and in a floor channel in Smith Avenue which seems to connect
to the ladder canyon. Those on the wall in Smith Avenue are fairly gentle and
indicate flow away from Brucker Breakdown towards the Austin Entrance area
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(to the southeast). Those in the floor channel, which is developed in the
southwest wall of Smith Avenue and a large breakdown block, indicate rapid
flow away from the vicinity ofthe ladder canyon towards Brucker Breakdown (to
the northwest). This documents a flow reversal.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 10. Section of the Karnak, Spar Mountain, and Fredonia
Members in Pohl Avenue SE at survey station E-4b, Mammoth Cave Geologic
Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes,
October 8, 1983.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

145.8 m (477.2 ft)
140.8 m (461.8 ft)
Description

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

STE. GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
5.

Sparite, weathers golden brown (no fresh surface
available due to lack offracture zones), medium- to
coarse-grained, rough to jagged surface when weathered,
develops "moth-eaten" appearance, no fossils visible in
upper portion, but articulate brachiopods and simple
rugose corals fairly abundant in lower section. Supports
several prominent anastomoses zones, one of which is
nearly at floor level in Smith Avenue. Several calcitefilled fractures stand out in relief against the wall surface
in this unit. Elevation, base of unit 145.1 m (476.0 ft).
0.7+ (1.2+)

4.

Sparry micrite, medium greyish green, weathers golden
brown with green zones and smooth, large calcite crystals
visible, chert bodies resembling preserved living burrows,
looks leached, mottled, churned. Elevation, base of unit
144.3m(473.3ft).
0.8 (2.7)
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS

1.2+ (3.9+)

Spar Mountain Member
3.

Granular limestone, beds approximately 0.5 m (1.5 ft)
thick, upper contact sharp and slightly wavy, lower
contact marked by shaley layer with 2.5 em (1.0 in) relief
on it. 1.25 m (4.1 ft) below upper contact is a pebble bed
consisting of limestone pebbles in shaley limestone.
Elevation, base of unit 142.5 m (467.4 ft).
1.8 (5.9)
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Fredonia Member
2.

SuBUNIT F7: Sandy limestone, medium to light grey,
medium-grained, cross bedded. Elevation, base of unit
140.8 m (461.8 ft).

1.7 (5.6)

Unassigned
1.

Indescribable due to mud, more massive than unit #2.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

1.2+ (4.0+)
7.8 (25.6)

Geologic Notes
Anastomoses are simpler in form than at E-2. They tend to be single
channels rather than sets in a trellis pattern, but they are still very prominent
and their trends are still approximately perpendicular to the trend ofPohl Avenue SE.
Unit #4 in the Karnak Member supports popcorn development, and the
popcorn present is mud-draped. The Spar Mountain Member is mud-draped
also. Unit #2 of the Fredonia Member's F7 subunit has had its cross beds
exploited by the effects of dissolution.
The contact between units #1 and #2 in the Fredonia Member has been
masked by a mud bank, but the thicknesses are accurate to within 15 em (6 in).
Also, prior to the May 1984 floods, the exposed section of the Fredonia Member
was covered with a thick covering ofmud. This condition persisted after the 1984
floods, also (up to an elevation of142.5 m or 467.4 ft). These units (units #1 and
#2) are exposed in Pohl Avenue SE only because of the presence of the side
canyon at E-4a.
There is a marked increase in moisture from the ladder (E-2a) on towards
Brucker Breakdown. The mud itselfbecomes tackier and more slippery, and the
walls become wet.
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GEOLOGIC STATION ll. Section of the Karnak, Spar Mountain, and Fredonia
Members in Pohl Avenue SEat survey station E-4, Mammoth Cave Geologic
Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes,
October 8, 1983.
ELEVATIONS: MEASUREMENTS NOT POSSIBLE

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
5.

Sparite, weathers golden brown (no fresh surface
available due to lack of fracture zones), medium- to coarsegrained, rough to jagged surface when weathered, develops
"moth-eaten" appearance, no fossils visible in upper
portion, but articulate brachiopods and simple rugose
corals are fairly abundant in lower section. Supports
several prominent anastomoses zones, one of which is
nearly at floor level in Smith Avenue. Several calcitefilled fractures stand out in relief against the wall surface
in this unit.
0.7+ (1.2+)

4.

Sparry micrite, medium greyish green, weathers golden
brown with green zones and smooth, large calcite crystals
visible, chert bodies resembling preserved living burrows,
0.8 (2. 7)
looks leached, mottled, churned.
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS

1.2+ (3.9+)

Spar Mountain Member
3.

Granular limestone, beds approximately 0.5 m (1.5 ft)
thick, upper contact sharp and slightly wavy, lower
contact marked by shaley layer with 2.5 em (1.0 in) relief
on it. 1.25 m (4.1 ft) below upper contact is a pebble bed
1.8 (5.9)
consisting oflimestone pebbles in shaley limestone.
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Fredonia Member

2.

SuBUNIT F7: Sandy limestone, medium to light grey,
medium-grained, cross-bedded.

1. 7 (5.6)

Unassigned
1.

Indescribable due to mud, more massive than unit 2,
thinner cross beds.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

*
7.8 (25.6)

* THICKNESS UNDETERMINED

Geologic Notes
Dripping water has developed 15.2-cm (6.0-in) deep holes beneath it, and
this water is coming off of an anastomoses zone in the ceiling in the Karnak
Member. The wall beneath the drip zone is also very wet, and there seems to be
laminar flow down the wall.
The mud at this point (prior to and after the May 1984 floods) is approximately 0.8 m (2.5 ft) above floor level. The mud fill is very extensive, notable
because the floor of the canyon at E-4a goes down quite a way below what has
been the floor level ofPohl Avenue SE thus far.
Passage dimensions here are much larger due to breakdown modification
(?). The breakdown present is covered by a very wet, slippery mud.
Apparently, we are moving out from underneath the caprock on Flint
Ridge to beneath Three Sisters Hollow, as indicated by the increase in moisture.
Anastomoses are more subdued in depth in the ceiling here and are more
"wiggly-waggly" (after Ewers). Several fractures in the ceiling have exerted no
discernible effect upon the course of the anastomoses channels at all. So, the
question is, which came first, the anastomoses or the fractures? As the fractures
intersect the channels without impact on the course of the channels, it would
seem that the anastomoses came first.
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The Karnak Member is fairly dry throughout this section ofPohl Avenue
SE, however, the contact between it and the Spar Mountain Member is discharging water that is soaking the Spar Mountain Member, causing popcorn development and mud sculpturing.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 12. Section of the Karnak, Spar Mountain, and Fredonia
Members in Pohl Avenue SE at survey station E-5, Mammoth Cave Geologic
Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes,
October 8, 1983.
ELEVATIONS: MEASUREMENTS NOT POSSIBLE

Description

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

STE. GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
5.

Sparite, weathers golden brown (no fresh surface
available due to lack of fracture zones), medium- to coarsegrained, rough to jagged surface when weathered, develops
"moth-eaten" appearance, no fossils visible in upper
portion, but articulate brachiopods and simple rugose
corals are fairly abundant in lower section. Supports
several prominent anastomoses zones, one of which is
nearly at floor level in Smith Avenue. Several calcitefilled fractures stand out in relief against the wall surface
in this unit.
0.7+ (1.2+)

4.

Sparry micrite, medium greyish green, weathers golden
brown with green zones and smooth, large calcite crystals
visible, chert bodies resembling preserved living burrows,
looks leached, mottled, churned.
0.8 (2. 7)
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS

1.2+ (3.9+)

Spar Mountain Member
3.

Granular limestone, beds approximately 0.5 m (1.5 ft)
thick, upper contact sharp and slightly wavy, lower contact
marked by shaley layer with 2.5 em (1.0 in) relief on it.
1.25 m (4.1 ft) below upper contact is a pebble bed
consisting of limestone pebbles in shaley limestone.
1.8 (5.9)
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Fredonia Member

2.

SuBUNIT F7: Sandy limestone, medium to light grey,
medium grained, cross-bedded.

1.7 (5.6)

Unassigned
1.

Indescribable due to mud, more massive than unit 2,
thinner cross beds.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

*
7.8 (25.6)

* THICKNESS UNDETERMINED

Geologic Notes
Have moved from areas of side canyons (E-4a) up a breakdown slope to
very close to the ceiling. The bedding plane exposed in the ceiling has remained
the same for the last several stations and does not seem as prone to breakdown
as some of the lower units. Therefore, it has formed one flat, continuous ceiling
from the ladder (E-2a) to this point. There seems to have been no further upward
migration of the ceiling because the part of the Karnak Member it is formed in
seems to be more competent and less susceptible to breakdown modification.
Ten fractures have been present in the ceiling and trend N25-30E.
The level of the floor fluctuates rather drastically as we move into and
away from the zones of influence of the side canyons. This implies that the
canyons are, or at one time were, actively removing the mud fill in Pohl Avenue
SE.
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13. Section of the Karnak, Spar Mountain, and Fredonia
Members in Pohl Avenue SEat survey stations E-6 and E-7, Mammoth Cave
Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by
E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983 and February 16, 1985.
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ELEVATIONS:

CEILING

144.1 m (472.7 ft)

FLOOR

UNDETERMINED

THICKNESS,

Description
STE.

meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Karnak Member
5.

Sparite, weathers golden brown (no fresh surface available
due to lack of fracture zones), medium- to coarse-grained,
rough to jagged surface when weathered, develops "motheaten" appearance, no fossils visible in upper portion, but
articulate brachiopods and simple rugose corals are fairly
abundant in lower section. Supports several prominent
anastomoses zones, one of which is nearly at floor level in
Smith Avenue. Several calcite-filled fractures stand out
in relief against the wall surface in this unit. Elevation,
base of unit 143.7 m (471.5 ft).
0.4+ (1.2+)

4.

Sparry micrite, medium greyish green, weathers golden
brown with green zones and smooth, large calcite crystals
visible, chert bodies resembling preserved living burrows,
looks leached, mottled, churned. Elevation, base of unit
141.9 m (465.6 ft).
1.8 (5.9)
KARNAK MEMBER THICKNESS

1.2+ (3.9+)

Spar Mountain Member
3.

Granular limestone, beds approximately 0.5 m (1.5 ft)
thick, upper contact sharp and slightly wavy, lower
contact marked by shaley layer with 2.5 em (1.0 in) relief
on it. 1.25 m (4.1 ft) below upper contact is a pebble bed
consisting oflimestone pebbles in shaley limestone.
Elevation, base of unit 140.1 m (459.7 ft).
1.8 (5.9)
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Fredonia Member

2.

SuBUNIT F7: Sandy limestone, medium to light grey,
medium grained, cross-bedded. Elevation, base of unit
undetermined.

1.7 (5.6)

Unassigned
1.

Indescribable due to mud, more massive than unit #2,
thinner cross beds.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

*
7.8 (25.6)

* THICKNESS UNDETERMINED
Geologic Notes
There is a drop in the floor from E-6 to E-7 resulting from a shaft that
extends up into the ceiling and down into the floor. Shaft development was into
a pile of breakdown and/or breakdown occurred consequent to shaft development. As you go from E-6 to E-7, you move down a mud slope, and then, beneath
this shaft is a very large pile oflarge rocks.
At this point are E-7 a and E-7b. The station at E-6 is marked by a drastic increase in water. The ceiling and walls are covered by popcorn. There are
puddles of water on the floor. There is a constant dripping ofwaterin the shaft
into the breakdown, and the water in the bottom ofthe unsurveyed shaft complex
shows a reasonable amount offlow down the shaft. The ceiling is wet and covered
by drips, as are the walls. The walls have been "moth-eaten" by the water and
laminar flow down them is obvious. Due to the water flow on the walls, the walls
are cleaner and easier to examine since the mud is washed away.
The base of the unexplored shaft has a small drain with pebbles in it, the
water in it is clear, and there is no mud. At the unexplored shaft complex, the
cross-bedded unit (unit#3 above) is more clearly exposed and seems to be coarsegrained. The contact between it and the next lower unit (unit #2) is marked by
a shaley, marley-type substance that defies description. The pebbly limestone
is vertically fluted.
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FRACTURES:

3 at N30E, 0.5 em (0.2 in) wide, no calcite fill.
4 at N20W, bounds shaft/breakout feature at E-7a, 0.5 em (0.2 in) wide,
no calcite fill.
1 at NOE in ceiling at G-1, 0.25 em (0.125 in) wide, no calcite fill, open.
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14. Various notes at the pit in the lower section of Brucker
Breakdown at survey station E-11', Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle Map
(GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February
16, 1985.
GEOLOGIC STATION

Diagrammatic cross-section of pit at E-11'.
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NOTE: The extremely large boulder in the ceiling between E-ll and E-12 is
vertically fluted on two sides. Lithologically, it appears to be the Joppa J2 and,
if such, has fallen very little vertically (see diagram below).
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GEOLOGIC STATION 15. Section of the Karnak and Joppa Members in the lower
section of Brucker Breakdown at survey station E-12, Mammoth Cave Geologic
Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes,
September 1, 1984.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

149.3 m (489.7 ft)
144.0 m (472.2 ft)

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Joppa Member

5.

SuBUNIT J2: Crinoidallimestone (? Taxocrinus), golden
brown, very irregular and grabby surface. Elevation,
base of unit 148.1 m (485.7 ft).

1.2+ (4.0+)

SUBUNITJ1:
4.

3.

2.

Oolitic limestone, light grey to white, weathers golden
brown with very sharp, grabby surface. Elevation, base
of unit 146.1 m (479.1ft).

2.0 (6.6)

Carbonate mudstone, dark grey, fine-grained, stylolite
zone, small pyrite inclusions, dense, heavy, upper
contact the stylolite zone which is 5-10 em (2-4 in) thick.
(J1 dolomite?) Elevation, base of unit 144.9 m (4 75.1 ft).

1.2 (4.0)

Limestone, medium grey, sandy, fenestrate pyrite
inclusions, upper contact is stylolite zone with
rectangular morphology, lower contact is irregular in
places. Local marker bed, of sorts. Elevation, base of
unit 144.6 m (474.2 ft).

0.3 (0.9)

SUBUNIT Jl THICKNESS

1.5 (4.9)
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15, STRATIGRAPHY, CONTINUED:

Karnak Member
1.

Limestone, dark grey, coarse-grained, simple rugose
corals ( ?Streptelasma), covered with mud. Elevation,
base of unit 144.0 m (472.2 ft).

5.3 m (17.5 ft)

TOTAL DESCRIBED THICKNESS:
Geologic Notes
Triangulation for marker bed to fix section vertically:
E-12 to top of marker bed:
Tape: 4.3 m (14.3 ft) Clinometer: -28.5 degrees
Top of marker bed: 144.8 m (475.1 ft) elevation
Diagram:

E-12 to bottom of marker bed:
Tape: 4.5 m (14.8 ft)
Clinometer: -31.0 degrees
Bottom of marker bed: 144.6 m (4 74.3 ft) elevation
Diagram:

0

-?,\.()

-1.<..'

0.6+ (2.0+)
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GEOLOGIC STATION

15, GEOLOGIC

NOTES, CONTINUED:

Sketch locating stratigraphic section relative to adjacent survey stations:
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GEOLOGIC STATION 16. Section of the Levias, Aux Vases, and Joppa Members in
the upper section of Brucker Breakdown near survey station G-1, Mammoth
Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described
by E.K. Estes, September 1, 1984 and February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

162.7 m (533.8 ft)
158.0 m (518.4 ft)

Description
Sm.

THICKNESS,
meters,(feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Levias Member

4.

SuBUNIT L1: Limestone, dark grey, coarse-looking,
more massive than subunit below, fossil-bearing.
Elevation, base of unit 161.7 m (530.4 ft).

1.0+ (3.4+)

Aux Vases Member

3.

2.

Micrite, dark grey, weathers white, very fine-grained,
thin-bedded, isolated spar. Elevation, base of unit
160.8 m (527.5 ft).

0.9 (2.9)

Limestone, medium grey, shaley, very thin-bedded.
Elevation, base ofunit160.2 m (525.5 ft).

0.6 (2.0)

Aux VASES MEMBER THICKNESS

1.5 (4.9)

Joppa Member
1.

SuBUNIT J2: Micrite, medium grey, very fine-grained,
fossil-bearing (especially tabulate coral and cryptosome
bryozoa), green carbonate shale interbeds, massive.
Elevation, base of unit 158.0 m (518.4 ft).

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

2.2+ (7.1+)
4.7 (15.4)
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GEOLOGIC STATION

16,

CONTINUED:

Geologic Notes
Triangulation for reference point to fix section vertically:
G-1 to reference point (top of Aux Vases Member):
Tape: 2.1 m (6.9 ft)
Clinometer: +6.0 degrees
Top of Aux Vases Member: 161.7 m (530.4 ft) elevation
Diagram:

I

va..

+(, .0

-t-o.l'
0

(,-\

Sketch locating stratigraphic section relative to G-1:

Se c. -t-1 o"

(Compare this section description to that of Geologic Station 30 in Huber Trail
near J-2)
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GEOLOGIC STATION 17. Section of the Joppa Member in Smith Avenue near
survey station F-6, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, September 1, 1984.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

152.4 m (500.0 ft)
146.8 m (481.4 ft)

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Joppa Member
SUBUNITJ2
6.

Oolite, medium grey, smaller diameter oolite grains
than that of unit #2 below, some small shell fragments,
some spar. Elevation, base of unit 151.5 m (497.1 ft).

0.9+ (2.9+)

5.

Crystalline carbonate (more specific lithology not
possible under existing conditions), medium grey,
weathers to medium grey, not as coarse as unit #4 below.
Elevation, base of unit 151.3 m (496.5 ft).
0.2 (0.6)

4.

Crystalline carbonate (more specific lithology not
possible under existing conditions), medium-dark grey,
weathers to golden brown or grey, coarse~grained.
Elevation, base of unit 149.8 m (491.6 ft).
1.5 (4.9)

3.

Limestone, golden brown, crinoidal (?Taxocrinus), very
irregular and grabby surface, same unit as unit #5 at
Geologic Station 15 in the lower section ofBrucker
Breakdown). Elevation, base of unit 149.8 m (491.3 ft).

0.1 (0.3)

SUBUNIT J2 THICKNESS

2.6+ (8.7+)

SUBUNITJ1:
2.

Limestone ("Great White Oolite"), light grey to white,
weathers golden brown, extremely oolitic, massive, upper
contact wavy and irregular with relief to 5+ em (2+ in).
Elevation, base of unit 148.7 m (487.7 ft).
1.1 (3.6)
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GEOLOGIC STATION 17, STRATIGRAPHY, JOPPA J1 SUBUNIT, CONTINUED:

1.

Carbonate mudstone, dark grey, fine-grained, upper
contact stylolitic, small pyrite inclusions, dense, heavy,
same unit as unit #3 at Geologic Station 15 in the lower
section ofBrucker Breakdown. (J1 dolomite?).

1.9 (6.3)

SUBUNIT J1 THICKNESS

3.0 (9.9)

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

5.7 (18.6)

Geologic Notes
Triangulation for reference point Gocated on top ofunit #3 above) to fix section
vertically:
F -6 to reference point:
Clinometer: -8.0 degrees
Tape: 3.3 m (10.9 ft)
Reference point: 149.9 m (491.6 ft) elevation
Diagram:

-\S'

Sketch locating stratigraphic section relative to F -6:
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GEOLOGIC STATION

17, GEOLOGIC

NOTES, CONTINUED:

At F-8, there is a hole in the floor (choked with breakdown) whose floor is 6.1
m (20ft) below F-8, as shown in the sketch below.

A
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18. Summary of geologic observations in the Cygnus X-1
Chamber, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County,
Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983 and February 16, 1985.
GEOLOGIC STATION

E-8 and E-9 are on the toe of the breakdown pile that extrudes itself into
Pohl Avenue SE. As you stand at E-10 in the Chamber, you can very clearly see
that Pohl Avenue SE goes underneath Brucker Breakdown to come out on the
back side of it. The passage here is huge in comparison to the section of Pohl
Avenue SE we'vejust come out of and could best be described as a railroad tunnel
in appearance.
The stratigraphic description here will be difficult due to ceiling height.
Brucker Breakdown will be described in two parts: that part accessible here
from Pohl Avenue SE (referred to as the lower section of Brucker Breakdown)
and the other, which is accessible from Smith Avenue (referred to as the upper
section of Brucker Breakdown). Success will be controlled by access, which will
prove difficult.
The floor here is composed offairly dry mud [NOTE: this was described
prior to the May 1984 flood.] There is water dripping in the breakdown area
itself. The shaft that we suspect connects from the upper section of Brucker
Breakdown into the lower section is constantly dripping water. The area,
however, in the Chamber is fairly dry. There is some dripping at the entrance
to Pittsburgh Pits area, and the walls in Pittsburgh Pits area have water flowing
down them in very thin sheet flow.
As I stand in the intersection area, the combination of the equivalent of
the Smith-Avenue and Pohl-Avenue-NW levels is fairly evident. The upper
section of the passage could match the dimensions of Smith Avenue, and the
lower portion of the passage, I suppose, could've been contributed by Pohl
Avenue NW, though some volume remains unaccounted for by that simple
explanation. The general appearance of the Chamber is that of a big canyon, not
of a tube with a canyon in the floor. In fact, the floor canyon running through
the Chamber curves around under the undercut towards the Pittsburgh Pits
area and continues then as a distinct canyon into the breakdown and into Pohl
Avenue NW. As yet, I can't explain this, and we'll look for flow indicators to assist
in interpretation.
What scallops that are present seem to be heavily modified by vertical
flow. There are three anastomoses zones exposed in the SW wall, while the NE
walllooks more breakdown-modified and the anastomoses zones present do not
appear to correlate to those in the SW wall (vertical offset or totally independent
zones?). All three anastomoses zones look like they've carried water, which has
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GEoLOGic STATION 18, GEOLOGIC NoTEs, coNTINUED:

exited into the Chamber and flowed vertically down the wall, modifying any
scallops that may have been present at one time (implies water in anastomoses
zones after the Chamber formed!). Are some ofthe scallop features truly scallops
or modified anastomoses since they're in anastomoses zones?
ScALLOP READINGS BY RoGER W. BRUCKER BETWEEN E-10
AND N-11 ON THE SW AND NE WALLS OF THE CHAMBER.
WALL

sw
NE
Total

TOWARDSSE
0
4
4 (21%)

TOWARDSNW
3
4
7 (37%)

INDETERMINATE
3
5
8 (42%)

ToTAL
READ
6
13
19

[NOTE: Must take into account how flow over these walls would be occurring
and what kind of forces would be interfering or causing various flow components
to split.]
There were some scallops were in large undercuts, but they were indeterminate.
Some scallops are very difficult to read because they're nearly symmetrical, and
others are very symmetrical. Those that are readable between E-10 and N-9
seem to indicate flow away from Brucker Breakdown, although there are
certainly exceptions to that statement.
There are four very prominent fractures exposed in the ceiling near the
base of Brucker Breakdown in the Chamber: two that trend N24E and two that
trend N34E. There is a fracture zone as you approach the breakdown area itself
that seems to be a result of the force of the breakdown.
Another idea to ponder- several flow events: flow towards Brucker Breakdown before the breakdown fell and then, after the breakdown fell, flow away
from Brucker Breakdown. This may be why the scallops seem to contradict
themselves.
Anastomoses zones on the NE wall are very prominent and well developed in the lower one-third of the wall, but poorly developed to not developed at
all in the upper two-thirds.
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18,

GEoLOGic NoTEs, coNTINUED:

In the undercut near the Pittsburgh Pits area are pendants in the ceiling
from an exposed anastomoses zone which show rounding of edges by dissolution.
Since flow through these channels tends to be so hectic, though, and as they are
created by dissolution, the value of this observation is almost nil.
Further examination of the floor channel around E-10 seems to indicate
that flow (at present, when it occurs) is from Pohl Avenue SE towards the
Pittsburgh Pits area. This is indicated by an obvious change in elevation from
the current pool (higher elevation) to the drain leading to the Pittsburgh Pits
area (lower elevation).
There is a large fracture in the ceiling over N-8 that has pockets developed
up into it, much as is seen in the ceiling of River Hall in the Mammoth Cave
section of the System. These seem to indicate pipe-full conditions, which would
force water up into the crack to enlarge it. As this occurrence would seem to
suggest that the passage was in existence at the time of the dissolutional
enlargement of the fracture, the question is whether that was done when the
passage was smaller and pipe-full or larger and pipe-full.
Roger Brucker feels that scallops in the ceiling indicate flow towards
Brucker Breakdown, but, to me, they look extremely symmetrical. I will stick
with my interpretation of them.
FRACTURES AT E-10:
1. Swarm (>100 fractures) trending N30E, open, no calcite fill, from

<1 mm to 0.5 em wide, cuts several beds.
2. 4 fractures at N10W, tight but dissolutionally modified.
The wall of the lower section of Brucker Breakdown above N-8 (at the
chinmey to the upper section) is a surface that trends N30E.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 19. Section of the Joppa Member in the Horta Tunnel
between survey stationsX-2 andX-3, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February 16,
1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

149.2 m (489.5 ft)
147.6m(484.3ft)

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Joppa Member
SuBUNITJ1

2.

1.

Oolite ("Great White Oolite"), light grey to white, weathers
golden brown, extremely oolitic, massive, same unit as unit
#2 at Geologic Station 17. Elevation, base of unit 149.2 m
(489.5 ft).
Carbonate mudstone, dark grey, fine-grained, upper
contact stylolitic, small pyrite inclusions, dense, heavy,
same unit as unit #1 at Geologic Station 17.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

*

1.6+ (5.2+)
1.6 (5.2)

* EXPOSED IN CEILING. SO NO THICKNESS EXPOSED TO MEASURE.
Geologic Notes

Fracture in ceiling of rectangular breakout-type feature trends N28E.
Edge of dome is a straight surface that trends N30E.
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20. Geologic observations in the Horta Tunnel between
survey stations X-5 and X-7, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, June 9, 1984 and
February 16, 1985.
GEOLOGIC STATION

The Joppa Member's Subunit J2 (Ste. Genevieve Limestone) seems to
constitute the entire wall exposed.
FRACTURES IN THE CEILING NEAR

1. 1 atN30E.

2. Swarms (50+) at S10-20E.

X-5:
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GEOLOGIC STATION 21. Geologic observations in the Convention Hall, Mannnoth
Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described
by E.K. Estes, June 9, 1984 and February 16, 1985.

Dimensions at XA-2.
N- 21.8'
E- 46.0' (to brkdn pile from RSH)
s- 36.7'
w- 14.7'
Ceil- 5.9'
Floor-4.4'
~

po \eotloL?J
cti rec-t-lbn
tYCW>
l:cc.ll off

N
The scallops in the Hall are fairly noncommittal for flow directions, but
they seem to indicate flow to be awayfromXA-2 towards the direction ofRalph
Stone Hall. Also, the breakdown blocks in the pile coming out ofRalph Stone
Hall have been solutionally smoothed (no prominent orientation noted).
FRACTURES:

1. 1 trending N23E, calcite-filled, 1 em wide
2. 1 trendingN30E, calcite-filled, 1.0-1.5 em wide
POSfSCRIPf: XA-2 was flooded over and removed in the May 1984 flood
and is now no longer recoverable.
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GEoLoGic STATION 22. Geologic observations at X-8 in Ralph Stone Hall,
Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky.
Described by E.K. Estes, June 9, 1984 and February 16, 1985.

The west wall of the rectangular feature is straight and trends N30E.
Calcite fill is preserved on the west wall and is 1-2 em (0.4-0.8 in) thick. There
are plumose markings on the surface which vee (vee closes) towards N30E.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 23. Geologic observations in Ralph Stone Hall near survey
station P-6, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, June 9, 1984 and February 16,
1985.

The breakdown blocks in the vicinity of the ramp out ofJessica's Sandbox
have abandoned rims tone dams on top and dryflowstone formations hanging off
the bottoms, indicating that water was flowing over them at one time (as if water
was flowing out of the Jessica's Sandbox area into Ralph Stone Hall!). There is
sand in the abandoned rimstone dams, indicating some filling episode after the
flowstone deposition. This flowstone on the breakdown only occurs in the
vicinity of the sand ramp out of Jessica's Sandbox area.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 24. Section of the Aux Vases and Joppa Members in Ralph
Stone Hall near survey station P-15, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, June 9, 1984 and
February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

152.0 m (498.7 ft)
147.8 m (484.7 ft)

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Aux Vases Member (see note below)
2.

Limestone, dark grey, granular. Elevation, base of unit
149.0 m (488.8 ft).

3.0+ (9.9+)

Joppa Member (see note below)
1.

SUBUNIT J2: limestone, weathers golden brown, massive,
cross-bedded, slightly fossil-bearing.
1.2+ (4.1+)

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

4.3 (14.0)

[NOTE: These are Art Palmer's identification. I do not believe these are correct
identifications when comparing the appearance of these units to those whose
identity I am sure of elsewhere in the area, and, in fact, Art expressed some
reservations about the identifications. Unfortunately, though I am dubious of
the identification, I am at a loss to identify them; yet, they more closely resemble
the Levias Member's L1 and L2 subunits as they are exposed in the area.]
Geologic Notes

Scallops observed in the vicinity of survey station P-15 indicate flow to
have been from SW toNE (i.e., from survey station P-15 towards P-14).
Is this a continuation (now truncated) of Mather Avenue? According to
the Palmers, this would be the correct place to have the passage turn from a
canyon to a tube.
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24,

GEOLOGIC NOTES, CONTINUED:

There is relief ofmore than 0.6 m (2.0 ft) developed on the contact between
the Joppa and Aux Vases Members, and this exposed in both walls of the
passage, as seen in the sketch below.

!lux Vo.se5

Triangulation for the reference point (on the Aux Vases/Joppa Member
contact where the above-described relief is not present) to locate the section
vertically:
P-15 to reference point:
Tape: 6.1 m (20.0 ft)
Clinometer: +6.0 degrees
Reference point: 149m (488.8 ft) elevation
Diagram:

+;;l.\

P-

I

IS r ? - - - - ' - - - - - - _ _ J

There is a fracture in the ceiling at P-13 which trends N30E and is tight.
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GEoLOGic STATION 25. Geologic observations in Jessica's Sandbox near survey
station P-2a, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February 16, 1985.

There are two fractures exposed that trend N23E, are calcite-filled, and
are 0.5 em wide.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 26. Geologic observations in Jessica's Sandbox near survey
station R-17, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February 16, 1985.

FRACTURES EXPOSED IN THE CEILING:

1.

2.

1 trending N30E, open, no calcite fill, 1 em wide.
1 trending N26E, calcite-filled, 0.5-1.0 em wide.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 27. Section of the Levias Member in Jessica's Sandbox near
survey station X-ll=P-5, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

160.6 m (526. 7 ft)
158.7 m (520.5 ft)

Description

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

Sm. GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE
Leyias Member (see note below)
3.

SuBUNIT L2: Limestone, weathers light grey and sandy,
extremely thinly bedded, cross-bedded, contains black,
irregular chert nodules. Elevation, base of unit 159.9 m
(524.6 ft).

0.7+ (2.1+)

SuBUNIT L1:
2.

Limestone, light grey, more massive and less sandy than
unit #3, contains what appear to be silicified bryozoan
fragments (chert) that are quite prolific, yet they bear no
distinctive form for identification. Elevation, base of unit
159.2 m (522.4 ft).
0.7 (2.2)

1.

Limestone, like unit #2, "silicified bryozoa" absent.

0.6+ (2.0+)

SUBUNIT L1 THICKNESS

1.1+ (4.1+)

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

1.9 (6.2)

[NOTE: Art Palmer identifies the unit exposed in the ceiling (which was not
described above) as the Levias Member's Subunit L1, while the units #1 and 2
described above are the Aux Vases Member. As with Geologic Station 24, I have
difficulty with accepting his identifications in light of how the units appear
elsewhere in the area, and, in fact, Art expressed some reservations about the
identifications.]
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27, CONTINUED:

Geologic Notes
I do believe that there was a passage connecting Huber Trail and Ralph's
River Trail, and have named it Jessica's Sandbox. It overlaid Ralph Stone Hall
by approximately 9 m (30ft), which is the difference in the ceiling elevations of
Jessica's Sandbox and the southern portion of Ralph Stone Hall. The two
passages have been joined by collapse, creating a huge void now known as Ralph
Stone Hall from survey stations P-23 to P-21 and P-7 to P-11 (the area which I
now refer to as the "breakout dome" section). Both probably had some origin
connected to the major fracture now visible in the ceiling of Ralph Stone Hall.
This fracture is actually an en echelon set of gash veins. The set has a line of
bearing of approximately N30E, and the individual gash veins have a bearing
ofNlOE.
On the ceiling above the ramp and across the ceiling of the northern portion of Ralph Stone Hall is a thin chert layer that appears to be either a paleosol
zone or an extremely thin exposure crust, similar to a caliche zone. Limestone
pebbles are visible in it. This is the only such occurrence that is known of in the
Mammoth Cave System, according to Palmer.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 28. Section of the Levias and Aux Vases Members in Huber
Trail near survey station H-7, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, June 9, 1984 and
February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

160.1 m (525.0 ft)
157.3 m (515.9 ft)

Description
STE.

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Leyias Member
2.

SuBUNIT L1: (no description taken). Elevation, base of
unit 159.1 m (521.9 ft).

1.0+ (3.2+)

Aux Vases Member
1.

1.8+ (6.0+)

No description taken.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION
Geologic Notes
Triangulation on the Levias/Aux Vases Members contact:
H -7 to contact:
Tape: 4.92 m (16.15 ft) Clinometer: +18.0 degrees
Levias/Aux Vases Members contact: 159.1 m (521.9 ft)
Diagram:

2.8 (9.1)
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GEOLOGIC STATION 29. Geologic observations in Huber Trail near survey station
H-14, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County,
Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February 16, 1985.

One fracture trends N30E, is open, 1 em wide. The passage from survey
stations J-1 to J-4 seems to be developed symmetrically around it. (See fracture
with offset described at Geologic Station 37 in Lucky 7 Alley.)
A fracture surface on a ceiling break trends N15E.
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30. Section of the Levias, Aux Vases and Joppa Members in
Huber Trail near survey stations J-1 and J- 2, Mammoth Cave Geologic
Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes,
October 8, 1983, June 9, 1984, and February 16, 1985.
GEOLOGIC STATION

ELEVATIONS:

CEILING

FLOOR

162.4 m (532. 7 ft)
155.2 m (509.0 ft)

THICKNESS,

Description
STE.

meters (feet)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Leyias Member
8.

SuBUNIT L2 is in ceiling. Thickness not measurable.
Elevation, base of unit 162.4 m (532.7 ft).

7.

SuBUNIT L1: Sparite, dark grey, weathers to white
limestone paste except where it is golden brown on the
ceiling and in some of the anastomoses pockets, sparse
simple rugose corals, lower contact marked by
anastomoses zone. Elevation, base of unit 159.7 m
(523.7 ft)..

2.7+ (9.0+)

Aux Vases Member
6.

5.
4.

3.

Micrite, dark grey, weathers golden brown, thinner
bedding than unit #7 above, chert nodules (irregular
shape: longer than thick), lower contact regular and
recognized by color. Elevation, base of unit 158.9 m
(521.2 ft).

0.8+ (2.5+)

Chert in layers and lenses, black, crumbly. Elevation,
base of unit 158.8 m (520.7 ft).

0.1 (0.5)

Micrite, white, leached looking, coated with limestone
paste, contains some calcite crystals. Local marker bed.
Elevation, base of unit 158.6 m (520.1 ft).

0.2 (0.6)

Chert in layers and lenses, like unit #5 above, black,
crumbly. Elevation, base of unit 158.5 m (519.6 ft).

0.1 (0.5)
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GEOLOGIC STATION 30, STRATIGRAPHY, Aux VASES MEMBER, CONTINUED:

2.

Shaley limestone, greenish-white, weathers black in
places, thin-bedded. Elevation, base of unit 158.0 m
(518.0 ft).

0.5 (1.6)

Aux VASES MEMBER THICKNESS

1.8 (5.8)

Joppa Member
1.

SuBUNIT J2: Micrite, dark grey, very fine-grained,
sparkles of fine-grained spar, almost a lithographic
limestone, finely layered texture when weathered.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

2.7+ (8.9+)
7.2 (23.6)

Geologic Notes
The pit at J-2 appears to be a collapse at a passage intersection causing
breakdown modification. It appears that Huber Trail was lower in elevation
than Davey's Attic and that it migrated upward by breakdown modification, fillingit to its present level. It, then, seems that H-15 to H-18 was an upper level.
The other possibility is that a fairly large (3 m or 10ft high X 6 m or 20ft wide)
passage crossed beneath Huber Trail between J -1 and J -2, and then Huber Trail
collapsed into it. The exact mechanism which created the large void is not yet
explained, but it appears that a passage intersection definitely had much to do
with it. It does not resemble a shaft, rather, it resembles a large breakdownmodified intersection.
Breakdown in the floor appears to be overlying a cavity (which would
support the lower-level-crossing theory stated above), and there is an enterable
lead in the breakdown (after the rock blocking it is removed). The lead appears
to go down approximately 10 feet.
Triangulation to top of marker bed (unit #4) to locate section vertically:
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30, GEOLOGIC NOTES, CONTINUED:

J-1 to top of marker bed:
Tape: 10.4 m (34.3 ft)
Clinometer: -16.0 degrees
Marker bed upper contact: 158.7 m (520.7 ft) elevation
Diagram:
J-1

-lc..o•

L-------->.-~'fc(' of MO/~H b.feA
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GEOLOGIC STATION 31. Section of the Levias and Aux Vases Members in Huber
Trail between survey stations J -2 and J -4, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle
(GQ-351), Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8,
1983 and February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS:

CEILING
FLOOR

162.4 m (532.8 ft)
158.5 m (520.0 ft)

THICKNESS,

Description
STE. GENEVIEVE

meters (feet)

LIMESTONE

Leyias Member
2.

SuBUNIT L1: Sparite, dark grey, weathers to white
limestone paste except on the ceiling and in some of the
anastomoses pockets where it is golden brown, sparse
simple rugose corals. Lower contact marked by an
anastomoses zone. Elevation, base of unit 159.7 m
(523.8 ft).

2.7+(9.0+)

Aux Vases Member
1.

Micrite, dark grey, weathers golden brown, thinner
bedded than unit #1.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

1.2+ (3.8+)
3.9 (12.8)

Geologic Notes

The bedding plane exposed in the ceiling was very conducive to anastomoses development, and there are numerous channels and pendants still
existing. Channels are 0.1-0.3 m (0.5-1.0 ft) deep and very well developed.
Thelower0.6m(2.0ft)ofthewallsarecoveredbydampmudandpopcorn.
There is currently no flowing water, so where would the water come from?
The passage looks like a canyon modified by breakdown. The anastomoses in the ceiling seem to mark the only bedding plane so exploited until you
get down near the floor.
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GEOLOGIC STATION

31,

GEOLOGIC NOTES, CONTINUED:

There are two fractures which resemble a textbook-qualityjoint set. They
trend N20E and N30W, respectively. They're both filled with calcite. The one
which trends N20E is approximately 1.3 em (0.5 in) wide, and the one which
trends N30W is approximately 2.5-3.8 em (1.0-1.5 in) wide.
There is no immediately recognizable sandstone in the terminal breakdown, but there must be some somewhere because the dirt appears to be a
mixture of sand and limestone paste.
The breakdown pile goes up at the end of Huber Trail, but is unexplored
(how far up it goes is unknown). There also seems to be a hole down to the right
as you're facing the breakdown that is reported to pinch out.
Walls are fairly heavily modified by breakdown and there were no solution features such as scallops found to examine.
The Aux Vases Member is damp (but no flowingwater)in comparison to
the Levias Ll subunit above it, which was dry.
There is a cross-passage atJ-2 that is filled with a red, clayey sand to the
ceiling on both sides of the passage. There is no fracture running across the
ceiling which would have controlled the trend of the cross-passage.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 32. Exploration observations in Huber Trail at survey station
J-4, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson County,
Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February 16, 1985.

At the south end of Huber Trail:

I

1\'

To climb up, one must be extremely cautious of a keystone (approximately 0.50.6 m or 1.5-2.0 ft long) which holds up more than 1000 lbs of breakdown, and,
if this breakdown were disturbed, would certainly fall where the explorer was
standing. Frightening stuff. May be more stable than it appears, but....... Ralph
Ewers recommends tying some rope around the keystone, backing out to about
J-2 or J-3 and pulling it down to stabilize the pile. This approach, however, may
serve to permanently block access to the visible voids above. There are excellent
possibilities for new cave here! Perhaps this same area could be accessed from
one of the high leads in the ceiling near J-1 and J-2. There are also some holes
going down in the breakdown that look very curious.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 33. Section of the Levias and Paoli Members in Davey's Attic
near survey station H-15, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983 and
February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

165.3 m (542.1 ft)
162.3 m (532.5 ft)

Description

T!nCKNESS,
meters (feet)

GIRKIN FORMATION
Paoli Member
3.

SuBUNIT P3 in ceiling (no description possible). Elevation,
base of unit 165.3 m (542.1 ft).

2.

SuBUNIT P2: Shaley limestone, grey-green, limestone
paste developed on surface, extremely irregular lower
contact. Elevation, base of unit 164.9 m (540.8 ft).

STE.

*
0.4 (1.3)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Leyias Member
1.

SuBUNIT L2: Limestone, dark grey, coarse-grained,
"moth-eaten" appearance, botryoidal calcite in the upper
portion.
2.5+ (8.3+)

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

2.9 (9.6)

* EXPOSED IN CEILING SO NO THICKNESS TO MEASURE.
Geologic Notes
Passage has decreased in stratigraphic elevation relative to the prominent (Paoli P1/Levias L2) contact. There is relief developed on this contact which
varies from 0.03-0.1 m (0.1-0.3 ft).
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33,

GEOLOGIC NOTES, CONTINUED:

Scallops still seem to indicate fairly gentle flow and are interpreted to
demonstrate a paleoflow direction to the north (from survey station H-18
towards H-15).
Triangulation for reference point on at average elevation for Paoli P1/
Levias L2 contact:
H-15 to reference point:
Tape: 1.99 m (6.55 ft)
Clinometer: +54 degrees
Paoli P1/Levias L2 subunits contact: 164.9 m (540.8 ft) elevation
Diagram:

H-15

~-'------
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GEOLOGIC STATION 34. Section of the Paoli and Levias Members in Davey's Attic
near survey station H-16, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

164.8 m (540. 7 ft)
162.5 m (533.1 ft)

Description

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

Gm.KIN FoRMATION
Paoli Member

3.
2.

STE.

SuBUNIT P2: in ceiling (no description possible).
Elevation, base of unit 164.8 m (540.7 ft).
SuBUNIT P1: Shaley limestone, grey-green, extremely
irregular lower contact (relief up to 0.3 m or 1.0 ft).
Elevation, base of unit 164.6 m (539.8 ft).

*
0.3 (0.9)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Leyias Member
1.

SuBUNIT L2: Limestone, dark grey, coarse-grained.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

2.0+ (6.7+)
2.3 (7.6)

* EXPOSED IN CEILING SO NO THICKNESS TO MEASURE.
Geologic Notes
Elevations calculated for the ceiling and floor from the contact probably
don't match those calculated from the survey because we measured at the side
of the passage for the contact while the survey measured in the middle of the
passage (see diagram next page).
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34, GEOLOGIC NoTES, CONTINUED:

(

l

Triangulation for reference point at average elevation on the Paoli/Levias
contact:
H-16 to reference point:
Tape: 4.5 m (14.85 ft)
Clinometer: +7.0
Paoli/Levias Members contact: 164.5 m (539.8 ft) elevation
Diagram:

H-11, ? - - _ L - - - - - - - '
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GEOLOGIC STATION 35. Section of the Paoli and Levias Members in Davey's Attic
near survey station H-16, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, October 8, 1983, June
9, 1984, and February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS:

CEILING
FLOOR

164.7 m (540.3 ft)
162.7 m (533.8 ft)

THICKNESS,

Description

meters (feet)

GIRKIN FoRMATION
Paoli Member
3.

SUBUNIT P2: in ceiling (no description possible). Elevation,
base of unit 164.7 m (540.3 ft).

2.

SuBUNIT P1: Shaley limestone, grey-green, extremely
irregular lower contact (relief up to 0.3 m or 1.0 ft).
Elevation, base of unit 164.2 m (538.6 ft).

STE.

*

0.5 (1.7)

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Levias Member
1.

SuBUNI'I' L2: Limestone, dark grey, coarse-grained.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION ·

1.5+ (4.8+)
2.0 (6.5)

* EXPOSED IN CEILING SO NO THICKNESS TO MEASURE.
Geologic Notes
The terminal breakdown has a large amount of sandstone in it. The
ceiling is rising. There seems to have been (or is) a great deal of moisture here
at one time (dry at time of this study) because the Paoli P1 subunit is covered
with a limestone paste, as is the Levias L2 subunit, however, the Levias L2
subunit's surface is more a hardened surface than a paste.
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35, GEOLOGIC

NOTES, CONTINUED:

All surfaces appear to have been modified by breakdown; however, a few
scallops were located which seem to indicate paleoflow to have been from the
south to the north (from survey station H-18 towards H-15). The passage is a
tube modified by breakdown and has a sandy, pastey floor.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 36. Section of the Levias and Paoli Members in Lucky 7 Alley
near survey station F-11, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, June 9, 1984, September 1, 1984, and February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

168.4 m (552.5 ft)
166.2 m (545.2 ft)

Description

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GIRKIN FORMATION
Paoli Member
2.

SuBUNIT P2: Limestone, dark grey, fine-grained.
Elevation, base of unit 167.4 m (549.2 ft).

1.0+ (3.35+)

* SUBUNIT P1 IS LOCALLY ABSENT *
STE.

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Leyias Member
1.

SuBUNIT L2: Limestone, granular, thick-bedded.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

1.2+ (3.95+)
2.2 (7.3)

Geologic Notes
The Paoli P1 subunit is locally absent until near survey station F -14 or F15 in Turner Avenue.
Scallops, as I read them, are completely symmetrical, but Ralph Ewers
feels they indicate paleoflow from SW toNE (from survey station F-13 to F-11).
Levelling on the Paoli!Levias Members contact over a distance of approximately 46 m (150 ft) indicates a 0 degree slope. Therefore, Lucky 7 Alley is
decreasing in elevation relative to this contact (decreasing in elevation from NE
to SW).
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36, GEOLOGIC NoTES, CONTINUED:

Compare this section to that at X-ll=P-5 in Jessica's Sandbox.
Triangulation to reference point on the Paoli/Levias Members contact:
F-11 to reference point:
Tape: 2.9 m (9.7 ft)
Clinometer: +10.0 degrees
Paoli/Levias Members contact: 167.4 m (549.2 ft) elevation
Diagram:

Fll

For uniformity, the reference point was sited as shown on the following diagram
for all levelling, as the contact was actually buried in limestone paste and
dissolutionally enlarged.
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GEOLOGIC STATION 37. Section of the Levias and Paoli Members in Lucky 7 Alley
near survey station F-12, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351),
Edmondson County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, September 1, 1984 and
February 16, 1985.
ELEVATIONS: CEILING
FLOOR

168.3 m (552.1 ft)
166.3 m (545.6 ft)

Description

THICKNESS,
meters (feet)

GIRKIN FORMATION
Paoli Member

2.

SUBUNIT P2: Limestone, dark grey, fine-grained.
Elevation, base of unit 167.6 m (549.6 ft).

0.8+ (2.5+)

* SUBUNIT P1 IS LOCALLY ABSENT *
STE.

GENEVIEVE LIMESTONE

Leyias Member
1.

SuBUNIT L2: Limestone, granular, thick-bedded.

TOTAL DESCRIBED SECTION

1.2+ (4.0+)
2.0 (6.5)

Geologic Notes
There is a major fracture in the ceiling between survey stations F -11 and
F-12. It trends N35E, is open, 0.5-1.0 em wide, and has a slight offset across it
(the NW side is 0.5-1.0 em lower relative to theSE side). The passage seems to
be oriented symmetrically around it, and the fracture trends straight into the
sandstone breakdown near F-12 (see similar fracture at Geologic Station 29 in
Huber Trail). There is a hole above the breakdown, through which I can see a
large passage or void. Is this hole actually part of a canyon? Is there actually
an upper level above Lucky 7 Alley here?
Triangulation for reference point on Paoli/Levias Members contact:
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37, GEOLOGIC NoTES, CONTINUED:

F-12 to reference point:
Tape: 4.5 m (14.75 ft)
Clinometer: +1.5 degrees
Paoli!Levias Members contact: 167.6 m (549.6 ft) elevation
Diagram:
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38. Geologic observations in Turner Avenue near survey
station F-15, Mammoth Cave Geologic Quadrangle (GQ-351), Edmondson
County, Kentucky. Described by E.K. Estes, September 1, 1984.
GEOLOGIC STATION

There is one fracture that trends N45E, is calcite-filled, and is 0.6-1.3 em
wide. It's apparent dip is 0 degrees and the strike of the wall the dip was
measured on is N38W.

